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 ABSTRACT 
 
TOWARD AN INTEGRATED THEORY OF MUSICAL WORTH AND 
PEDAGOGICAL VALUE: AN ANALYSIS OF COMMISSIONED CHORAL WORKS 
AND PERSONAL PERSPECTIVES OF EMMA LOU DIEMER AND ALICE PARKER 
by 
Elise Eskew Sparks 
 
Repertoire comprises the curriculum of school music ensembles, yet its selection 
by music educators is unsystematic, commonly influenced by publishers, and lacking in 
thoughtful critique (Budiansky, 2005; Forbes, 2001). Research reports that musical worth 
and pedagogical value are foremost criteria in repertoire selection (Devore, 1989; 
Ostling, 1978). This ethnographic research explored relationships between musical worth 
and pedagogical value in works and perspectives of Emma Lou Diemer and Alice Parker, 
two prominent female composers whose extensive catalogs include music written for 
educational settings. 
Data were collected via methods consistent with qualitative inquiry. Smith’s 
(2003) Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was employed to facilitate co-
construction of the composers’ lived experience through personal interviews. Data 
analysis also incorporated previous texts written about and by the composers, and three 
choral works of each composer. In this study, Panofsky’s (1972) method of visual art 
analysis was applied to musical analysis. Findings were presented within single-case and 
cross-case narratives. 
Although the composers’ work and perspectives are distinctive, their perceptions 
of musical worth and pedagogical value transcend their individual qualities. Criteria for 
 creating art for educational settings include: using text as a basis for creating musical 
meaning, recognizing and emulating the work of composers that they find exceptional; 
and engaging in an artful, synergistic treatment of musical elements. Diemer and Parker 
share the belief that longevity, originality, expressivity, and sustained interest are 
characteristics of music of worth. They offered authentic engagement, holistic learning, 
and matching skill with challenge as integral aspects of pedagogical value. 
The motivation that compels Diemer and Parker to compose is both external and 
internal, and is more oriented toward process than product. In creating works for 
educational settings, they internalize parameters applicable to specific learners and 
settings. A “spark” they experience in the creative process indicates the origin of musical 
worth. Pedagogy derived from and integral to the musical worth of a work allows 
musically engaged students to recreate the “spark” and thus realize pedagogical value. 
Within the works and perspectives of Diemer and Parker, musical worth and pedagogical 
value become unified as a composite whole, though the “spark” is realized in a cyclic 
process.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In 1991, Allen Britton offered a simple question to music educators: “should not 
our music curriculum consist, first of all, of the world’s most beautiful music?” (p. 180).  
Bennett Reimer, a leader in the aesthetic music education movement, submitted that the 
task of discerning which music is most worthy for student study “must be met in some 
manner by everyone who is deeply concerned with this art” (1962). Reimer continued by 
cautioning that “attempts to systematize one’s views as to greatness in music are fraught 
with hazards and uncertainties…but one cannot escape making them” (p. 87). Britton and 
Reimer spoke to the concern that is at the heart of this study: the role of musical worth in 
the music performance curriculum.  
For the music educator, the concern for musical worth is connected to another 
important issue: how music serves as the vehicle for students’ music learning and 
development. In two articles entitled “Repertoire is the Curriculum,” (Reynolds, 2000; 
Thomson, 1998; italics added) authors asserted a central premise for performance-based 
music education. Music performed by bands, orchestras, and choirs provides the basis for 
music learning. In a similar vein, Shively (2004) tendered: 
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The repertoire of bands, choirs and orchestras serves in many cases as a de facto 
curriculum…It is critical that teacher-conductors accept that the repertoire is the 
foundation of the curriculum and develop strategies for identifying the repertoire 
that serves best to support the musical development of learners in the ensemble 
classroom. (p. 182) 
 
The issues that compel this study are threefold. First, repertoire comprises the 
curriculum for the choral music classroom. Secondly, repertoire selection by choral music 
educators too frequently lacks rigor and systematic judgment, relative to both musical 
worth and pedagogical value. Lastly, the nature of industry marketing for music education 
publications, which is based more on sales volumes and profits than questions of musical 
value, necessitates critical judgment about repertoire choices.  
This chapter offers the significance and purpose of this study. Research questions 
are contextualized within a brief history of repertoire reform in American music 
education.  The need for the study is addressed within a discussion of the quality of school 
repertoire and the method of repertoire choice. Finally, the chapter gives an 
epistemological and theoretical framework for this study and closes by offering a 
theoretical lens for better understanding musical worth and pedagogical value.  
Preliminary Insights 
While integral to this study, the terms musical worth and pedagogical value were 
not given conclusive meanings at the outset. Instead, the study sought to develop 
understanding of these concepts as embodied in the perspectives and work of Emma Lou 
Diemer and Alice Parker, the composers who comprise the purposeful sample for this 
research (see Chapter 3). Common allusions to musical worth include: music that 
possesses a quality that renders it pleasing or satisfying; music having a degree of 
excellence that may stem from the artful treatment of musical elements; or music of a 
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superior standing by its degree of subtlety and capability of arousing aesthetic response. 
The theories of Leonard Meyer, Susanne Langer, and Bennett Reimer are used to provide 
a theoretical lens for understanding musical worth. Familiarization with these philosophies 
provides a context for meanings that arise through the views and work of the two 
composers. 
The word “pedagogy” is derived from ancient Greek, literally meaning “to lead 
the child.” Music with pedagogical value may broadly be conceived as music that can lead 
students to music learning and development in the physical, cognitive, and affective 
domains. As in the case of musical worth, this study gleaned two prominent composers’ 
understandings of pedagogical value. Having written music specifically for educational 
situations, these composers offer unique perspectives regarding pedagogical value.  
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between musical worth 
and pedagogical value through the works and perspectives of two recognized composers 
who have created choral music for diverse abilities in educational settings. I investigate 
how musical worth and pedagogical value are made manifest in the ideas, compositional 
processes, revisions, and the ultimate realizations of these composers’ work.  Though the 
study focuses entirely on the work of two prominent female composers, the goal is to 
encourage increased attention to musical worth and pedagogical value within repertoire 
selected by music educators.  
Many writers have analyzed and discussed the compositions of Diemer (Morgan, 
2005; Bender, 1988; McDaniel, 1987) and Parker (Fleming, 2005; King, 2005; Roberts, 
1995). However, no qualitative research exists that specifically investigates these 
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composers’ perspectives on musical worth and pedagogical value. In this study, I use 
inductive and hermeneutical processes to explore these perspectives. Both composers have 
spent years composing musical works that also serve as tools of student music learning, 
and respect for their work bridges both the music education and performance 
communities. Thus they are uniquely positioned sources of insight regarding musical 
worth and pedagogical value.  
Research Questions 
Through this research, I sought to understand this core question: 
What is the relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value in the 
work and perspectives of two recognized composers? 
 
This study addressed the following supporting questions: 
I. What are the composers’ personal criteria for creating choral art for use in 
educational settings?  
 
II. How do the composers conceptualize musical worth and pedagogical value? 
 
III. How do the composers perceive aspects of musical worth and pedagogical 
value during the creative process? 
 
The themes that emerged from these questions were used to establish principles to guide 
music educators in selecting repertoire with both musical worth and pedagogical value. 
A Brief History of Repertoire Reform 
The latter period of the 1950s brought change in American society. Events such as 
the Cold War, the conflict in Korea, and Sputnik caused a period of philosophical 
transition in the field of education. Mark (1996) documents how music education 
organizations, led by the Music Educators National Conference (MENC), took advantage 
of this period to reconsider music’s place within education. 
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In 1957, The Ford Foundation invited several American artists to suggest ways to 
enhance the appreciation of art in the nation and its schools. American composer Norman 
Dello Joio proposed placing composers in school systems during their formative years of 
compositional development, suggesting such collaboration would “[expand] the repertory 
of secondary school music” (Comprehensive Musicianship, 1971, p. 3). After his 
experience in the Young Composers Project (YCP), Peter Schickele offered compelling 
evidence that school music repertoire in the 1950s needed reform: 
High school students are capable of performing (and liking) music that is 
technically and aesthetically much more demanding (and rewarding) than the 
bland, all-purpose medleys ground out by the music-for-schools industry. 
(Comprehensive Musicianship, 1971, p. 20) 
 
In 1963, the Yale Seminar on Music Education convened to discuss materials, 
standards, and future directions for music education. Participants consisted of a 31-
member panel led by musicologist Claude Palisca. Their report stated: 
If the goal of elementary and secondary music education is to awaken, increase, 
and refine the child’s natural musicality, then the repertory used in most school 
systems in the United States is ill-chosen. (Palisca, 1964, p. 11)  
 
Specific repertoire criticisms offered in the Yale report included:  
1. It is of appalling quality, representing little of the heritage of significant 
music. 
2. It is constricted in scope. 
3. It is rarely sufficiently interesting to enchant or involve a child to whom it is 
presumed to be accessible. Children’s potential is constantly underestimated. 
4. It is corrupted by arrangements, touched-up editions, erroneous transcriptions, 
and tasteless parodies to such an extent that authentic work is rare. To the 
extent that artificial music taught to children, to that extent are they invited to 
hate it. There is no reason or need to use artificial or pseudomusic in any of its 
forms. (p. 11) 
 
One curriculum project stemming from the Yale Seminar was the Juilliard 
Repertory Project (JRP). A body of historically rich repertoire was designed to “augment 
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and enrich” repertoire in elementary schools and thus improve the musicality and tastes of 
students (Dickey, 1967). Although some regarded the erudite JRP library as “one of the 
finest collections of music ever collated and published” (Scholten, 1998, p. 40) this body 
of work lacked grassroots music educator involvement in its formation and did not lead to 
repertoire reform. 
The MENC-sponsored Tanglewood Symposium of 1967 involved mainstream 
music educators in its recommendation that music from all periods, styles, and cultures be 
included in the school curriculum, including the “currently popular teenage music” 
rejected by the musicologists who guided the JRP (Steele, 1998, p. 150). The Tanglewood 
Symposium did not address quality of school music repertoire, per se. However, it did 
recognize the pedagogical value of a variety of music. 
During the past four decades, repertoire quality has been a perennial issue in 
music education. In the choral area, articles in practitioner-based journals have suggested 
criteria by which music educators may evaluate repertoire (Apfelstadt, 2001; Persellin, 
2000; Reynolds, 2000; Mayhall, 1994; Richmond, 1990). Some choral methods texts share 
criteria for selecting repertoire (Abrahams, 2005; Phillips, 2004; Bartle, 2003; Rao, 1993; 
Lamb, 1988). Musical quality is the single criterion that consistently appears in each of 
these guidelines. Repertoire selection has been addressed in numerous doctoral 
dissertations and research articles (see Chapter 2). 
Need for the Study 
In an article published in the Washington Post, Budiansky (2005a) brought school 
music repertoire to the forefront of American consciousness. This voice beckoned from 
outside the profession. This author’s concern about the lack of “real music” (standard 
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musical genres, such as classical and jazz) that his children were playing in school music 
programs led him to pen an editorial. The newspaper initially refused to run the article on 
the grounds that the readership was too narrow. However, following its publication he was 
bombarded with responses from music educators around the country. Budiansky wrote: 
The problem is what [the school ensembles] play. What they play is always That 
Piece, as I’ve come to think of it…. If I’ve heard That Piece once, I’ve heard it a 
hundred times. Different composers, different titles, same bombastic banality… I 
wasn’t prepared for the extent to which such new and original works of great 
mediocrity have completely supplanted…real music. (¶ 4-8) 
 
Scholarly publications indicate that choral music education may be experiencing a 
similar crisis regarding repertoire quality. During the height of mid-twentieth century 
curricular reform, Charles Fowler, editor of the Music Educators Journal, wrote:  
Both popular and elite music seemingly exist outside the present-day music 
textbooks, which apparently seek to create a level of culture designed specifically 
for youth. In the realm of aesthetics the music in these textbooks tends to be 
dogmatic and dull, an obstacle rather than an aid to developing a musically literate 
and cosmopolitan audience…. Music education, if it is to accomplish its 
objectives, is in dire need of new, broader based, and higher quality literature. 
(1965, p. 39) 
 
The words of Fowler and Budiansky, though separated by four decades, have the same 
fundamental message. Instead of quality repertoire forming the curriculum for developing 
musicians, too frequently schools have adopted a sub-standard genre of “mediocre” and 
“dull” music supplied by publishers. Fowler further asserts that this repertoire may not 
only fail to inspire young musicians, but potentially may be an obstacle in their musical 
development.  
Roe (1983) warned that “musicality and aesthetic experiences cannot develop 
from contacts with the trite and cheap” (p. 53). Persellin (2000) asserted that lack of 
quality repertoire will make our pedagogical efforts at best difficult, and at worst, futile: 
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A fine gardener knows the importance of using…high-quality seeds. He or she 
understands that unless these seeds are the best [available], no amount of 
fertilizer, rain, sun, or diligent weeding will yield the best flower garden. The 
gardener will always be struggling to make up for the basic weakness of the 
inferior seeds that were planted. (p. 2) 
 
So it is that through the selection of repertoire, the director is designing the 
curriculum for the musical growth of ensemble members. Britton (1991) lamented that the 
selection of repertoire for schools was not accomplished in a more systematic nature that 
would ensure quality: 
No one yet has offered any suggestions at all for establishing either an inside or 
outside system of control. The best we have been able to accomplish is to publish 
lists of aims and ideals and contest pieces…if there is an enemy it is us. (p. 178) 
 
American composer Norman Dello Joio was direct in his statement that “teachers…must 
decide not what is good, but what is best, and it is in your choice that you expose 
yourselves” (Comprehensive Musicianship, 1971, p. 9). Gordon (1977) suggested that 
repertoire choices are indicative of one’s merits as a music educator: 
Your choice of music will…reveal several things about you as a director. It will 
show whether you are an innovator or a follower. It will reflect your level of 
musicianship. (p. 97-98) 
 
In a 1998 study, Forbes discovered that the selection of repertoire was 
unsystematic—even among choral directors identified as outstanding by their arts 
administrators. He posited whether repertoire selection should continue to be “more of an 
art than a science” (Forbes, 2001, p. 118). Earlier, Richmond (1990) advised that “setting 
criteria for repertoire prior to its selection offers the potential of sensitizing the director to 
the implicit features of the music…features that may then be…made explicit in rehearsals 
(p. 24). In either case, valid is Lamb’s (1988) assertion that the autonomy possessed by 
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music educators to select repertoire and thus design curriculum is “a most unusual 
educational challenge and opportunity” (p. 97).  
  Boyles (2005) vividly described the encroachment of the free market into 
education. Just as students are manipulated by advertisements within the school setting, 
music educators may be influenced by promotional materials from music publishers. This 
contrived benevolence mostly results in free advertising and increased sales, with musical 
and educational worth not being primary or existing concerns. Budiansky and Foley 
(2005) describe the problematic relationship between educators and publishers and the 
lack of quality in school music repertoire:  
While it is certainly the case that music publishers would not supply an inferior 
product were there not a demand for it, the sheer marketing power commanded by 
leading educational music publishers constitutes a powerful force perpetuating 
this situation. (p. 23) 
 
State and national professional organizations, eager to conserve financial resources, will 
invite this marketing into the arena of continuing education through conferences and other 
professional development opportunities. Music reading sessions, workshops, and clinics 
are often sponsored by music publishers and also serve as a medium for marketing, rather 
than renewing music educators’ concern for the best quality educational materials.  One of 
the respondents in Forbes’s (1998) study remarked that “you can go to just about any 
reading session today and read through 25 to 30 pieces and you will only find one or two 
works of any quality” (p. 125). Budiansky and Foley (2005) reported that “high-pressure 
sales and demo [compact discs] are devoted almost exclusively to newly created pieces by 
writers of educational music” (p. 24).  
Although the above authors are approaching this problem from the perspective of 
instrumental music, these factors are relevant for choral music as well, as shown by the 
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research of Reames (2005) and Diddle (2005). These researchers recommended that 
teacher education programs better prepare music educators to select quality repertoire for 
beginning choral ensembles. In Teaching Music through Performance in Choir (2005), 
Abrahams offers criteria adapted from instrumental music for the purpose of judging the 
musical worth of repertoire.  
Budiansky and Foley (2005) suggest that the “relentless promotion of new 
educational music by music publishers” and “the growing importance of non-musical 
considerations (such as contests)” are two factors that drive poor choices in repertoire 
selection (p. 19-20). While some in the profession might blame the music publishing 
industry for having undue influence over repertoire selection, this business would fail to 
supply sub-standard repertoire if there were no demand for it. An anonymous 
spokesperson from the publishing industry penned this message to music educators: 
There’s a lot of music that I’d like to publish, but I know that it’s going to be very 
hard to sell: it may be too difficult (taking some hard work to prepare)…[or] it 
may not be fast enough and loud enough… For every piece like this, I have to 
publish at least two safer pieces to pay for it. For this I’m ashamed, but I must 
stay in business! It’s very disheartening, as a publisher, to take chances by 
publishing something out of the ordinary, only to find that directors aren’t willing 
to take some chances, too, by performing it. (“Friendly Advice,” 1990, p. 20) 
 
Ultimately, music educators hold the power of choice. They are charged as 
professionals to uphold the primary objective of musical and educational growth and resist 
the influence or control of any industry that does not share this goal. Budiansky and Foley 
(2005) submit that the most detrimental factor driving poor repertoire choice is “an 
explicit reticence on the part of school music teachers to render aesthetic judgments” (p. 
19).  
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Epistemological Framework 
  In an era of post-positivistic, post-modern, and constructivist thought, the 
presence of an absolute “truth” is highly criticized. Critical theorists are justified in 
seeking to expose oppressive or dominating forces. In this case, such polemics might 
question who manufactures definitions of “quality.” What are their gender, their class, and 
the color of their skin? Instead of engaging people in thoughtful inquiry and careful 
scrutiny, the opposite has occurred. Regarding repertoire and artistic judgment, Budiansky 
and Foley (2005) posit that the baby was thrown out with the bath water: 
Current intellectual fashions…[may] challenge any canonization of “great” art as 
an elitist and Eurocentric construction. If the practical consequence of this 
intellectual position were a healthy willingness to embrace non-Western and non-
classical styles, that would be extremely welcome. (p. 21-22) 
 
Since the 1970s, music education has evidenced an expanding Weltanschauung 
(worldview). Recent global music texts such as those of Wade (2004) and Campbell 
(2004) emphasize non-Western and non-classical styles. However, not all non-Western 
music used in schools is authentic, and specialists in various regional styles are not easily 
found. Following the recommendations of the Tanglewood Symposium and widespread 
trends of multiculturalism, many music educators have embraced a diverse and varied 
repertoire without questioning what is most authentic or representative. Budiansky and 
Foley (2005) lament that some music educators have relinquished artistic discrimination in 
a quest to be inclusive: 
Ironically…the growing dominance of made-for-school pieces in the school 
repertoire has if anything narrowed the range of styles, genres, and cultures 
authentically represented in school music programs. The principal take-home 
lesson of [this] critique is instead…general disapproval of the very act of making 
aesthetic judgments. (p. 21-22) 
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Researchers and practitioners alike show reluctance or unwillingness to risk aesthetic 
judgment. Devore (1989) evidenced the reluctance of a researcher to address this 
controversial topic. In her research, she reported:  
Further research is needed to identify and define aspects of “music quality” and 
“educational value.” Because these terms are somewhat ambiguous, particularly 
as they relate to the music selection process, a common language is needed to 
describe exactly what is meant by these terms. (p. 93) 
 
Dahlman (1991) goes a step further to offer that the ideal of quality is subjective 
and precludes definition. He states simply “the characteristic of quality was 
considered a matter of personal taste, and was not addressed in this study” (p. 5).  
  Within the present study, I assert that musical worth and pedagogical value can be 
judged. Yet, finding suitable judges is a difficult task, as Hungarian composer-music 
educator Zoltán Kodály noted years ago: 
In the overwhelming chaos of music produced today only a past master can find 
his bearings. It is a hundred times more difficult to acquire sureness of taste today 
than it was a hundred years ago. Often the genuine can scarcely be distinguished 
from the counterfeit. But a good musician knows what good music is. He is 
guided by his familiarity with literature, his theoretic and practical knowledge and 
his educated taste—all acquired over the course of may years. (1974, p. 199) 
 
The insights of two master composers—though Kodály’s “he” is in this case “she”—may 
help music educators come closer to articulating standards of musical worth and 
pedagogical value.  
Study Limitations 
 Although many composers can offer insight into musical worth and pedagogical 
value, the only perspectives considered thoroughly in this study are those of Emma Lou 
Diemer and Alice Parker. As suggested in Chapter 7, the field would benefit from 
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gleaning other renowned composers’ and musicians’ perspectives on worthy repertoire 
and the process of repertoire selection.  
 Musical worth and pedagogical value have been topics in a deluge of practitioner- 
and research-based literature in instrumental music education. Many voices from this 
parallel field contributed to the present study. However, this research does not aim to be a 
comprehensive review of all literature in instrumental music education related to musical 
worth and pedagogical value within repertoire selection. 
 Likewise, many preliminary insights into aesthetics could serve as a starting 
framework to study the perspectives and musical works of prominent composers. This 
study uses two main sources: Leonard Meyer and Susanne Langer. Those who relied on 
the philosophy of these aestheticians to develop resources for music education are cited 
as well.  
A Theoretical Lens for Musical Worth  
Music theorists who have advanced the study of aesthetics have contributed 
greater understanding to the objective ideal of musical quality. Leonard Meyer sought to 
create a logical basis for quality in art. Susanne Langer created a rational and rigorous 
basis for the examination of art through her theory of non-discursive symbolism. The 
theories of Meyer and Langer serve as a theoretical lens for understanding musical worth 
in this study.  
Meyer (1959) offers that musical worth is manifest in works that establish yet 
thwart the fulfillment of expectations: 
Value has something to do with the activation of a musical impulse having 
tendencies toward a more or less definite goal, and with the temporary resistance 
or inhibition of these tendencies. (p. 486) 
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In Meyer’s view, musical elements occur within a style, and musical styles have music 
tendencies. Better music has definable characteristics. Good music establishes tendencies, 
but goals are not reached immediately or directly. The postponement of goals creates 
uncertainty, which produces interest or increased information. According to Meyer, 
information is positively correlated with value in a piece of music. However, such 
diversions from musical goals must not be irrelevant or overly complex. Neilson (1960) 
applies this aspect of Meyer’s theory to the treatment of harmony:  
The chief attribute of good harmony is that it is consistent and suitable to the style 
or idiom being used by the composer. When the harmony of a piece is a 
mishmash of styles and idioms, it cannot be good. (as cited in Bellinger, 2002, p. 
178) 
 
 Following Meyer’s philosophy, Reimer (1989) presented four criteria for assessing 
musical worth: craftsmanship, sensitivity, imagination, and authenticity. Musical 
craftsmanship describes the skill with which material is molded into an original creation. 
Budiansky and Foley (2005) offered characteristics of craftsmanship as they regretted 
that this criterion is often missing from school repertoire: 
[T]he kind of inspiration and seamless craftsmanship found in a work like the 
Strauss serenade—the way in which changes in texture and harmonization and the 
development and interplay of motives drawn from the opening theme all combine 
to create an artistic whole—is not only utterly lacking in much if not all of made-
for-school pieces, but is the essence of what makes music an art. (p. 15) 
 
Quality music remains authentic to a style or genre, yet is imaginative in reaching 
expectations. In Art as Experience, John Dewey (1934) offered a similar description of 
worth in art: 
Impulsion forever boosted on its forward way would run its course thoughtless, 
and dead to emotion… The only way it can become aware of its nature and its 
goal is by obstacles surmounted and means employed.… (p. 59) 
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Leonhard and House (1959) explained Meyer’s writing in readable terms for 
choral music educators. They offered that the representation of tension and release was the 
first criterion for judging the quality of music. According to these authors, great music is 
extremely subtle and the treatment of ideas so abstract that the listener must pay close 
attention for comprehension. Neilson (1960) echoes the need for subtlety within expert 
craftsmanship: 
Craftsmanship is concomitant with quality. Rhythm, melody, harmony and timbre 
take on meaning and expressivity only when combined and placed in context. 
When a craftsman well grounded in the principles of solid musicianship does this, 
good music is likely to result. But the display of craftsmanship must not be 
obvious or it will get in the way of the creation itself. (as cited in Bellinger, 2002, 
p. 178)  
 
Hoffer (1965) contends that “musical quality, then, is a comparative and relative thing; it 
is not an absolute” (p. 378). Leonhard and House (1959) offer that “good music and great 
music differ in two essential characteristics: (1) the subtlety of expression and (2) the 
abstraction of expression” (p. 90). Reimer (1970) suggests that both good music and great 
music exist on a continuum:  
To the extent that the conditions of expressiveness in a particular piece are 
capable of producing deep, abiding insights into the notion of subjective reality, 
that piece can be called “great.” (p. 103) 
 
In her 1942 text Philosophy in a New Key, Langer asserted that although language 
is the best manner in which to express something exactly, it is not the only means of 
articulating thought. Symbols are abstractions of ideas, and are used to fulfill humankind’s 
need for self-expression. The existence of ritual in all societies proves our need for 
symbolization. Music is a representation or symbolic transformation of "emotions, moods, 
mental tensions and resolutions…a source of insight" (1957, p. 222). She continued: 
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Because the forms of human feeling are much more congruent with musical 
forms than with the forms of language, music can reveal the nature of feelings 
with a detail and truth that language cannot approach. (p. 235) 
 
In Langer’s philosophy, emotional life and other non-rational ways of knowing are 
brought into the realm of reason. Music is a logical expression of feelings and the strength 
of music is its ability to articulate what that language is unable to fully express. Leonhard 
and House (1959) based their foundation for music education on Langer’s aesthetic 
theory: 
The tonal structures we call “music” bear a close logical similarity to the forms of 
human feeling—forms of growth and of attenuation, flowing and stowing, conflict 
and resolution, speed, arrest, terrific excitement, calm, or subtle activation and 
dreamy lapses—not joy and sorrow perhaps, but the poignancy of either and 
both—the greatness and brevity and eternal passing of everything vitally felt. 
Such is the pattern, or logical form, of sentience; and the pattern of music is that 
same form worked out in pure, measured sound and silence. Music is a tonal 
analogue of emotive life. (1957, p. 27) 
 
Reimer (2005) clarified that “while emotions are nameable in words, feelings are part of a 
nonverbal [knowledge base]” (p. 82). Langer’s creative intuitions were given scientific 
basis decades later in the work of research neurologist Antonio R. Damasio (2005), who 
explained of feelings: 
Feelings, along with the emotions they come from, are not a luxury. They serve as 
internal guides, and they help us communicate… And feelings are neither 
intangible nor elusive. Contrary to traditional scientific opinion, feelings are just 
as cognitive as other percepts. [Feelings] are the result of a most curious 
physiological arrangement that has turned the brain into the body’s captive 
audience. (p. xix) 
 
[Feelings] are represented at many neural levels, including the neocortical, where 
they are the neuroanatomical and neurophysiological equals of whatever is 
appreciated by other sensory channels. But because of their inextricable ties to the 
body, they come first in development and retain a primacy that subtly pervades 
our mental life. Because the brain is the body’s captive audience, feelings are 
winners among equals. And since what comes first constitutes a frame of 
reference for what comes after, feelings have a say on how the rest of the brain 
and cognition go about their business. Their influence is immense. (p. 159-160) 
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Reimer (2005) reflects on Langer’s creative foresight in his third edition of A Philosophy 
of Music Education: 
The great philosophers astound me by the depth and convincingness of their 
intuitions, their ability to grasp truths long before science comes along 
and…provides the evidential basis for what had long been known intuitively. (p. 
80) 
 
Regardless of scientific basis and intuitive legitimacy, Langer and Meyer are not 
without critics. Deron R. Boyles (personal communication, 2007) questions why Langer 
insisted on developing a positivist, rational theory for art. Auxier (1997) criticizes Langer 
for failing to provide a general theory of experience to ground her aesthetic system. Meyer 
and Reimer are criticized for promoting a music-as-object philosophy that undervalues the 
process or praxis dimension of music and is applicable only to music of the Western canon 
(Elliott, 1995). Meyer and Langer provided a basis for some of the earliest thinking on 
music education as aesthetic education. Their work was chosen for this study because 
principles of those theories remain relevant for issues of musical worth and pedagogical 
value. 
An Artistic Lens for Pedagogical Value  
  While Hoffer (1965) and Hilbish (1967) asserted that musical worth is the 
foremost factor in choosing music for students, Reimer (1989) proposed that repertoire 
selection should be based primarily on the teachable aesthetic content inherent in the 
music. Two seminal music education texts provided basis for the aesthetic movement 
within late twentieth-century music education. Portions of Foundations of Music 
Education by Leonhard and House (1959) and A Philosophy of Music Education (1970) 
by Reimer are based on the theory of musical greatness offered by Meyer.  
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Brunner (1992) references the aesthetic components of music education, stating 
that music puts students in contact “with the realm of their emotive and creative 
life…[and]…makes them feel more human, more alive, and part of something 
extraordinary” (p. 32). Brunner maintains that engaging students with quality repertoire 
creates a pedagogically valuable environment in a variety of ways: 
Quality repertoire encourages young singers to become better at what they do. It 
stimulates their imaginations, expands their appreciation, and refines their musical 
skills. It challenges them intellectually, whets their appetite for further challenge, 
and motivates them to excel. It gives them cultural perspective and opens new 
doors of musical awareness. (p. 32) 
 
 In this study, preliminary understanding of pedagogical value assumes that the goal 
of music education is aesthetic education. Music educators are charged not merely to 
develop students’ technical skills, but ultimately to instill within students an enduring love 
for music. In such a scenario, students will be motivated to continue music-making and 
active appreciation throughout their lives. Such was the aesthetic grounding that Stephen 
Budiansky (2005b) experienced in school:  
…The kind of soul-stirring and (it's not too much to say) life-changing experience 
that I had in high school, when I was introduced to some of the world's greatest 
artistic creations in my music classes. The pieces we sang in chorus that year—
Haydn's "Lord Nelson" Mass and the Creation and traditional Christmas carols 
and "Shenandoah" and songs from Broadway shows and choruses from the 
Messiah—have been a part of me ever since. They awoke in me a love for a world 
of great music I simply hadn't known existed before. They gave me the chance to 
feel I was literally touching greatness, to raise my voice and be a part of these 
great works. They made me yearn to make music a part of my life, to learn more, 
to sing and play more. (p. 4) 
 
Interaction of Musical Worth and Pedagogical Value 
 
In 2000, Paul Rardin, a leader in the Maryland chapter of the American Choral 
Directors Association (ACDA) engaged several choral music educator colleagues in an 
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organized discussion of musical worth. This meeting culminated in developing a list of 
ten criteria “felt to be required ingredients in all excellent choral music.” He continues: 
It was a heartening and invigorating exercise. It is our hope that it might 
generate…the type of dialogue with which [leaders of the organization] have 
respectfully charged us. We welcome additions, deletions, substitutions, and 
musing from you and from all of our ACDA colleagues as we continue to 
challenge and refine our notions of excellence. Thank you again for your 
guidance in this critical area of our work (2000, p. 72).  
 
The ten criteria for excellent repertoire offered by Rardin and his colleagues were: 
“distinctiveness, vitality, clarity, shape, challenge to singer and listener, effective union 
with text, potential to move, potential to educate, idiomatic composition, and lasting 
value.” While some of these criteria speak to musical worth in particular, others—
specifically “challenge to singer and listener” and “potential to educate”—clearly 
reference pedagogical value. Such lists evidence a clear yet undefined relationship 
between musical worth and pedagogical value.  
What is the relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value? Rao 
(1987) contends the two are inexorably linked: “when the quality of the music is good, 
the teaching potential is unlimited” (p. 9). Likewise, Casey (1991) asserted:  
The compositions in [the folders of music students] make up the contents of the 
‘textbook’ the students experience . . . the better the literature, the more profound 
the experience will be for students, and the longer the impact and effects will last. 
(p. 34) 
 
Kodály proposed that “only music of unquestioned quality—both folk and 
composed—should be used in the education of children” (as cited in Choksy, 1981, p. 8). 
According to a music educator who corresponded with Budiansky, students have already 
developed a sense of musical discrimination by their elementary years: 
Kids are way smarter than most music publishers believe. They can tell the 
difference between high quality music that has stood the test of time, and a song 
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written only for Earth Day or to help the clarinets over their register break. 
(2005b, p. 4) 
 
Ironically, music written specifically for schools may evidence not only limited 
musical worth but also limited pedagogical value. Budiansky and Foley (2005) reveal this 
unfortunate marketing message found in the promotional materials of a major publisher: 
“the work is safely scored…the piece gives the illusion of being more difficult than it is” 
(p. 23-24). Those music educators who believe that repertoire should engage and 
challenge students may regard such repertoire as pedagogically bankrupt. Alfred Reed 
offered that “it is much more important to play the right kind of music with mistakes than 
to play the wrong kind of music without them” (as cited in Casey, 1991, p. 34). Heffernan 
(1982) suggests that music educators select repertoire that is within students’ skill level, 
yet also challenges them to advance it:  
A distinguishing mark of a successful choral director is the ability to determine 
objectively the technical level of ability of a choir and to select music for study 
that is within that ability but at the same time advancing it. (p. 71) 
 
This important area between what learners can accomplish independently and what 
they can achieve with assistance was termed the zone of proximal development 
(ZPD) by Russian development psychologist Lev Vygotsky. Although Heffernan’s 
quote referenced praxis in particular, the same is true with musical understanding. 
In a pedagogically valuable situation, there is a balance between student challenge 
and success.  
  The following chapter reviews relevant literature, establishing the need to better 
understand the relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value within the 
repertoire selection of music educators. Chapter 3 describes the methodology used in this 
research and describes how musical works will be analyzed. Chapters 4 and 5 acquaint the 
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reader with Diemer and Parker (respectively), with the analysis of their musical works 
providing a framework for narrative presentation of their cases. Chapter 6 studies both 
composers in relation to the supporting questions of this research. Chapter 7 addresses the 
core question within this study and offers a theoretical model of the relationship between 
musical worth and pedagogical value. Chapter 8 offers recommendations for practice and 
future research.  
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
 
In 1965, an MENC document entitled “Music in the School Curriculum” stated 
that “the development of musical understanding and a sense of discrimination” are 
primary goals of music education (p. 195). This objective implies a relationship between 
musical worth and pedagogical value. Musical understanding is synonymous with learning 
or pedagogy, while discrimination suggests the ability to perceive variable aspects of 
quality in the music being studied. Richmond (1990) offers that repertoire choice is central 
to the development of a sense of discrimination, or “taste:”  
Too often we attend reading sessions and concerts, or review catalogues merely 
looking for music…we hope our students will like... The drawback to such a 
criterion…is that it operates on the assumption that taste is, and should be, static. 
Such an assumption is patently false and cannot serve as an adequate 
underpinning for choral music education. After all, one of the primary missions of 
our program is to expand our students’ musical horizons. Education equals 
change. (p. 27) 
 
According to Richmond, repertoire choice can either hinder or facilitate 
pedagogical goals, and the criteria music educators use to select repertoire reflect 
inherent educational philosophies.  
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This chapter reviews literature that has addressed the issue of quality repertoire in 
educational settings and how teachers may negotiate the challenge of satisfying both 
musical and pedagogical goals. Relevant literature has investigated criteria used by music 
educators in the selection of repertoire that serves as the basis for ensemble learning. 
Researchers have tended to treat issues of musical worth and pedagogical value separately. 
Relevant studies reviewed in this chapter include resources used for repertoire selection 
and illuminate a sometimes-troubling disparity between published repertoire for schools 
and repertoire that is musically and educationally sound.  
Insights from Instrumental Music Education Research 
The previous chapter revealed problems that both instrumental and choral 
performance-based ensembles share regarding quality repertoire selection. Therefore, this 
chapter includes instrumental music education research (Young, 1998; Bauer, 1996; 
Howard, 2001; King, 2001) that is relevant to choral music education. 
The purpose of Bauer’s (1996) research was to determine the methodologies and 
criteria that secondary instrumental music educators use in selecting repertoire. 
Participants in Bauer’s study reported that listening to publishers’ promotional recordings 
and browsing the music store were the most frequent techniques. Although Bauer used 
only a small random sample of 100 band directors in the state of Ohio, the spread in 
participants’ years of teaching experience ranged from 1 to 29. When criteria and sources 
for repertoire selection were compared to years of teaching experience, little difference 
was found between more and less-experienced groups. Although generalizations beyond 
this sample should be made with caution (due to its small size, sampling strategy, and 
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return rate), Bauer found that little professional development regarding decisions of 
repertoire choice directly related to students’ music learning. 
Bauer’s participants’ most highly ranked criterion—“your band’s ability to 
execute the technical demands of the composition”—was related to performance 
accessibility rather than learning. Though the second most-cited criterion, the ensemble’s 
“ability to execute the musical demands of the composition,” might be an indicator of 
learning, Bauer does not clearly define the relationship between musical performance and 
musical understanding within this study. Also, individual student ability may vary within 
school ensembles, and it is unclear whether participants chose music that matched the 
ability of the most or least advanced students.  
General ideas associated with musical worth are present in Bauer’s criteria: 
“music that is a standard of the repertory your students should know; aesthetic response 
available to students through the composition; and historical era of the composition” 
(ranked criteria 8, 9, and 16 respectively). However, it is problematic to assume that music 
of an historical era and elusive repertory standards are synonymous with musical worth.  
Young’s (1998) research is firmly rooted in the subject of musical worth. His 
concern for the lack of quality in repertoire performed by instrumental ensembles led to 
his research regarding the resources and criteria used by music educators in choosing 
repertoire. Young confirmed a direct relationship between the quality of repertoire and 
resources and criteria used to select it. He offers: 
It can be considered self-evident that the use of low quality literature in the 
curricula relinquishes students to a low quality musical experience….it is 
important to find methods that will improve the health of the high school 
ensemble curricula by increasing the quality of the literature performed and 
experienced by the students. (p. 12) 
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Young’s literature review is a thorough discussion of musical quality, citing 
descriptions of Meyer, Reimer, and other prominent figures (p. 15-23). In his survey of a 
sample of large secondary schools in the United States, Young employed quantitative 
methods to group wind band literature into three quality groupings. The lack of a 
qualitative component in his methodology limits Young only to speculate why music 
educators do not more frequently select compositions of high quality like those included 
on his Repertoire Evaluation Inventory (REI). Young does not discuss the relationship 
between quality of repertoire and pedagogical value, but rather assumes a connection. He 
asserts that poor repertoire choices can result in impeding students’ immediate and 
lifelong learning, as students will “lack the tools necessary to fully participate in future 
artistic activities” (p. 113). 
Young (1998) found that low quality repertoire (or repertoire not included on his 
REI) was most often found through music publishers’ promotional materials. Likewise, 
Howard (2001) found that his 130 director-participants cited publisher promotional 
materials as their primary source in selecting music for their middle school bands. Similar 
research within the field of choral music education reveals the breadth of influence of the 
publishing industry. As shown in Table 1, participants in the research of Forbes (1998)—
to be discussed in the following section—as well as Bauer’s (1996) and Young’s (1998) 
studies, indicated that publishers (italicized in Table 1) were a primary source for 
repertoire selection.  
Beyond the explicit use of publishers’ promotions, other repertoire resources in 
Table 1 are not immune to potential influence by music publishers. Budiansky and Foley 
(2005) describe the conflict of interests that occur when directors are asked to perform 
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new works for demonstration recordings of publishers or perform the works of colleagues 
who are seeking to become established as composers. Reading sessions, workshops, and 
clinics are frequently sponsored by publishers for marketing purposes. Without the 
additional clarification afforded by interviews, it is not possible to know if publishers 
influenced these repertoire sources. 
 
Table 1. Participants’ frequently-cited sources for repertoire  
Bauer (1996) Forbes (1998)  
 (non-nominated group) 
Young (1998) 
(for low-quality music) 
 
Listen to publishers 
promotional recordings 
 
 
Choral workshops & clinics 
 
Listen to publisher 
tapes/materials 
 
Browse at the music store Publisher sample scores 
and catalogs 
Attend workshops, 
clinics, & conventions 
 
Consult the  
state contest list 
 
Live performances Works previously studied 
Live performances Music recommended by 
other directors 
 
Festival/contest list 
Workshops, clinics, and 
conventions 
Choral 
reading sessions 
 
Live performances 
 
King’s (2001) quantitative study of the criteria by which repertoire is selected 
among college bands used Young’s (1998) REI to determine the quality of repertoire 
submitted by the 45 participating conductors. King found that participants that more often 
selected low quality repertoire were more concerned with audience and student approval 
than pedagogical goals. Her research evidenced the need for a core repertoire with clearly 
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defined learning goals especially suitable to the small, non-auditioned band students that 
occupied the programs she evaluated.  
In his 1978 mixed-method study, Ostling sought to develop a body of literature 
with “serious artistic merit” for use by instrumental music educators. He articulated the 
concern of his research as follows: 
The wind-band conductor currently has available to him numerous comprehensive 
lists of compositions making up this body of literature. What is not available is an 
evaluation of the musical quality of this literature. A question of many…is, “What 
compositions within this large body of literature are most worthy of study and 
performance?” Or, what compositions are of most musical worth? …An 
evaluative study now seems necessary and warranted. (1978, p. 12) 
 
A survey resulted in a list of twenty eminent wind-band conductors who served as 
evaluators in Ostling’s study. These experts evaluated the quality of over 400 
compositions using a 5-point Likert scale. The qualitative portion of Ostling’s study 
involved developing a list of ten criteria for the evaluation of “serious artistic merit.” 
These criteria will be discussed later in this chapter.  
Choral Music Education Research 
Musical worth was the primary research interest of Forbes (1998). This researcher 
specifically sought to determine “the degree of agreement among [choral] directors 
regarding what constitutes ‘quality’ in choral literature and ascertain its use as a selection 
criterion” (p. x). Just as in Young’s 1998 study, cited earlier, Forbes draws heavily on the 
work of Meyer and Reimer in defining quality.  
Forbes’s sample was drawn from two groups: public high school choral directors 
from Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia nominated as 
“outstanding” by collegiate National Association of Schools of Music faculty, and 
directors randomly selected from the remaining population. Forbes found that neither 
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nominated nor non-nominated directors were systematic in their methods for selecting 
repertoire and discerning quality within repertoire.  
Forbes’s primary sources of data were surveys and interviews. Surveys collected 
data on the types and frequency of repertoire selected as well as resources used for 
repertoire selection. Forbes’s participants’ sources of repertoire were reported in Table 1 
(p. 26). Both nominated and non-nominated directors ranked the criterion “quality 
music…the students should be exposed to” (p. 87) first out of 26 criteria developed by 
Forbes. However, during interviews, both nominated and non-nominated directors cited 
other criteria more frequently than quality. Forbes fails to discuss this inconsistency within 
the data. 
Forbes contends that musical worth or quality has been universally recognized in 
the taxonomy of repertoire selection criteria. Half of his open-ended interview questions 
were concerned with quality as a factor in repertoire choice. Both nominated and non-
nominated participants were selected randomly for interviews and asked to identify and 
discuss elements that determine the quality of a composition and the relative difficulty in 
determining the quality of a composition. Forbes categorizes participants’ responses in 
such a manner that musical worth (or quality) and pedagogical value (items related to the 
ensemble) are grouped. While directors most often cited quality elements related to 
developmental appropriateness and student interest, some also mentioned elements that 
related to the duality of musical quality and “what can be taught through the work” (an in 
vivo code offered by a nominated director, p. 133). Relevant examples include these 
interview excerpts: 
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How does it help [students] grow musically? / Will it help my students develop 
good musicianship? / “Will singing the work help students develop their talents 
and appreciation for the choral art? (p. 133, 140) 
 
Although nearly half of Forbes’s participants suggested that determining quality was 
relatively easy, responses such as the following may be indicative of a larger population:  
Gosh, these are hard questions. I’ve never thought about [quality] before…I just 
pick stuff that I want my kids to do because I like the piece (p. 115).  
 
This response indicates an absence of concern not only for musical worth, but also for 
pedagogical value. Praxis—students “doing” music—does not necessarily result in 
learning. Forbes—like Young (1998)—concluded that teacher training should “place 
greater emphasis on the value and importance of quality” in the selection of repertoire 
used in ensemble classrooms (p. xi).  
Although Forbes’s method of sampling would seem an acceptable means of 
determining outstanding directors, it is possible that a quality educator would exist within 
the non-nominated group. Preliminary evidence of such oversight is present in these 
interview responses of non-nominated directors, which indicate that non-nominated 
directors may hold musical worth as a primary criterion and discriminate in order to select 
repertoire that will have continuing benefit: 
First, I listen to the composition and try to determine its worth. / There are some 
quality Broadway, pop, and jazz pieces out there, but overall I’m not seeing good 
quality. I have to really look to find something of enduring value. (p. 108, 128) 
 
The research often used the descriptor “outstanding directors” when “nominated 
directors” would evidence less initial bias. 
Forbes shares Reimer’s (1970) assertion that “some popular music of the present 
time (an astonishing amount, as a matter of fact) is of extremely high quality” (p. 106).  
Likewise, Henryk Górecki—a Polish composer of classical music—commented: “I see 
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only good music and bad music…There can be very, very good much that is 
entertainment” (Górecki as cited in Duffie, 1994, ¶ 37). Forbes’s research offers an 
excerpt from the report of the Tanglewood Symposium and Leonhard and House (1959) to 
support the inclusion of popular music in music education curricula: “[popular music] can 
and does provide an avenue for aesthetic experience….it represents a living music of good 
quality” (p. 110). Yet, Forbes structured some interview questions in a way that polarized 
popular music and quality. In interviews, Forbes asked this leading question:  
Question 6: Choirs that perform a high percentage of popular music are 
sometimes criticized because the quality of much of the music performed is 
deemed by some to be substandard. What are your beliefs on this topic? (p. 124) 
 
Forbes demonstrated a Euro-centric bias as a researcher in asking participants, “How 
important is it for students to sing at least one composition from each of the major 
historical periods during the course of a school year?” Such leading is indicative of a 
provincial “old art is good art” mindset—a perspective similar to those in charge of the 
largely unsuccessful Juilliard Repertory Project. In her development of a systematic, four-
year, curricular choral repertoire cycle, Beavan (2004) mirrored a similar perspective in 
her assertion that the “creation of a four-year repertoire cycle required that all historic 
period of choral literature…be incorporated” (p. 16). However, Beavan strived to include 
a variety of styles in the master list of high quality choral repertoire she developed from 
cross-referencing repertoire lists from New York State, Georgia, Texas, Oklahoma, 
MENC, and ACDA. 
Despite the weaknesses of Forbes’s study, it is the only research that used 
qualitative techniques to examine quality within school music repertoire. Forbes (1998) 
validated Dahlman’s (1991) finding of an absence of universally accepted criteria 
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hierarchy for repertoire selection. Dahlman used quantitative methodology to measure a 
smaller and more heterogeneous sample than Forbes, so his results are generally less 
descriptive. However, Dahlman’s succinct list of criteria included items that can be 
equated both to pedagogical value and musical worth. Overall, the choral music educators 
in Dahlman’s study of repertoire selection habits in the state of Missouri ranked “teaching 
goals” second and “musical quality” third among various criteria. Although these two 
criteria maintained top ranking when program size and the director’s education level and 
years of experience were taken into account, Dahlman did not explore a possible 
relationship between teaching goals and musical quality. 
Dahlman described the aesthetic philosophy of Meyer through the work of 
Leonhard and House (1959) and Reimer (1989). Although this foundation was laid and the 
issue of quality was of utmost importance in his study, Dahlman merely stated that “the 
characteristic of quality was considered a matter of personal taste, and was not addressed 
in this study” (p. 5). Since some participants observed an absence of quality, Dahlman’s 
surface investigation was unfortunate: 
Though musical worth was not empirically analyzed in this study, it should be 
mentioned that a majority of responses to open-ended survey questions concerned 
literature quality. Responses of this type often expressed the opinion that too 
much music used in high school choral programs is lacking in quality. (p. 52) 
 
In 1989, Devore found that the top sources of repertoire for state contests did not 
change as a function of teaching experience. All choral directors surveyed by Devore 
indicated that musical quality was their primary criterion for choosing contest music. 
Devore’s sample of choral directors was surveyed specifically regarding repertoire 
selection for state contests under the assumption that an adjudicated event would lead 
directors to select repertoire with greatest care. Although anonymity encouraged honest 
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responses, Devore offered that results might have been influenced by the Hawthorne 
effect: directors may have stressed quality not because of its primary importance, but 
rather because they considered this response to be the most acceptable one to offer to a 
music education researcher.  
Table 2 compares repertoire selection criteria most frequently cited by 
participants in the research of Dahlman, Devore, and Forbes. Criteria relating to musical 
worth (*) and pedagogical value (**) are shown to be extremely influential. 
 
Table 2. Common criteria for the selection of repertoire 
 
Dahlman (1991) Devore (1989) Forbes (1998) 
“Outstanding” Group 
 
Personal appeal to the 
director 
 
 
Overall musical quality* 
 
Quality* 
Musical quality* Educational value** Vocal performance skills 
that could be taught** 
 
Teaching goals** Number of voice parts Technical difficultly 
 
 
Diddle (2005) surveyed beginning choral music educators regarding their 
repertoire selection practices. Her participants reported that they were confident only in 
choosing repertoire for advanced choirs; they lacked preparation in selecting repertoire for 
diverse ability levels and developing criteria by which to judge the quality of repertoire. 
When one considers both the need for students to learn repertoire that is pedagogically and 
musically valuable and the attrition rate of beginning music educators, Diddle’s research 
confirms the need for extensive understanding of the intersection between musical worth 
and pedagogical value to begin and extend beyond teacher training.  
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Reames (2001) investigated the nature of repertoire performed by beginning high 
school choirs in the state of Virginia. Her study found that teacher participants used 
similar criteria to select music for their beginning and advanced choirs, although more 
experienced teachers tended to select repertoire more representative of various historical 
periods. Due to efficient use of administrators for in-person survey distribution, Reames’s 
response rate was extensive and included 80% of all the choral directors within the 
membership of the state professional organization. 
  Reames’s participants reported that technical and aesthetic criteria are weighed 
equally in choosing repertoire. If technical criteria include learning goals, these categories 
roughly mirror those of pedagogical value and musical worth. Table 3 reveals that music 
educator participants in the research of Bauer, Reames, and Diddle used similar top 
criteria reflecting pedagogical value when selecting repertoire.  
 
Table 3. Criteria for the selection of repertoire reflecting pedagogical value 
 
Bauer (1996)  Reames (2001) Diddle (2005) 
 
Group’s ability to execute 
technical demands 
 
 
Number of voice parts 
Group’s ability to execute 
musical demands 
 
Range and tessitura 
Performance concepts that 
can be taught 
 
Overall musical quality 
Musical concepts that can be 
taught 
 
Technical criteria (rehearsal 
time, range & tessitura, 
length) 
 
 
(weighted equally 
with…) 
 
 
Aesthetic criteria (appeal, 
quality, text, style, 
composer) 
 
Educational value 
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Like Forbes and Young, Reames (2001) found a relationship between historically 
significant repertoire selection and years of teaching experience. Experienced directors in 
Reames’s study often chose Baroque literature for beginning choirs, indicating that they 
considered such repertoire either technically or aesthetically valuable for beginning choral 
students. One of the titles recommended for beginning choirs by Reames’s participants 
and contained on Wyatt’s (1988) list of significant choral literature is Emma Lou 
Diemer’s 1960 composition, Three Madrigals. 
Guidelines for Repertoire Selection 
Of available guidelines for selecting repertoire, two warrant inclusion and 
discussion in this research-based review. Richmond (1990) described three approaches to 
selecting repertoire that center on musical worth and the specific learning goals of 
aesthetic choral music education (see Table 4). Richmond proposed that archetypal 
“exemplars” of style, form, and culture might be repeated in a four-year cycle. This 
recycling of literature is not only cost effective, but also allows music educators to refine 
their pedagogical approach to such works and gives students a firm foundation for musical 
growth. Each of Richmond’s models considers both musical worth (*) and pedagogical 
value (**). 
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Table 4. Richmond’s (1990) three approaches to repertoire selection 
 
Criteria Description/Summary 
 
The Exemplar Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some works are archetypal, indeed “exemplars” of a style (*),  
        form (*), culture, and/or tradition, and can be repeated on 
        a four-year cycle 
 
This model is cost effective and allows educators to refine a  
        pedagogical approach (**) to such works 
 
Exemplary works can serve as the central piece for programs, 
        around which new works are clustered 
 
The Percepts Model Focus on the major building block of a piece of music  
        (melody, harmony, rhythm, meter, timbre, texture, etc.*) 
 
Repertoire is chosen to direct the specific learning goals (**)  
         in each unit of aesthetic choral music education 
 
The Forms Model Focus on the evolution of standard choral forms (*) (monody,  
         motets, masses, madrigals, etc.) 
 
By studying forms that share a common text (such as Psalms),  
        the focus becomes “pure” music, sounds, structure,  
        texture, etc. (**) 
 
 
John Richmond is an established and respected figure in music education, and it 
follows that his contribution to repertoire selection would be sound. A few studies (such as 
Howard, 2001 and Hayward, 2004) have resulted in developing Richmond’s “exemplar 
model” for use in instrumental music classrooms. Beavan (2004) developed a type of 
“exemplar model” specifically for choral music educators. Her creation of a repertoire 
cycle grid systematically varies the styles and historical periods of works presented within 
a choral curriculum over a four-year period. Although she converged several lists of 
recommended repertoire from state and national organizations, she did not assign any of 
these exemplars to her grid. Beavan (2004) submitted: 
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The duty of repertoire selection remains with the individual director. Pieces must 
be studied and selected individually for the inherent qualities that teach the 
fundamental curriculum content needed at any specific time by any specific 
group. While this study does not include discussion of how to select repertoire of 
high quality, a repertoire list is provided as a resource. (p. 34-35)  
 
Although Beavan’s research offers no guidance regarding how music educators might 
themselves judge musical worth or pedagogical value, her compilation of “exemplars” or 
“archetypes” is a useful resource for directors seeking to employ Richmond’s (1990) first 
model of repertoire selection. 
The second repertoire-selection guideline offered in this research-based review 
originates from the 1978 dissertation research of Ostling. In order to evaluate a body of 
wind-band repertoire, he developed ten criteria for judging “serious artistic merit.” 
Ostling’s research was significant in that he isolated specific attributes of musical worth 
and compiled them into a useful format for repertoire selection and discrimination (see 
Table 5). His comprehensive review of aesthetic philosophers (Edward Hanslick, Alfred 
Einstein, Leonard B. Meyer, and Bennett Reimer) and prominent composer-critics 
(Leonard Bernstein, Virgil Thomson, Norman Dello Joio, Paul Hindemith, Ernst Toch, 
and Roger Sessions) resulted in developing ten qualitative criteria for his subsequent 
quantitative evaluation of wind band compositions. Ostling—and subsequently Gilbert 
(1993) and Bellinger (2002)—employed a panel of evaluators using a Likert scale to 
measure these ten criteria and proposed a core repertoire of works with musical worth. In 
the final two paragraphs of his final chapter, Ostling proposes the following avenues for 
future research: 
It is recommended that compositions receiving the highest percentages of 
maximum points in this study might be more thoroughly evaluated in terms of the 
specific principles for serious artistic merit as developed in this study. Eminent 
wind-band conductors could be asked to rate each composition according to each 
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of the principles of quality. A consensus might emerge which would reveal that 
certain of the basic principles were of more importance than others in selecting a 
composition of high quality.  
Each principle itself might be more thoroughly analyzed, and amplified 
with musical examples. More highly sophisticated and scholarly materials relating 
to the import of each basic principle in evaluating music might also be found. It is 
the opinion of this investigator, in having developed the list of criteria used in this 
study, that this subject, alone, is worthy of a complete research project (p. 183, 
italics added). 
 
Table 5. Ostling’s (1978) principles for quality repertoire selection, adapted by Abrahams 
(2005) 
 
 
1 
 
The composition has form—not a form but form—and reflects a proper balance 
between repetition and contrast. 
 
2 The composition reflects shape and design and creates the impression of conscious 
choice (of text) and judicious arrangement on the part of the composer. 
 
3 The composition reflects craftsmanship (in voice leading) and demonstrates a proper 
balance between unison and part scoring. 
 
4 The composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp of its 
musical meaning. 
 
5 The route through which the composition travels in initiating its musical tendencies 
and probable musical goals is not completely direct and obvious. 
 
6 The composition is consistent in its quality throughout its length and in its various 
sections. 
 
7 The composition is consistent in its style, reflecting a complete grasp of technical 
details (including the vocal issues connected to the setting of text), clearly conceived 
ideas, and avoids lapses into trivial, futile, or unsuitable passages. 
 
8 The composition reflects ingenuity in its development, given the stylistic content in 
which it exists. 
 
9 The composition is genuine in idiom and not pretentious. (The text is significant and 
appropriate to the age and level of the ensemble.) 
 
10 The composition reflects a musical validity that transcends factors of historical 
importance or pedagogical usefulness. 
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The comprehensive nature of Ostling’s principles led Eugene Corporon (1998) to 
include them in his chapter of Teaching Music through Performance in Band. In turn, 
Frank Abrahams (2005) brought the criteria compiled by Ostling to the attention of choral 
music educators in his chapter of Teaching Music through Performance in Choir. In 
criteria 2, 7, and 9, Abrahams adapted Ostling’s guidelines to include the textual element 
of choral music. However, Richmond (1990) and Apfelstadt (2001) posit that choral music 
must stand alone as “pure” music in order for worth to be adequately judged. Bartle 
(2003) submits that the opposite also is valid: texts must have integrity when considered 
apart from the music. Diddle (2005) reports that esteemed professionals such as Gordon 
Lamb, Harold Decker and Robert Shaw agreed that a “tasteful and noble text” was second 
only to the quality of music and a more important criterion than separate pedagogical 
concerns (p. 27). 
As Ostling intended, each of the ten criteria relate to musical worth. The first 
three criteria echo descriptions of craftsmanship penned by Reimer (1989) and Leonhard 
and House (1959). Items 4, 5, 7 and 8 directly reference the mid-twentieth century work of 
Meyer: a musical style establishes certain tendencies and expectations, yet these are not 
fulfilled in an immediate or evident manner.  
Pedagogical Value in Repertoire Selection 
Just as defining musical worth is difficult, the definition of pedagogical value is 
complex as well. Most researchers in this review recommended that historical pillars serve 
as the foundation of ensemble learning. Devore (1989) laments that historical styles are 
underrepresented on the Ohio Music Educators Association list of recommended 
repertoire. The largely unsuccessful Juilliard Repertory Project also assumed that 
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historical variety and authenticity are the benchmarks of quality. However, Leonhard and 
House (1959) assert that music educators can only “rely to an extent on the survival of a 
piece of Western music as an indication of expressive appeal and value” (p. 94, italics 
added). Likewise, Ostling (1978) and Abrahams (2005) advise that quality repertoire 
“transcend factors of historical importance or pedagogical usefulness” (p. 241 and p. 64, 
respectively). Aware of the influence of the music publishing industry, Ostling (1978) 
warns against music that is overtly pedagogical. Although Richmond suggested that 
repertoire might be chosen based on pedagogical concepts, publisher catalogues evidence 
a deluge of music composed specifically to teach certain skills. Therefore, additional 
criteria may be necessary to select quality repertoire with Richmond’s “percepts” model 
(Table 4).  
Criteria considered by music educator participants when selecting music of 
pedagogical value (Table 3) include voicing, range of parts, and amount of rehearsal time.  
Unfortunately, these parameters seemingly reflect music educators’ doubts regarding 
students’ abilities rather than expectations for students’ growth. Repertoire that is always 
within the ability level of an ensemble may not motivate students to reach new levels of 
skill and artistry. 
Just as it is easy to find repertoire that lacks musical quality, so it is with 
pedagogical value. Some composers consciously manipulate the musical materials to 
produce sentimentality, and according to Reimer, such practice is “immoral” (1989, p. 
138). Conversely, he asserts that great composers have a “creative communion” with 
musical materials and craft them in a uniquely expressive manner (p. 135). Overtly 
pedagogical music can be too obvious in its inclusion and manipulation of particular 
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elements. Repeated contact to such music is unnecessary since goals are stated outright 
rather than treated with subtlety and nuance. Such overtly pedagogical music is found at 
the opposite end of the continuum from great art. McBeth (1989) describes using such 
repertoire as the “paper-plate approach:” music is purchased because it contains certain 
elements, but is then discarded because it does not have the quality required to endure 
over time. 
However, some composers who write music specifically for educational settings 
do render art that is enduring. Emma Lou Diemer was one of the initial 12 composers in 
the 1959 Young Composers Project (YCP) who were placed in school environments for 
the exclusive purpose of composing for students. She wrote music for the edification of 
students that transcended those particular pedagogical circumstances. One of her first 
compositions in the YCP, Three Madrigals, has been in print since 1962. 
Unfortunately, music of poor quality often may offer instant appeal to students. In 
order to give students instant gratification, teachers may opt for ease over quality in 
repertoire selection. Reimer (1989) laments “the world is full of art so-called that gives 
immediate gratification of feeling…that condescends to our subjectivity rather than 
expanding it” (p. 136). Leonhard and House (1959) counsel music educators that 
“responding fully to great music requires repeated contact and familiarity” (p. 95). 
Students and teachers initially may reject music of worth merely because they have yet to 
comprehend it. Repeated contact and discernment of that which is worthy yet possibly 
unfamiliar is the task of teachers and students. 
In order to determine what characteristics of repertoire are most pedagogically 
valuable, it is prudent to revisit one of the stated goals of music education: “the 
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development of musical understanding and a sense of discrimination” (MENC, 1965). 
Reimer (1989) articulates a potentially controversial view: 
The entire music education enterprise is built on the assumption that musical 
tastes can be improved, that musical experiences can be deepened, that musical 
enjoyment can be refined, that musical significance can be made more available 
to all people. (p. 134) 
 
Bias is inherent in the terms “improvement” and “refinement,” while “growth” and 
“development” are widely accepted. Student interests change during the course of 
adolescence. Richmond’s philosophy is echoed by Reynolds, who asserted that “change is 
inevitable; growth is an option” (2000, p. 3). Many repertoire guidelines assert that quality 
repertoire is the medium for the development of musical discrimination (Ostling, 1978; 
Richmond, 1990; Brunner, 1992; Corporon, 1998; Apfelstadt, 2000; Bartle, 2003; 
Abrahams, 2005). 
Relevant Literature: In Reflection 
In his 1998 research, Young expressed the concern at the heart of this study: “it 
can be considered self-evident that the use of low quality literature…relinquishes students 
to a low quality musical experience” (p. 12). Although many researchers have explored 
repertoire selection and found robust themes related to musical worth and pedagogical 
value co-occur within repertoire selection criteria, no research has endeavored to explore 
the relationship between these variables. The concurrence of these themes suggests that 
interconnectedness exists between them. The following recommendation for practice—
articulated most precisely by Young—was consistent throughout the entirety of reviewed 
research: 
[I]t is important to find methods that will improve the health of the high school 
ensemble curricula by increasing the quality of the literature performed and 
experienced by the students. (1998, p. 12) 
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This study explores the nature of the intersection between musical worth and pedagogical 
value and advances a theory of how each influences the other. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 Research methodology for this study is described in the following pages. The 
focus of the study was to examine how composers consider musical worth and 
pedagogical value as they undertake creation of works for diverse abilities and settings 
(see Appendix A, research timeline). Further, I investigated how these two factors—
musical worth and pedagogical value—may influence ideas, the compositional process, 
various revisions, ultimate completion, and subsequent teaching and learning of a choral 
composition. The participants’ beliefs, values, and experiences provide a unique lens 
though which the creation and pedagogy of the choral art can be better understood.  
In this chapter, I discuss the methodology of case study research and 
phenomenology, specifically the branch of phenomenology known as interpretative 
phenomenological analysis (IPA). Narrative inquiry is described and shown to be the 
most fitting method for the presentation of data. I offer assumptions and limitations of 
this study, criteria for a participant sample, and a brief description of the participants. I 
describe the multiple data sources and analytical procedures used in this study, and 
conclude by offering techniques that ensure the trustworthiness of this study.  
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 According to Creswell (1998), a case study is an in-depth investigation of a 
bounded system. This system may be a program, a person (such as a composer), or an 
event (such as composing commissioned choral works). Case study research is “a 
preferred strategy when “how” or “why” questions are being posed, when the investigator 
has little control over events, and when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon 
within some real life context” (Yin, 2003, p. 1). Merriam (1988) reveals the 
phenomenological aspect of case study research. She proffers that case study research 
results in a rich, holistic account of a phenomenon based on real life situations. This 
study specifically sought to understand the phenomenon of the interaction between 
musical worth and pedagogical value via the compositional process and output of two 
expert composers: Emma Lou Diemer and Alice Parker.  
Smith (2003) developed the interpretative phenomenological approach (IPA) 
specifically to investigate how people make sense of their experiences. Three principles 
characterize this methodology: it is idiographic, inductive, and interrogative. Idiography 
emphasizes the importance of an individual as a source of analysis—in this case Diemer 
and Parker. Eatough and Smith (2006) explain that: “an idiographic approach is 
committed to the detailed examination of a phenomenon as it is experienced and given 
meaning in the life world of a person” (p. 485). As both anticipated and unanticipated 
themes emerged from these individual accounts, meanings—of musical worth and 
pedagogical value—were derived by induction. Theory emerged from induction, but 
without the intent to generalize findings. As I interrogated the individuals upon whom the 
research was focused, I also interpreted/co-constructed participants’ lived experience. 
Millward (2006) proposed that: “a legitimate theoretical analysis … is accountable both 
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to the participants themselves (i.e. resonates with them as a way of understanding their 
own personal experiences) as well as to external readers of the account” (p. 319). 
Therefore, I enlisted the aid of peer reviewers within the choral community and also 
confirmed my analysis with the composer participants. Data gleaned from the idiographic 
cases provided the basis for enhanced understanding of the interaction between musical 
worth and pedagogical value. IPA served as a highly suitable analytical methodology for 
exploring themes both within and across cases.  
In addition to methodically examining composers’ interviews and published texts, 
I analyzed choral works by each composer. In this study, music was viewed as a non-
discursive transcript of an emotional experience or imaginative enterprise that reveals 
aspects of a composer’s philosophy. Musical analysis was a data source in this research 
because a composer’s ideas are realized in music itself. Contrary to more typical 
theoretical analyses of music, the methodology that I chose for this study adapts IPA and 
a non-traditional form of analysis borrowed from the visual arts. This method was used in 
an effort to demystify the relationships among what composers think (cognition), say 
(account), and do (behavior). 
Data are presented via the telling of the composers’ stories, which best portrays 
the spirit of both Diemer and Parker. I drew this approach from the field of narrative 
inquiry, which Leavy (2009) describes as “a variety of arts-based methodological 
practices involving storytelling and writing” (p. 26). She asserts: 
The narrative method or narrative inquiry attempts to collaboratively access 
participants’ life experiences and engage in a process of storying and restorying in 
order to reveal multidimensional meaning and present an authentic and 
compelling rendering of the data. (p. 27) 
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Most simply, this “compelling rendering” takes the form of a story. Pioneers in the field 
of narrative inquiry, Clandinin and Connelly (1989), point to the phenomenological 
aspect of this methodology: 
If…we take the view that the storied quality of experience is both unconsciously 
and consciously restoried, retold and relieved through processes of reflection, then 
the rudiments of method are born in the phenomenon of narrative. (p. 2) 
 
Within interviews, the composers storied the phenomenon of composing commissioned 
works. My own restorying of their narratives (Chapters 4 and 5) juxtaposed their stories 
alongside musical analysis of their compositions. 
Assumptions and Researcher Limitations 
 The study assumes that human reflection is an accurate means of acquiring data, 
and that human experience is understandable and can be articulated by those who live it 
(Creswell, 1998). There was little participant risk in this study, as the composers enjoyed 
and perhaps benefited from self-reflection and deeper awareness of their creative process. 
I am not a composer, therefore, I do not presume to know the unique perspectives of 
those whose compositions are published, performed, and nationally recognized. The 
composers in this study are recognized professionally as experts in their field.  
 Creswell (2003) submits “particularly in qualitative research, the role of the 
researcher as the primary data collection instrument necessitates the identification of 
personal values, assumptions, and biases at the outset of the study” (p. 200). As a 
researcher, I have engaged in reflexivity and have been honest about the aforementioned 
biases to both the participants in the study and my dissertation audience. Through these 
admissions, I have fostered an environment of trust, allowing the composers to speak in 
depth regarding their lived experience. In presenting their perspectives, participants’ 
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biases also emerged, either implicitly or explicitly. Leavy (2009) asserts that researchers 
become inextricably woven into their participants’ narratives: “participants are engaged 
in the unfolding stories they share—stories that they restory or replot through their own 
reflective process and with the passing of time” (p. 27).  
My role as a researcher has largely been shaped by my career as a choral music 
educator. I believe that I lead students to appreciate new music, to achieve new levels of 
understanding music, and to experience an overall heightened sense of aesthetic 
awareness in their lives. I have been amazed at amateur choristers’ responses to quality 
music, even when their initial instinct may be a rejection of that which is unfamiliar or 
challenging. I constantly contemplate the interaction of musical worth and pedagogical 
value with my continuing education as a conductor, semi-professional chorister, and 
consumer of music. Much of my own philosophy regarding musical worth and 
pedagogical value continues to be shaped by the mistakes I make in repertoire selection 
for my own choirs. 
Sampling Strategy 
In the introduction to this research, I established a need for music educators to 
exercise acumen in the selection of repertoire. Leonhard and House (1959) contend that 
music experts such as accomplished composers might serve as a resource to teachers in 
making aesthetic judgments: 
The critic with intensive and extensive musical experience and with accumulated 
skill and insight into the worth of musical compositions represents a valuable 
source of guidance to laymen, music students, and teachers of music in judging 
the worth of new music. (p. 107) 
 
Likewise, Dewey (1934) asserts: “an artist, in comparison with his fellows, is one who is 
not only especially gifted in powers of execution but in unusual sensitivity to the qualities 
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of things” (p. 49). The two qualities of interest in this research are musical worth and 
pedagogical value. As an octogenarian, Russian-American composer Igor Stravinsky 
(1963) held that the individual artist—not myriad resources—held the key to knowledge 
of creation: 
But the most nearly perfect musical machine, a Stradivarius as well as an 
electronic synthesizer, is useless until joined to a man with musical skill and 
imagination. …Organs, too, have more stops now than ever before, but no Bach. 
Not enlarged resources, then, but men and what they “believe.” (p. 27) 
 
By selecting two esteemed composers, I assembled participants with depth and 
breadth of music experience and refined dexterity as composers. Although this approach 
sacrificed the breadth of knowledge yielded by a random or representative sample, a 
homogeneous sample allowed for increased understanding of a very specific issue 
(Marshall and Rossman, 2006; Smith and Osborn, 2003). Leavy (2009) offers that 
narrative inquiry “often relies on small sample sizes but produces rich case studies” (p. 
28).  
I selected participants for this research on the basis of criterion or purposeful 
sampling, which is recommended when engaging in phenomenological research. As a 
female researcher, I made the conscious choice to select female participants. Although 
feminism began as a political movement, by the mid-1960s and 1970s it had grown into 
an intellectual endeavor as well. Since this time, women’s ways of knowing and 
expressing themselves have been valued as distinctive. By illuminating the perspectives 
of two female composers, feminist researchers might in turn use my research to compare 
gendered ways of knowing, working, and expressing lived experience.  
The voices of women composers have not been heard and celebrated as frequently 
as those of men. It is not a focus of this study to consider feminism in the context of 
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feminist theory, but rather simply to allow two outstanding female voices to be heard. 
Lamb, Dolloff, and Howe (2002) refer to this type of research as compensatory: 
Compensatory research adds women composers and musicians or feminist content 
to the curriculum, or it entertains aspects of gender issues or feminist thought 
without disturbing disciplinary boundaries or the political balance of power. Thus, 
compensatory research is often called the add-women-and-stir phenomenon. 
Compensatory research is central to the liberal tradition of equal opportunities. (p. 
655) 
 
My research seeks to make knowledge more accurate by representing gender as 
meaningful. I included women participants without questioning boundaries or balances of 
power, as is the goal of critical and feminist theory. Simply, I believe that these female 
composers’ lived experience might not only have been shaped by their educational and 
musical experience, but also by their rise to prominence in an era when the field of 
composition was almost exclusively occupied by men.  
Participant Description 
 My agreement with the Institutional Review Board of Georgia State University 
states that the identity of my participants need not remain anonymous due to their 
national recognition as elites in their field. In selecting participants for my study, I 
identified two female composers who had achieved a high level of prominence: Emma 
Lou Diemer and Alice Parker. These composers hold important roles in the history of 
music education and choral music. Their careers as composers have spanned several 
decades and include composing for a variety of media at a variety of levels. Participants 
selected have fulfilled high-profile commissions and achieved recognition within the field 
of choral music education. These women were contacted in the spring of 2007 using 
electronic mail. Both initiated immediate, positive responses (see Appendixes B and C, 
request for composer participation). 
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 Emma Lou Diemer began studying music at a very young age. From Paul 
Hindemith at Yale University she learned the concept of Gebrauchsmusik, which is 
writing out of utility for whatever medium is available. In 1959, Diemer was selected to 
be in the inaugural class of the Young Composers Project (YCP), which placed promising 
composers in school systems across the country. She was one of the most prolific and 
successful composers during the 14 years of the YCP, and she continued to write music 
for amateur groups of all types.  
Alice Parker’s work is well known among choral music educators through her 
extensive collaboration with Robert Shaw. She met Shaw when she studied choral 
conducting at the Juilliard School of Music, and the two produced a series of folksongs, 
hymns, and spirituals that form essential American repertoire for choruses around the 
world. Parker is also a pedagogue. She has years of experience working with choirs of all 
ages, and she regularly conducts seminars to engage laypeople in expressive singing. 
Works of Diemer and Parker are listed multiple times by Wyatt (1988) in the compilation 
of recommended repertoire for the high school choral ensemble. 
Data Collection 
Data sources for this study included three musical works of each composer, 
previous published texts written by the composers, and personal interviews.  
Musical works. All published choral works of the composers currently in print 
were considered for analysis. I collaborated with each composer in selecting three 
compositions which: reflected the representative style and work of the composer; were 
written for a specific choral ensemble; were on graduated levels of difficulty; and have 
been published and are readily available to choral musicians. Not all of the works 
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selected for analysis were official commissions, which might be defined as works 
resulting from a contract in which the composer receives a payment or “commission” to 
compose a specified work. Yet, all works analyzed in this study are Gebrauchsmusik in 
the truest sense as they were written for specific groups of performers. In this research, I 
use the term “commission” to refer to the composers’ works written for specific groups. 
In each case, both a cappella and accompanied works are studied as well as both 
arrangements (using borrowed melodic material) and compositions (using no specific 
borrowed material).  
Published texts. Diemer has written several articles reflecting on her life as a 
composer (1961, 1982, 1985, 1990, and 1991). Parker has written articles (1988, 1999), 
published a newsletter over the past two decades (1985-2005, with a compilation 
published in 2005) and has recently published a book describing her compositional 
philosophy (2006). In addition, portions of articles and dissertations written about Diemer 
and Parker that include interview transcripts containing the composers own words were 
treated as data (Hinshaw, 1976; LePage, 1980; McCray, 1987; McDaniel, 1987; 
Grossman, 1993; Rediger, 1994; Brown, 1995; Briscoe, 1997; Schlegel, 2001; Blythe, 
2004; Morgan, 2005). These texts included discussion of composers’ educational 
background, compositional philosophy, creative process, ideas about quality and thoughts 
on teaching and learning. Portions of these data sources that related to the research 
questions were transcribed for further review. 
Interviews. As stipulated by the Institutional Review Board, the composers signed 
consent forms prior to participation in the study. In order to make participation less 
invasive in their lives, I met with each composer at times and locations that were most 
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convenient to them. I conducted four, 90-minute semi-structured interviews with each 
composer. Interviews were audio and video-recorded. The first two interviews took place 
on consecutive days within one two-day visit, and the final two interviews took place one 
to three months following the initial visit, also within one 48-hour period.  
Interviews were conversational in nature, and were allowed to follow a natural 
course. I prepared questions and conversation topics based on themes derived from 
analysis of the composers’ published texts, the pilot study, and the review of literature. 
The transcriptions of early interviews allowed me to follow emergent themes within 
subsequent interviews. 
In the first interview, I advised the composers that our time together would be 
similar to a multi-movement composition: an opening movement stating and developing 
main themes; a slower, introspective second movement in which they discussed their 
musical influences; a third playful, up-tempo movement where we revisit their 
composition of specific works; and a final movement where major themes are 
recapitulated. Following this explanation, a “grand tour question” based on a quote from 
one of their published texts delved into their first experiences writing choral music for 
specific choirs. In interrogating the composers regarding their compositional influences, 
their perspectives on musical worth and pedagogical value began to surface. Focus on a 
few compositions by the composer involved asking each to “think aloud” as she 
recounted the compositional process of a specific work. The philosophy of each 
composer offered in initial interviews materialized and came into focus as they recounted 
the lived experience of composing a work. Clarification questions assisted the 
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participants in fully articulating their perceptions regarding musical worth and 
pedagogical value, and the relationship between them (Appendix D, interview outline). 
Data Analysis 
Each of the three data sources described above was analyzed through the use of 
persistent observation and constant comparative analysis. Persistent observation resulted 
in a deeper understanding of the most salient themes in this study. Lincoln and Guba 
(1985) described this technique as essential for one seeking “to identify those 
characteristics and elements in the situation that are most relevant to the problem or issue 
being pursued and focusing on them in detail” (p. 304). 
Constant comparative analysis was developed by Glaser and Strauss in the late 
1960s to support their qualitative methodology called grounded theory. However, the 
technique of constant comparison has gained prominence as the “dominant principle of 
the analysis process in other traditions of qualitative research” (Boeije, 2002, p. 391). 
Tesch (1990) described the systematic and inductive nature of constant comparison: 
The method of comparing and contrasting is used for practically all intellectual 
tasks during analysis: forming categories, establishing the boundaries of the 
categories, assigning the segments to categories, summarizing the content of each 
category, finding negative evidence, etc. The goal is to discern conceptual 
similarities, to refine the discriminative power of categories, and to discover 
patterns. (p. 96) 
 
In this study, codes were drawn from careful study of the data sources described above, 
then the constant comparative method was applied to these codes. Regular journaling 
developed my thoughts and feelings surrounding preliminary analysis. This practice of 
free writing allowed me to accomplish the tasks described above by Tesch (1990) and 
articulate themes in a manner that resonated with my creative impulses as a researcher.  
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Methodological Implications from the Pilot Study. Through my pilot study, I 
reflected on and refined my methodology for use in my main study. Codes emerged from 
a close reading of the pilot study interview transcripts. With the composer participant, I 
explored viable presumptions developed from theoretical sampling. The principle of 
theoretical sampling implies that the researcher uses provisionary theoretical ideas or 
premises to decide subsequent data to be gathered.  
In the pilot study, over-fragmentation of data resulted in a large quantity of codes, 
categories, and subcategories. Although this preliminary study was informative, I 
approached data analysis and presentation differently in the main study. Instead of highly 
fragmenting data within the coding process, I left composers’ written and spoken 
perspectives, i.e., their stories, in more lengthy, intact excerpts. Although this resulted in 
fewer codes and categories, it fostered a more holistic analysis that revealed more robust 
interactions among emergent themes. Fragmentation was also avoided in the dissertation, 
which presents some extended musical examples and interviews excerpts in order to 
transmit more thorough understanding of the data. 
Musical works and Panofsky’s method. I analyzed three works by each composer. 
Musical analysis is both aural (music is sound) and visual (sound is notated visually). 
Because music could be interpreted as aural “images,” I used the three levels of visual art 
analysis (see Table 6) proposed by the German art historian and iconologist Erwin 
Panofsky (1972), who summarizes this method of analyzing and understanding art as 
follows: 
[W]hen we wish to express ourselves very strictly (which is of course not always 
necessary in our normal talk or writing, where the general context throws light on 
the meaning of the words), we have to distinguish between three strata of subject 
matter or meaning… In whichever stratum we move, our identifications and 
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interpretations will depend on our subjective equipment, and for this very reason 
will have to be corrected and controlled by an insight into historical processes the 
sum total of which may be called tradition. (p. 16, italics original) 
 
In like manner, I endeavored to explore each stratum of the composers’ works, through 
which they most precisely express their philosophy of musical worth and pedagogical 
value.  
 
Table 6. Excerpts from Panofsky’s levels of analysis (1972, p. 14-15, italics original) 
 
OBJECT OF 
INTERPRETATION 
EQUIPMENT FOR 
INTERPRETATION 
CONTROLLING PRINCIPLE OF 
INTERPRETATION 
 
I—Primary or 
natural subject 
matter—(A) factual, 
(B) expressional—
constituting the 
world of artistic 
motifs. 
 
 
Practical experience 
(familiarity with 
objects and events).  
 
History of style (insight into the 
manner in which, under varying 
historical conditions, objects and 
events were expressed by forms). 
 
II—Secondary or 
conventional subject 
matter, constituting 
the world of images, 
stories and 
allegories. 
 
 
Knowledge of literary 
sources (familiarity 
with specific themes 
and concepts). 
 
History of types (insight into the 
manner in which, under varying 
historical conditions, specific 
themes or concepts were expressed 
by objects and events). 
 
III—Intrinsic 
meaning or content, 
constituting the 
world of 
“symbolical” values. 
 
Synthetic intuition 
(familiarity with the 
essential tendencies of 
the human mind), 
conditioned by 
personal psychology 
and “Weltanschauung.” 
 
History of cultural symptoms or 
“symbols” in general (insight into 
the manner in which, under varying 
historical conditions, essential 
tendencies of the human mind were 
expressed by specific themes and 
concepts).   
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On Panofsky’s primary level are the most basic elements of a work. Panofsky 
speaks of the visual process of perceiving aspects of a work, such as configurations of 
color or representations of natural objects such as a human being or inanimate object. In 
musical analysis, this would include identifying the musical elements such as the tune, 
text, rhythmic motifs, harmonic patterns, and simple forms. Basic elements of music are 
heard and produce a psychological reaction within the listener, although the extent of 
their hearing and apprehension depend on their experience and knowledge: 
Now the objects and events thus identified will naturally produce a certain 
reaction within myself… To understand it, I need a certain sensitivity, but this 
sensitivity is still part of my practical experience, that is, of my everyday 
familiarity with objects and events. (p. 3-4, italics original) 
 
On the secondary level, Panofsky (1972) explains that: “we connect artistic motifs 
and combinations of artistic motifs (compositions) with themes or concepts” (p. 6, italics 
original). As applied to music, this suggests that the listener begins to make meaning of 
music through an enhanced understanding of how the essential elements converge. On 
this level, the most striking aspects of a musical work—such as Parker’s wedding of text 
and tune or Diemer’s play with harmony and rhythm—combine to form a distinctive 
work of art.  
The intrinsic meaning of art is revealed within the third level of Panofsky’s 
analysis. Although unconsciously woven into their art, the composer’s perspective is of 
central importance to understanding art on this level. Panofsky describes the complexity 
that is embodied within an action and, in doing so, describes how a composer may reveal 
much of their personality and philosophy in the act of composing: 
The action can reveal to an experienced observer all that goes to make up his 
“personality.” This personality is conditioned by his…century, by his national, 
social and educational background, by the previous history of this life and by his 
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present surroundings, but it is also distinguished by an individualized manner of 
viewing things and reacting to the world which, if rationalized, would have to be 
called a philosophy. (1972, p. 4) 
 
Through conversations with the composers about their works, I was able to 
understand how their personality, period of composition, and overall philosophy 
combined to produce their art. Surprisingly, Panofsky asserts that the “equipment for 
interpretation” needed to perceive meaning on the third level is merely someone with 
intuition and interest:  
To grasp these principles we need a mental…faculty which I cannot describe 
better than by the rather discredited term “synthetic intuition,” and which may be 
better developed in a talented layman than in an erudite scholar. (p. 15, italics 
original) 
 
The commissioning chorister is considered the “talented layman” in this study. In 
the third level, I also explored ways the musical work might have become meaningful to 
the commissioning choristers and subsequent performers of the work. At the third level of 
contextual interpretation, Panofsky’s analysis shows art to transcend stratified analysis. 
Panofsky (1972) warns against leaving his three levels of analysis fragmented, as they 
“merge with each other into one organic and divisible process” (p. 16-17). Yet, 
contemporary critics are quick to turn to Panofsky’s self-admitted weakness in his 
method of analysis. Vanni (2009) explains: 
The speed with which the human mind culturally contextualizes subjects 
at a pre-iconographic level slightly blurs [Panofsky’s] three divisions. 
Considering the cultural associations everyone possesses…at a conscious 
or subconscious level…it is difficult to disentangle the various levels into 
coherent thought processes. (¶ 7) 
 
Yet this author continues by acknowledging that Panofsky, although dated within his own 
era of experience and creativity, did influence the course of art studies for many 
generations. 
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Panofsky’s model of analysis is uniquely suited for use in this study. Each level of 
analysis considers not only the artwork and its creator (composer), but also the perceiver 
(listener/learner). The model requires in-depth analysis of salient musical features, but 
not without consideration of how each is made meaningful by the listener/learner. 
According to Panofsky’s description of the third level of analysis, the consciousness of 
intrinsic meaning—or musical worth—may arise before a piece is perfected technically 
or fully understood by a learner. On this level, analysis must necessarily examine musical 
and pedagogical factors as dynamic and interconnected. 
Published texts. Published texts by Parker and Diemer (such as books and articles 
written by the composers) along with select portions of the composers’ prior interviews 
relevant to my research questions were selected for review. I transcribed sections of text 
and engaged in a close reading of their written and previously spoken words. I used 
constant comparison to develop codes, categories, and themes. Repeated contact with 
written sources (such as study both before and after the personal interviews) evidenced 
the principle of persistent observation. 
Interviews. The analysis of published texts informed interview protocol. I would 
often use the composers’ own words as points of departure in discussing emergent 
themes. I prepared a variety of prompts to constantly probe for deeper understanding of 
their conceptualizations of musical worth and pedagogical value.  
I personally transcribed each interview, which necessarily involved multiple 
hearings of each phrase uttered by the composers within our 90-minute conversations. In 
addition, aural repetition of interviews allowed me to intuit their expressive nuance (such 
as emphasized words, pauses, changes in speed and dynamic of speech). I completed 
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transcription of the first pair of interviews and preliminary data analysis (both textual and 
musical) prior to conducting the second pair of interviews. The lapse of time between 
interview pairs resulted in creating a more directed and precise line of questions 
regarding emergent themes.  
Codes found in text sources were grouped into provisional categories by 
electronic copy and paste functions. Codes within a specific category were reviewed and 
frequently reorganized and refined. Codes and code synonyms were employed in 
electronic keyword searches of transcripts. This method of persistent observation enabled 
the exploration of data in a non-linear fashion, highlighting passages with relevance to 
established categories that had been previously overlooked. The robustness of themes 
was determined with regard to frequency in data sources as well as their emphasized 
significance in the context of the composers’ overall philosophies and musical works. 
Trustworthiness 
Triangulation. The use of three distinct sources of data—written word (articles, 
books), written works (musical compositions), and spoken word (personal interviews) 
combined to advance the trustworthiness of this research. Each of the three data sources 
used in this study contained elements that combined to generate a holistic understanding 
of each summary theme (Chapter 6). 
Analytical Methods. Leavy (2009) warns that qualitative methods “must be 
evaluated in relation to the goals and practices of the method. Therefore positivist 
standards of validity and the like are inappropriate benchmarks of trustworthiness” (p. 
28). Highly descriptive accounts of methodology lend credibility to this research. 
Narrative is employed to make data analysis transparent to the reader. 
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The analysis of musical works according to Panofsky’s model (Chapters 4 and 5) 
was evaluated by a panel of two choral musicians holding doctoral degrees in music 
education. This expert panel familiarized themselves with the six works, read the relevant 
portions of my narrative, and weighed my analysis against their prior knowledge base. A 
high level of agreement was reached prior to the triangulation of musical works with 
other data sources. 
Member-checking. The composers reviewed all data and analyses accomplished 
through interviews and musical analyses. Creswell (1998) asserts that member checks of 
interviews and analysis are necessary in order to establish trustworthiness. As previously 
offered by Millward (2006), data and analysis must resonate with the participants as well 
as with the researcher and the readers of the research. After the data analysis was set to 
narrative, the two composers were invited to read and review the study. The composers 
responded positively to both the findings and the narrative style, submitting only minor 
corrections and suggestions.  
Disconfirming evidence. Negative or disconfirming data are explored within 
summary themes and recommendations for practice. The discussion of such data is 
crucial in order to establish trustworthiness. As such data surfaced that appeared contrary 
to provisional theories, the practice of memo writing was used. The result of this 
reflection led to rich interview discussion and the ultimate reconciliation of disconfirming 
evidence. 
Peer debriefing and review. The first readers of the research were peers (fellow 
doctoral student colleagues) engaging in peer debriefing. Peer debriefing led to the 
refinement of analysis and presentation.  
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Outside reviewers were selected to represent a range of potential readership. The 
group consisted of a music educator (Ph.D. and university professor), a musicologist 
(Ph.D. and former university professor), one artist (M.F.A.) and an educator (M.Ed.). 
Peer debriefing and review addressed questions that might have been raised by future 
readers and enhanced the trustworthiness of this research. 
Presentation of findings  
The researcher…configures stories making a range of disconnected research 
elements coherent, so that the story can appeal to the reader’s understanding and 
imagination. (Kim, 2006, p. 5) 
 
 For the presentation of findings, I drew on narrative inquiry. Kim (2006) 
described how the researcher constructs narrative to vivify data analysis and enhance 
readability: 
The use of expressive, contextualized, and vernacular forms of language; the 
promotion of emphatic understanding of the lives of characters; and the creation 
of a virtual reality… (p. 5) 
 
The composers’ perceptions and actions are framed in narrative because, according to 
Leavy (2009), “narrative can be viewed as a frame through which people make sense of 
their lives” (p. 27). Chapters 4 and 5 seek to recreate the virtual reality of Emma Lou 
Diemer and Alice Parker that I experienced as a researcher. In these chapters, I frame the 
analysis of their music—the incarnation of their beliefs—within the context of their lives 
and their spoken perceptions. I seek to continue the narrative style throughout a 
discussion of summary themes (Chapter 6), the presentation of a theoretical model 
interconnecting musical worth and pedagogical value (Chapter 7), and within 
recommendations for practice and research (Chapter 8).  
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Although the goal of my study is greater understanding rather than generalization, 
Boeije (2002) believes that rigorous qualitative research performed well on a reasonably 
homogenous sample gives a “solid basis for generalizing the concepts and the relations 
between them to units that were absent from the sample, but which represent the same 
phenomenon” (p. 393). While the perspectives of these composers stand as applicable to 
only the composers themselves, the theoretical model that advances understanding of the 
relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value within the work and 
perspectives of Diemer and Parker may be representative of other celebrated composers 
in the field. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
EMMA LOU DIEMER: NARRATIVE AND ANALYSIS 
 
In Santa Barbara, California there are over 300 days of sunshine in a year. There 
is no more fitting climate for the brilliant, positive, and soft-spoken composer Emma Lou 
Diemer.  
 The difference between Atlanta, Georgia and Santa Barbara is vast. Over two 
thousand miles away from my humid home, I found a breezy ocean-side nirvana 
surrounded by the picturesque Santa Ynez Mountains and speckled with palm trees and 
green growth at every turn. Had I not had a new husband and a few jobs back in the hot, 
crowded, traffic-heavy sprawling metropolis of Atlanta, I might have lingered in this 
American paradise that was as close to the biblical Eden as any I had seen. 
It would be a shame to be indoors in Santa Barbara—at least when I visited 
Diemer in the months of June and July. Myriad bicycle rental shops offer all sorts of 
wheeled contraptions for a reasonable sum, and a bicycle lane permits one to ride safely 
around downtown areas. Since Diemer only lived a mile from the train station, I figured 
that I would use a bicycle to travel to and from our conversations at her home.  
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A bike ride up State Street—passing the specialty shops, taco bars, and local 
landmarks—and turn down Micheltorena Street plus a few turns through residential areas 
put me right at Diemer’s front door. I paused to catch my breath from the ride and admire 
her view of the mountains and the vivid flowering bush in her front yard. She met me at 
the door with the same gentleness and smiling eyes that I had seen in many photographs 
(see Appendix E, composer photograph). 
Emma Lou Diemer is a kind, generous spirit. She would have been thrilled to feed 
me the contents of her entire refrigerator. She seemed as interested in my life and 
interests as I was in hers. As she talked, she often smiled and laughed and didn’t mind 
darting from subject to subject as the moment seemed fit. She insisted that I see the sights 
of Santa Barbara, and chatted while she chauffeured me around her beautiful city. I 
caught glimpses of First Presbyterian where she played the organ for many years and the 
University of California at Santa Barbara where she taught theory and composition for 
two decades. Her fuel-efficient car climbed and climbed to the highest hills—all so I 
could catch a glimpse of the sunlight dancing on the miles of blue ocean and white 
beaches below. I am so grateful that she introduced me to the beautiful, historic, Mission-
style Courthouse and she seemed equally grateful that I introduced her to the restaurant 
where I had found great tacos.  
Perennially sunny Emma Lou Diemer has created a jocund and attractive 
oeuvre of choral music. I took a closer look at three pieces of varying difficulty as joyful 
and sparkling as she: “O Mistress Mine” which opens her well-known set of Three 
Madrigals; Bee, I’m Expecting You for unison voices; and the recent commission She’ll 
Be Comin’ Round the Mountain. In order to fully understand Diemer’s compositional 
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philosophy and creative process relative to these works, one must consider her 
development as a musician and composer. 
Formation as a Composer 
After marrying, one of the first joint purchases of George and Myrtle Diemer was 
a Steinway upright piano. By the time of Emma Lou’s birth in November of 1927, their 
Kansas City, Missouri household was filled with three older siblings—George, John, and 
Dorothy—and the musical sounds of piano, flute, trumpet, and cello. From these live 
musical sources and the family’s Victrola, Diemer emerged as a child prodigy, playing 
advanced piano works by ear at age five. The young Diemer showed promise of the 
musician and performer she would become, as a Kansas City Star reporter wrote in 1937: 
          Today wasn’t officially designated as “Diemer Day” at Kansas City 
Teachers College, but it might as well have been. George W. Diemer…was 
notified last night of his election to the presidency of Central Missouri State 
Teachers College at Warrensburg, and at the final assembly…this morning he 
spoke his words of farewell…  
           Mrs. [Myrtle] Diemer also made a brief goodbye speech, but the star of the 
program unquestionably was the youngest member of the Diemer family, Emma 
Lou, who is 9 years old and who played the piano before an audience of about 
500 without a sign of nervousness or fright.  
          Emma Lou, in a pink embroidered dress…could hardly reach the pedals… 
But the Paderewski Minuet came to life with clarity and precision under her small, 
flying fingers, and McDowell’s Shadow Dance was even better. “I like that piece 
best of all,” she confided afterwards. “In fact, I like all music that goes fast.” 
          Emma Lou has been taking piano lessons more than two years… She 
desires to play the piano all the time when she grows up, and…does not mind 
practicing. “I even like scales,” she said. “And I don’t really mind playing 
exercises, but I’d rather play real pieces.” (Diemer as cited in Schlegel, 2001, p. 
4) 
 
From her earliest years, the “real pieces” Diemer played inspired her to create her 
own works. Diemer wrote that her “primary purpose for existence is to compose” 
(Diemer, 1991, p. 715). To this end, she “matured under the tutelage of an array of 
teachers that reads like a who’s who of eminent mid-century composers” (Ogasapian, 
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2003, p. 75). While in high school, she studied composition with Gardner Read at Kansas 
City Conservatory. Following her graduation from high school as valedictorian, she 
received undergraduate and master’s degrees in composition from Yale University. As an 
undergraduate at Yale, she chose not to study composition with Paul Hindemith, instead 
studying with Richard Donovan. 
Musicologist William Duckworth (1999) related the following of Charles Ives’s 
father and teacher: 
George Ives taught and encouraged his son to be [a composer], first by knowing 
thoroughly the rules of harmony and counterpoint, then [by] having the courage to 
break them entirely. (p. 39) 
 
In similar manner, McBeth (1990) offered the following of teacher Rimsky-Korsakov and 
his student, Modest Mussorgsky: 
Poor Mussorgsky; Rimsky kept “correcting” the rough-edged composer’s work, 
but each decade since, Mussorgsky’s star rises higher and higher than Rimsky’s—
why? Originality. It always wins out in the end. (p. 17) 
 
So it was with Emma Lou Diemer. Her individuality as a composer came as she learned 
from her teachers, but had the courage to follow her own creative intuitions. “Everyone at 
Yale was writing like Hindemith, and I didn’t want to be a clone…of some other 
composer” (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 41). Determined to make her own 
choices, Diemer often resisted the suggestions of Donovan to alter her compositions. The 
composer later admitted to bio-bibliographer Ellen Grolman Schlegel that she “was most 
likely a difficult student for [Donovan] to teach” (2001, p. 9). Though Diemer did not 
study composition with Hindemith, he was her counterpoint teacher. As a result of her 
coursework with Hindemith, Diemer became committed to Gebrauchsmusik, or writing 
out of utility for whatever medium is available.  
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Following Yale, Diemer was awarded a Fulbright Fellowship to study 
composition in Brussels, Belgium. She spent two summers at the Berkshire Music Center 
studying composition with Ernst Toch and Roger Sessions. In 1960, Diemer completed a 
Ph.D. in composition from the Eastman School of Music. Diemer’s neoclassic style was 
developed under composition teachers Bernard Rogers and Howard Hanson. Hanson later 
referred to Diemer as “one of America’s most gifted women composers” (as cited in 
Schlegel, 2001, p. 11).  
A Composer in the Schools 
At the conclusion of her formal music education at Eastman in 1959, Hanson 
informed Diemer about the newly established program called the Young Composers 
Project (YCP). This program, sponsored by the Ford Foundation and National Music 
Council, was one of several mid-twentieth century programs aimed at expanding the 
repertoire of music used in schools and closing the chasm between contemporary 
composers and school music. Diemer applied and was accepted into the inaugural class of 
young composers—the only woman in a group of twelve, which included Philip Glass 
and Peter Schickele. In the fall of 1959, Diemer was placed in the Arlington, Virginia 
schools. Diemer suggested reasons for this placement in the YCP: 
No doubt one reason I was placed in Arlington was that two women, Florence 
Booker and Dorothy Baumle, were the vocal and instrumental music supervisors, 
respectively, of Arlington County. I remember Florence amusingly relating to me 
that she had been leery of having a resident composer, thinking that some wild 
eccentric would be descending on them. (1990, p. 33) 
 
Far from being a wild eccentric, Diemer served educators and students of the 
instrumental and choral ensembles of Arlington with ease. Diemer’s success there led to 
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her being the only composer in the program granted a second year to return to the same 
participating school system (as cited in Schlegel, 2001, p. 15).  
Diemer believes that the challenges of writing for students during this period were 
beneficial for her as a composer. She credits her formal music education with preparing 
her for this challenge:  
I was able to reinforce a philosophy of mine, partly learned at Yale under the 
Hindemith influence, that writing music need not take place in a vacuum. It 
should not be written only to satisfy the aesthetics or mental exercises of a 
composer and his cohorts, nor to dazzle the giver of grants and fellowships. It 
should be written to be listened to, understood, and even enjoyed. (1990, p. 34) 
 
The YCP proved to be a formative influence for Diemer. Although she has 
maintained many prestigious and high profile positions during her lifetime—such as 
professorships at major universities in Maryland and California—Diemer speaks most 
highly of this period as a YCP composer-in-residence: 
I can find no experience which taught me more or was more appropriate for what 
I thought my calling in life to be. My calling—my goal—was to be a composer. 
Not a professor, not a writer of grant proposals, not a curriculum developer, not 
an administrator—A COMPOSER. Since then I have of course written many 
commissioned works for all kinds of groups, and combined composing with 
teaching and performing, but for a brief two-year period, one shining moment as 
they say in “Camelot,” I was actually employed as a full-time composer of music 
and recognized in the community as such. (1990, p. 33) 
 
It was during this two-year period that Diemer penned her most well known choral 
composition, Three Madrigals. In interviews, Diemer has referred to her popular Three 
Madrigals as her Prelude in C♯ minor in reference to Sergei Rachmaninoff's famous 
composition that marked his debut as a pianist-composer (1985, p. 58). Diemer’s 
comparison is most appropriate. Just like Diemer’s Three Madrigals, the enormous 
popularity of Rachmaninoff’s prelude followed him throughout his life, eclipsing the 
enormous quantity of great works he composed. Rachmaninoff grew to dislike his 
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famous prelude, but he was resigned to perform it for eager audiences. Similarly, Diemer 
laments that out of an oeuvre that spans a half-century and myriad genres, many people 
only know and perform her Three Madrigals. Yet, they are representative of her 
compositional output during the YCP. Therefore, it is fitting that we begin analysis of 
Diemer’s work with this celebrated choral work. 
“O Mistress Mine” from Three Madrigals (1962) 
 In the initial year of work in the YCP, Diemer composed her set of Three 
Madrigals in one afternoon at the piano. She admitted that composing by necessity is a 
very isolated activity: 
Usually it takes me a while to play some other music…and then get to 
improvising... And it’s a very solitary sort of thing. Usually I have to be all by 
myself and really becoming rather free as far as what I’m thinking and playing. 
(personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Yet, a “spark” occurs during these private moments: a generative idea that materializes 
and leads her from improvisation to composition. She specifically recalls being inspired 
by the text of Three Madrigals. Diemer describes how the “spark” led to the creation of 
this work: 
Three Madrigals just came out. I didn’t labor over them at all. That happens 
sometimes in writing. Usually if that happens, it’s the best thing you have… I 
usually work on the piano. I would improvise a lot. But I wouldn’t put anything 
down or choose anything until I felt it was catchy—that it was something I could 
be interested in. (personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
The following text from act II, scene III of Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night was one 
of the variables that created a “spark” for Diemer that day (Panofsky Level I): 
    O mistress mine, where are you roaming? 
    O, stay and hear! Your true love's coming, 
     That can sing both high and low: 
    Trip no further, pretty sweeting; 
    Journey's end in lovers' meeting, 
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     Every wise man's son doth know. 
 
    What is love? 'tis not hereafter; 
    Present mirth has present laughter; 
     What's to come is still unsure: 
    In delay there lies no plenty; 
    Then come kiss me, sweet-and-twenty, 
     Youth's a stuff will not endure. 
 
The poetic meter is iambic tetrameter, with four stresses in each line (each stress 
preceded by an upbeat). The two six-line verses follow an aabccb rhyme scheme. Diemer 
sets this text succinctly within 43 measures, creating a short movement lasting less than 
one minute. Diemer described the creative process that led to her selection of a 
compound duple meter to characterize this movement: 
I read the words over and got the feeling for the rhythm…the way I wanted to 
write the rhythm: “Oh mis-tress mine, where are…” Somehow it fell into a 6/8 
rhythm. It could be something else (she chants the text in duple). It could be any 
kind of rhythm almost, but it seemed to fall into triple rhythm. (personal 
communication, July 15, 2008) 
 
The work is scored for piano and four-part mixed voices, although the voices are 
paired in a two-part texture for the majority of the movement. Within the texture, Diemer 
pairs both men’s and women’s voices, as well as having high voices (soprano and tenor) 
and low voices (alto and bass) paired. The piano accompaniment sets the gently 
“roaming” tempo of 120 beats per minute, first tonicizing G major, then moving to other 
key areas prior to the end of the first rhyming couplet. The movement is framed by a 
single measure motive repeated in the piano. 
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Figure 1. “O Mistress Mine”, opening piano motive, m. 1 
 
 
 
Figure 1 constitutes a recurring motive during the first six measures, as well as in 
measures 19-24 and 36-42. The first return of this motive in the piano sets up the binary 
form, with similar melodic activity occurring in the vocal parts as the second verse 
begins.  
On further analysis (Panofsky Level II), shifting tonal centers without preparation 
gives Diemer’s work a characteristic neo-classic feel. “O Mistress Mine” begins in G, but 
briefly shifts into B by the eighth measure and E♭ by the twelfth measure. As no key 
signature is given for this work, Diemer simply notates all temporary sharps and flats 
within the piano and vocal texture. She talked through her creative process of writing “O 
Mistress Mine:” 
I don’t know how I came about this (she plays the piano introduction), I really 
don’t. (She continues to play.) Then why did I change key? I don’t know. Because 
I was tired of this key (G major)…so I went to B. (Continues to play.) And then 
on to something else… (continues to play). So I went to E♭. It depends on how 
your mind works. Some composers would just stay in G. (personal 
communication, July 15, 2008) 
 
Diemer resists being associated with any particular style of composition and has 
proffered that her style is somewhat eclectic. She offers that great composers throughout 
time—such as Bach, Britten, and Stravinsky—have incorporated elements of various 
styles and nationalities (as cited in Schlegel, 2001, p. 25). This is evident in “O Mistress 
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Mine,” as the lyric quality of the melodic line suggests a neo-Romantic style. Diemer 
reflected on her own style, saying: “I have gone back and forth between the neo-Classic 
ideal, believing it is the most durable, and the Romantic ideal, believing it is the most 
personal, all my composing life” (Diemer as cited in Brown, 1995, p. 36). 
The tonal shifts of “O Mistress Mine,” though surprising, are accessible to 
developing singers because of Diemer’s careful voice leading. The first tonal shift uses B 
(the third scale degree in the key of G major) as a pivot into B major. The women’s 
voices weather this change in a comfortable unison, and the men’s voices join in unison 
imitation to reinforce this tonal shift. The keyboard accompaniment leads the bass voice 
into the next shift into E♭ major. The men’s parts become divisi in the following phrase, 
moving in thirds doubled by the piano accompaniment. Divisi women’s parts enter 
thereafter, in a textural and dynamic crescendo to the climax at the end of the first poetic 
verse (m. 19). Although the texture appears to be four-part in this movement, the voices 
are simply paired in a two-part texture at the octave. Altos and basses sing a lower third 
harmony at the octave, and sopranos and tenors sing the melodic line in unison octaves.  
The texture of “O Mistress Mine” incorporates both legato and marcato passages. 
Diemer allows the text to direct the melodic line, as “roaming” is smooth and “trip no 
further” is syncopated and accented. The change between these textures—emphasized by 
a change in dynamics—is swift and dramatic. Text painting occurs with repeated text 
fragments like “high and low.” The melody of this text fragment is stated and repeated 
three times, alternating between the treble and bass voices (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. “O Mistress Mine,” mm. 7-11 
 
 
Text painting continues on the entrance of “trip no further,” the tenor and bass 
intentionally lack homophony. In the ending verse, “still unsure” occurs in the repetition 
of the tonal shift from G to B. Also, “will not endure” is marked piano with a gradual 
diminuendo, ritardando, and fermata on the final unison A octave. 
As in the majority of her works, the keyboard accompaniment is more dissonant 
and florid than the vocal writing. Yet, the accompaniment supports the vocal writing at 
divisi junctures, such as the first divisi of the tenor and bass (m. 14). Instead of changing 
male voices feeling anxious or exposed, this piano-vocal texture would scaffold them 
comfortably. Developing part-singers and choirs with a less-than-optimal balance 
between sections could sing this movement with ease, as melody and harmony parts of 
four-part sections are doubled in the keyboard accompaniment (mm. 16-18).  
Diemer uses the same melodic and harmonic material in the second verse yet 
employs slight variance in the vocal writing. The opening text is given to the men rather 
than the women, the men’s divisi is homophonic, and the SATB texture builds more 
quickly (mm. 21-32). The return to the opening motive in the piano (m. 36) marks the 
turn to the close of the piece, with a sudden hushed dynamic marking and men’s and 
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women’s voices paired in a one-measure canon. The final statement of the opening 
motive (Figure 1) is an eight-measure codetta. The seven repetitions of this motive (mm. 
36-42) firmly anchor the modal center of G. The voices, however, come to “rest” on an A 
(the ninth). Thus, there is a lack of total harmonic resolution as the movement slows and 
softens to segue into the following movement. Diemer vividly recalled of this juncture at 
the work’s premiere, of which she was the accompanist: 
I remember after the first [movement], there was a hesitation and they clapped. 
Some schools, if the music stops, they clap… But they were a little hesitant 
because it ends up in the air. It doesn’t resolve. And I remember that so well that 
they clapped. (personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
 The hesitation created in the audience at the premiere performed revealed that 
Diemer’s work contained more value than could be perceived and understood on a single 
hearing. These deeper layers of value—created as the composer weds technique and 
expressivity—are represented as Panofsky’s third level of analysis.  
 Diemer indicates on several occasions that, although writing for others, she must 
first be intensely interested in what she is composing. Specifically, Diemer attributes her 
neoclassic orientation to her favorite composer, Prokofiev: 
       [Composing] is kind of like writing a book. If there is something there that is 
really going to interest you, you’re going to be excited about what’s going to 
happen next. The writer is always surprising you. Prokofiev is a great example of 
that. He’s my favorite composer, by the way.  He’ll start out in a key, and then 
immediately go to another key, whereas some composers will just stay in that key 
and then finally think, “Oh, I better modulate.” But he will immediately change. 
And then he’s always coming up with something different.  
       I’ve always liked that. If you look at my little madrigals, that happens right 
away. It starts in G and then immediately goes to a sort of B. So, unconsciously, 
through a long period of writing music, I also do that sort of thing. You don’t 
expect that. (personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Diemer’s description of thwarting expectations resonates with Meyer’s theory of 
greatness in music. Diemer explains that she is mostly unaware of the way she sets up 
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and fulfills musical expectations. Yet, she admits that composing is a cumulative 
experience of all the sounds and styles that one experiences throughout their lives. 
Indirectly, she acknowledges the golden mean within music: the climax of expression and 
form resolving about two-thirds of the way through a work. While the form of musical 
works may correspond to the golden mean, many great composers do not deliberately 
build this mathematical relationship into their works. Rather, it is “a subconscious echo 
of something you’ve heard before” (personal communication, June 19, 2008).  
Still in print and performed often, these works captured a snapshot of Diemer’s 
youth during her work in the YCP. Diemer adeptly captured a pedagogical environment 
fitting to voices of intermediate ability within this dramatic musical setting. She 
described her compositions during the YCP as being somewhat conservative. They 
“avoided atonality, excessive use of accidentals and changes of meter, prolonged 
dissonance, complicated rhythms, [and] extreme ranges,” yet masterfully employed 
“modal, diatonic writing, chords built on thirds, fourths and fifths, ostinato rhythms, and 
syncopations” (Diemer as cited in Schlegel, 2001, p. 13). In these self-descriptions by the 
composer, one can see Diemer’s dual function as compositional artist and pedagogue in 
this project, sensitive to the developmental stages of young singers, yet remaining true to 
her creativity as a composer.  
Diemer’s frequent use of imitation and canon in this movement not only builds 
exciting dialogue between singers, but also evidence her desire to communicate musical 
ideas through a composition. Although this Shakespearean poetry is over 400 years old to 
contemporary listeners and performers, Diemer’s setting lends a timeless immediacy to 
this text. In musically communicating her ideas about the text, she was able to create a 
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dynamic, attractive musical setting that has immediate appeal. Having just completed an 
advanced degree in composition, a Fulbright fellowship, and numerous awards for 
composition, in the early 1960s Diemer had the ability to compose very complex, 
difficult works. The young Diemer (1961) related the challenge presented to her in 
Arlington: 
On the one hand, the opportunity to earn a living from composing alone, if only 
for a year, was a unique and wonderful one. On the other, I had heretofore 
imposed no technical limitations on my writing, and this would now have to be 
done to a certain extent. (p. 12) 
 
Conversely, Diemer found that her creativity and output flourished under the parameters 
posed by the YCP. LePage (1980) offers why Diemer succeeded with Three Madrigals 
and similar commissions: 
One quality has been generally uppermost in [Diemer’s] creative endeavors, that 
of communication through an immediacy of expression, and an avoidance of 
undue complexity and tedious erudition. [Diemer] says, “I find it easy to be 
complex and difficult, it is much harder to be lucid and technically within reach. I 
place much greater value on the latter of the two qualities.” (p. 60) 
 
Emma Lou Diemer’s success in Arlington was the result of composing music that 
was both simple and valuable; imaginative and pedagogically appropriate. She did not 
see students’ technical limitations as barriers to her creative process. Rather, she 
recounted to me nearly fifty years later that she was inspired by the opportunity to create 
works such as “O Mistress Mine” for people that she knew personally. Yet, she recalled 
challenges of her YCP experience that are still relevant in modern music education 
environments: 
Of course there were excellent and not-so-excellent performances. There were, no 
doubt, students and teachers who didn’t like my music or were indifferent to it, 
for the real world was right there in Arlington! …I remember that the first time I 
heard one of the junior high orchestras rehearsing in one of the schools, I was not 
altogether thrilled by the intonation. And the band that played my suite was less 
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than inspired. But the 100-voice choir of Florence Booker! The 100-piece 
orchestra of Dorothy Baumle!  …And the teachers eagerly, sometimes with 
trepidation, taking a new work written for them and starting to rehearse it! (1990, 
p. 33) 
 
In addition to refining her own skills as a composer, the YCP afforded teachers 
and student direct interaction with a composer, perhaps for the first and only time in their 
lives. They were able to follow the creative process of a piece of music written 
specifically for them and implicitly learn that “composers are not all dead, not all male, 
not all Europeans” (Diemer, 1990, p. 33).  
Bee! I’m Expecting You  (1994) 
 
Good opera or good anything has to keep you listening…  
(personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
 From its outset, Diemer’s whimsical setting of Emily Dickinson’s 1865 poem 
Bee! I’m Expecting You! keeps you listening. Diemer is no stranger to bees, as they 
gather around the abundant flora of her Santa Barbara yard. In our conversation, she told 
me about visiting Dickinson’s house in Amherst, Massachusetts and touring the poet’s 
kitchen and garden, which were still full of the nature that once inspired the poet. Diemer 
related her attraction to the upbeat nature of this verse and other texts that are positive. 
She finds that texts such as this, which are not too laden with meaning, are more easily 
set to music than profound texts. In accordance with Panofsky’s first level of analysis, the 
full text of Dickinson’s poem follows. 
Bee! I'm expecting you! 
Was saying Yesterday 
To Somebody you know 
That you were due— 
 
The Frogs got Home last Week— 
Are settled, and at work— 
Birds, mostly back— 
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The Clover warm and thick— 
 
You'll get my Letter by 
The seventeenth; Reply 
Or better, be with me— 
Yours, Fly. 
 
For this 1994 commission by the Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Diemer 
grouped three poems of Dickinson, unified by the poet’s fascination with nature, 
particularly Dickinson’s observation of bees and birds. Per request of the commissioning 
body, the outer two movements of this three-movement work were written for four-part 
mixed voices, and the internal movement—Bee, I’m Expecting You—was written for 
unison treble voices. Diemer related how she developed the main motive of the piano 
accompaniment in this movement (see Figure 3): 
I remember I thought, “OK, I’m going to imitate the buzzing of the bee.” That’s 
what I was doing with this… (She plays the nine-measure introduction.) So, it’s a 
little more dissonant than the other two movements from this set. (personal 
communication, July 15, 2008) 
 
 
Figure 3. Bee, I’m Expecting You, mm. 1-7, bee motive. 
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The bee motive returns as an interlude or ritornello. The bee motive introduces the most 
striking characteristics of this work—harmony, rhythm, and meter. Dissonance is present 
from the outset of this piece in the major and minor seconds of the bee motive. As is 
characteristic of Diemer, she chooses not to notate a key signature, instead writing all 
accidentals into the score. The unison voices remain centered around the tonal area of D, 
with D4-D5 being a fitting range for treble or children’s voices. Although the rhythm and 
contour of the vocal line are different within each strophe, all begin on an A4 and the first 
interval is a minor third leap to C5. Throughout each verse, the vocal lines follow patterns 
within a D♮ minor scale and each verse ends with voices on a D5.The bee motive is 
marked by three metrical changes, and other notated and implied metrical shifts occur 
throughout the three verses of this fleeting 90-second work. As one might imagine of a 
conversation between a fly and a bee, Diemer indicated a lively tempo of about 120 
quarter notes per minute. 
“Yes, the whole thing is restless, really” said Diemer (personal communication, 
July 15, 2008). It is the balance of form and “restlessness” that demonstrates Diemer’s 
craft in this work (Panofsky Level II). Diemer echoed the philosophy of Leonard B. 
Meyer when she related that she strives for “logic but not absolute predictability” 
(Diemer as cited in Brown, 1995, p. 38). 
 Indeed, there is logic to Diemer’s setting of Bee, I’m Expecting You. Just as 
Dickinson grouped the poem into three sections, Diemer also created a ternary structure 
by separating each strophe by the bee motive. Within the bee motive, the upper note of 
the initial buzzing is an E♭4. In measure six, the texture changes from the quickly 
repeating sixteenth emphasized by the rhythmic dissonance to a sustained tone over a 
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steady beat, punctuated by rhythmic syncopation. An A♮4 is sounded and sustained over 
the rhythmic texture, signaling the entrance of the voice. This interval—a tritone—is 
often considered the most “restless” of all intervals, falling midway between a perfect 
fourth and a perfect fifth. Though traditionally this interval was actively avoided because 
of its dissonance, Diemer embraces it as her favorite interval. 
The bee motive occurs three times. The first repeat of the bee motive is the same 
as the initial statement. The final statement of the motive is shortened by one measure, 
thus hastening the arrival of the final strophe. Consistent with the poet’s diminutive line 
“yours, fly”—Diemer sets the final line of Dickinson’s poem in a similarly curt manner. 
Thus, the final strophe is the shortest of the three, at 13 measures. The first and second 
strophes use text repetition and extend to 15 and 24 measures respectively. She related 
the dual purpose of repetition: “I’m just repeating ‘that you were due’ partly to emphasize 
it and partly to stretch out the [musical] idea in different ways” (personal communication, 
July 15, 2008). In Figure 4, Diemer uses text repetition to build harmonic tension. The 
vocal part is simple, with unison voices repeating Emily Dickinson’s text “that you were 
due.” 
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Figure 4. Bee, I’m Expecting You, mm. 16-22 
 
Measures 21 and 22 prepare a harmonic climax toward the key center of G. The upper 
voice sings a sustained D5 while the piano also suggests D. “So you think it’s going to be 
a big climax on G, but it doesn’t go there” said Diemer (personal communication, July 
15, 2008). Instead, the bee motive returns (Figure 3) in measure 23. This detour refreshes 
the ears with unexpected harmony and implies an overall structure through the repetition 
of the opening theme. 
Measures 33-37 offer another instance of text repetition, this time for metric play 
(Figure 5). Diemer repeats the text phrase “settled and at work.” Although the metrical 
marking is 
€ 
24 , the implied meter in the natural text accent—reinforced by Diemer’s 
accents—is 
€ 
34 .  
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Figure 5. Bee, I’m Expecting You, mm. 33-37 
 
 Primarily a pianist, Diemer did not set out to be a prominent composer of choral 
works. However, she relates that one positive aspect of having many accompanied choral 
works published is that she is able, in a small way, to realize creative composition on the 
instrument she knows best. A virtuosic keyboardist, Diemer’s accompaniment of Bee, I’m 
Expecting You is an exceptionally interesting feature of this work. While the vocal part 
only has one accidental, the accompaniment is filled with dissonant tonal coloration. 
Diemer’s accompaniment fulfills several roles. First, the accompaniment delivers the bee 
motive that frames and forms the work. Secondly, it guides the vocalists into the tonal 
center of D prior to each verse and supports their vocal line for the majority of the piece. 
The accompaniment is extremely active rhythmically, continually maintaining both on- 
and off-beat material. The accompaniment ceases no longer than an eighth rest until the 
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final two measures. Therefore, the two adjacent quarter rests in the final two measures of 
the piece (between the words “yours” and “fly”) seem surprisingly long.   
 The harmonic activity of the accompaniment evidences a balance of repetition 
and contrast (or “restlessness”). The accompaniment supports the sung tones of the vocal 
line with unexpected harmonic shifts, such as the shift between measures five and six 
(Figure 3). Key areas sometimes shift without preparation, just as a bee or a fly darts 
around in the air. In Bee, I’m Expecting You, we clearly see Diemer’s penchant for 
harmonic creativity and surprise; often suggesting traditional harmony with “just a little 
bit different” to keep the listener engaged: 
So [this passage is] suggesting G minor, but not really (she plays non-chord 
tones). If I went (she plays G minor), it’s G minor. But instead I use the leading 
tone [in the bass] to make it just a little bit different. (personal communication, 
July 15, 2008) 
 
Neo-classicism most accurately describes Diemer’s characteristic sound. She was 
greatly influenced by Prokofiev, who is credited with originating neoclassic style in the 
early twentieth century. Stravinsky was also a proponent of this style, along with 
Diemer’s teacher at Yale, Paul Hindemith. Diemer directly references one of these 
influences when describing the ending of Bee, I’m Expecting You: 
This is the first time that the accompaniment kind of agrees with the voice—“Be 
with me.” It sounds like G [major] a little bit. That [ending] was simple—the text 
sounded like it should do that…be abrupt like that. This kind of brief…”yours, 
fly”…because that was the way [Dickinson] wrote it. She didn’t say “sincerely 
yours…with blessings and honor” or something… Just “yours, fly.” That’s all. 
It’s sort of a Stravinsky ending, in a way! (personal communication, July 15, 
2008) 
 
Neoclassic works have an internal balance and order similar to classical works. 
They have a form or structure that is immediately perceivable. Yet, they are undeniably 
“neo” or new in twentieth-century harmonic experimentation. These attributes are 
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demonstrated on a small scale in Bee, I’m Expecting You. Diemer depicts the fly’s letter 
to the bee as a straightforward conversation. The strophic structure is clear, yet the 
dissonance of the accompaniment situates the work firmly within the twentieth century. 
Diemer acknowledges: 
My music is not terribly easy… I like sometimes to write music that dances, 
percolates, invigorates, that is rhythmic and subtle and ever-changing in its tonal 
reference. Some of these attributes of course present difficulties. (as cited in 
Brown, 1995, p. 40) 
 
 In the above quote, Diemer references the qualities that give her work intrinsic 
value (Panofsky Level III). That Diemer’s music is appealing, yet “not terribly easy” 
indicates, in part, its pedagogical potential. Arguably, music that offers opportunities for 
problem solving will also be a catalyst for learning. The clipped, insistent vocal line in 
Bee, I’m Expecting You, for instance, would require invigorated vocalists, with intense 
focus toward diction and expressivity. Diemer’s harmonic development provides the 
choral educator and students with important challenges and offers potential for significant 
learning. The swift tempo and rhythmically active accompaniment compel Bee, I’m 
Expecting You to dance. Diemer asserts that “[teaching pieces] should be original and 
have the same kind of excitement as a big piece…as a symphony” (personal 
communication, June 19, 2008). 
Diemer asserts that she likes to write music that “percolates” (see indented quote 
above). While this verb hardly may seem unusual for describing music, one might 
consider that a common meaning of percolate is to gradually permeate or penetrate. As I 
reflect on my initial response to this piece, this word seems apt. I did not immediately 
like, understand or appreciate this short work upon a first or second reading. Diemer 
relates that perhaps this is a common aspect of the “percolating” process: 
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When people hear something for the first time—even if it’s something pretty 
simple—like a popular song—they might not like it. Sometimes you don’t like a 
popular song until you’ve heard it a number of times. (personal communication, 
June 19, 2008) 
 
Stravinsky, a major influence on Diemer’s composition, lamented that more listeners—
like myself perhaps—did not take time to listen again, percolate, and endeavor to 
understand that which is new: 
[A]rt postulates communion, and the artist has an imperative need to make others 
share the joy which he experiences himself… Unfortunately, perfect communion 
is rare…the hypercritics of today [are] dumfounded by a language in which all the 
characteristics of their aesthetic seem to be violated. What, however, is less 
justifiable is that they nearly always blame the author for what is in fact due to 
their own lack of comprehension. (1958, p. 175-176) 
 
In spending more time with the poetry, vocal line, and accompaniment, Bee, I’m 
Expecting You began to penetrate my understanding. The dissonant harmonies began to 
sound more comfortable, and I could relax into the recurrent buzzing of the bee. I 
imagine that a similar growth experience might have occurred among the children’s choir 
of the Indiana University of Pennsylvania that commissioned, rehearsed, and performed 
the premiere of this work. Would their ears have been more open than my own to new 
sound worlds embodied in Diemer’s dissonance? Perhaps music educators—typically 
classically trained musicians—need more percolating time with such restless and 
dissonant tonalities than their students. 
In our conversation, Diemer chose another atypical expression to illustrate her 
craft in composing Bee, I’m Expecting You: 
Yes, it’s kind of—what’s the word? Fun? It’s a little bit fun. It’s a little bit 
quixotic or something… Whimsical is what it is. So I was choosing chords that 
were not right in a key all the time, but that were rhythmic. (She demonstrates on 
piano.) (personal communication, July 15, 2008) 
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 Derived from the romantic and delusional character Don Quixote, “quixotic” 
connotes whimsy, or that which is idealistic and unrealistic. One might say that Diemer’s 
musical setting is necessarily quixotic to reflect Dickinson’s poem. As Diemer related: 
[Dickinson] is kind of putting herself into the mind of the little other things… The 
fly is actually writing. …I would think the fly would be in danger from the bee, 
but maybe not! (personal communication, July 15, 2008) 
 
 Thus, Diemer partners with Dickinson to bring to life the unlikely yet colorful 
narrative discourse of flies to bees. Bee, I’m Expecting You is a whimsical and capricious 
setting that pleasantly amuses and also sets up an inventive learning situation for young 
choristers. And, in accordance with her self-stated philosophy, “offers some knowledge, 
philosophy, insight, emotional release, diversion, entertainment to those who hear or 
perform the music” (1985, p. 59). 
She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain (2002) 
 
My interest in Diemer as a research participant came in 2006 when I encountered 
this folk song arrangement on a compact disc that I purchased. The Dale Warland 
Singers’ performance (2004, track 3) of She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain captured 
my attention—even before I knew it was Diemer’s arrangement. Though nestled among 
many excellent arrangements on this CD, She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain stood out 
to me in its originality and rhythmic vitality.  
I was an assistant director of a collegiate choir at the time, and finding appropriate 
literature was a challenge. While my students’ vocal development was limited compared 
to voice majors at this level, they thought and worked like the engineers and computer 
scientists that they were training to be. At first they balked at the idea of singing a 
children’s folk song. “Are you serious?” their looks seemed to ask, while a couple of 
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guys parodied a square dance as we first listened to the recording. As is usual with music 
teaching and learning, persistence paid off. In a few short weeks, this arrangement of 
She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain was their favorite work to rehearse and perform.  
Commonly sung by children as a part of the American folk repertoire (Panofsky 
Level I), She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain most likely originated in the late 
nineteenth century from a spiritual When the Chariot Comes that was sung to the same 
tune. It spread through the Appalachian region and into the Midwest by the 1890s, when 
railroad workers adopted it as a theme song. While the “she” in the song might have 
various historical references, to the railroad workers "she" was the train that would be 
coming on the tracks that they were laying across the country.  
Diemer takes the folk song’s train imagery and creates a playful yet challenging 
setting unquestionably suited for accomplished musicians. The unaccompanied four-part 
vocal texture has upper voices in syncopation to a walking, staccato bass (see Figure 6). 
Text fragmentation, syncopation, and harmonic dissonance create a “train” ostinato in the 
opening four measures that captures the attention of the listener.  
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Figure 6. She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain, m. 1, train ostinato 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The texture and harmonies are reminiscent of vocal jazz, with frequent sevenths 
and ninths. Though the time signature is given as common time, Diemer chooses not to 
notate a key signature. This allows her to shift tonal centers at leisure by notating sharps, 
flats, and naturals within the score. Diemer includes four verses in this arrangement: 
1. She’ll be comin’ round the mountain when she comes… 
2. She’ll be drivin’ six white horses when she comes… 
3. Oh, we’ll all go to meet her when she comes… 
4. We’ll be singin’ “Hallelujah” when she comes...  
 
How do musical themes converge to create worth in this work of art (Panofsky 
Level II)? The vocal accompaniment created first by the bass, alto, and soprano ostinato 
(Figure 6) in the first two measures is a musical representation of train sounds. “Her” 
arriving is announced by the tenors and will occur by means of the persistent “choo-
choo” created in the three remained parts.  During middle verses, the texture becomes 
slightly more homophonic at times, yet Diemer is quick to shift back into an accented, 
syncopated texture to preserve the active nature of the arrangement. The final verse and 
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its preceding bridge are the most rhythmic vital sections of the piece. This transition into 
the final verse unfolds as a compelling climax. Diemer interjects a call and response 
revival sequence—complete with “hallelujahs”—into this development section. Such 
tension builds an excited frenzy for her return in the final, forte, B♭ major stanza.  
One of the ways that Diemer creates sonic “freshness” in her work is to vary key 
areas. Although Diemer used unprepared tonal shifts in “O Mistress Mine” and Bee, I’m 
Expecting You, she approached tonality in She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain in a 
more traditional fashion. The B♭ major sections serve as sonic bookends of the work. 
When the listener hears the final verse return to this key, it is as if “she” finally arrives at 
her destination, textually and sonically. Yet, the B♭ tonality is never static due to the 
concurrent presence of C, the interval of the second or the ninth. This dissonance is found 
in the downbeat of measure one and sustained within the final, dramatic chord of the 
piece. This chord tone might be symbolic of the train whistle—a sound of both warning 
and delight.  
In this arrangement, both messages of the whistle are true. First, a warning: a train 
is coming and it’s not stopping for anything…hold on tight! The voices must engage in a 
harmonic and rhythmic marathon fraught with perils of being derailed by intonation or a 
lack of persistence. A dominant seventh chord propels the choir into the second verse in 
A♭ major, and voices carefully creep up to C major for the third verse.  
The real value of She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain rests in its intrinsic value 
(Panofsky Level III). Within an email to Diemer following the spring 2006 performance, 
I recounted an aspect of my experience: 
It's difficult to find music that challenges [these] students... While not 
accomplished singers, they are brilliant students and mathematicians who 
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understand more about the overtone series than I ever will! Your arrangement was 
utterly singable, yet challenged their ears and brains. Where some music peaks 
mid-semester and some never peaks, this arrangement was so clever that it kept us 
going and growing throughout the semester. It was the most engaging piece of 
music on our spring concert—for students and audience alike. (Eskew, personal 
communication, June 5, 2006) 
 
 Many choirs are filled with amateur singers whose intellectual capacities are more 
developed that their vocal facility. Therefore, challenge must be offered to these 
choristers in order to keep them engaged. In the scenario of She’ll be Comin’ Round the 
Mountain that I experienced, each section was challenged. The basses—usually the least 
challenged of all sections—were thrilled with the challenge of ensuring the choir’s base 
tonality at all times while engaged in their own moving part. Never could they operate on 
autopilot as they often did with other repertoire. Likewise, sopranos had to be completely 
engaged in music reading, as they didn’t find themselves on melody until over halfway 
through the work.  
Whereas the tenors and altos were accustomed to filling harmonic roles, Diemer 
intentionally granted them the opportunity and challenge of being melodic voices during 
much of the arrangement. The challenge continued with frequent sevenths and ninths, a 
highly syncopated texture, and three modulations throughout this unaccompanied work. 
In short, Diemer built the harmonic and rhythmic complexity of her accompaniments into 
the four vocal lines comprising this arrangement. Commissioned by Dale Warland for his 
professional choir, I can only assume that this work was easily mastered by his group of 
skilled musicians. However, it also proved to be excellent repertoire for the advanced 
collegiate chamber ensemble I was directing. Many of the students in this group were 
only freshmen and sophomores in college. Might their high school ensembles have risen 
to the musical challenges of this arrangement? 
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When I asked Diemer why she chose to set this folk tune, her response pointed to 
the many meanings implicit in the choice, yet the underlying intent: 
[It’s] a folksong and I guess it has different meanings. I just sort of took it as a 
rhythmic thing having to do with the train coming around the mountain. I guess it 
has other meanings, too. I don’t know. It’s just kind of fun! (personal 
communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Choral music should be fun. Intrinsic meanings of a song should be allowed to 
unfold over a period of rehearsal and performance. The rhythmic and harmonic aspects 
should challenge students to higher levels of skill and awareness. Perhaps the entire 
experience of music making should be as thrilling as a train ride around the sunny Santa 
Ynez Mountains of Santa Barbara, California. 
Diemer has questioned “Is the quality [of my compositions] high enough so that, 
with changes in cultural patterns, someone will look one hundred years from now and see 
something valuable?” (as cited in Schlegel, p. 31). If Diemer’s Three Madrigals have 
endured the cultural shifts of nearly five decades, one can assert with relative confidence 
that Emma Lou Diemer’s work will remain in the repertoire for years to come. In 
reviewing organ works by the composer, Wolz (2005) speaks to the inherent quality and 
pedagogical potential of Diemer’s music when he states that a particular hymn setting “is 
one of my favorites in a collection where my favorite changes each time I play through 
them” (p. 56). Shakespeare ominously proffered the text (which Diemer late set) “what’s 
to come is still unsure.” Yet, the fact that Diemer’s music is highly accessible, yet 
“precludes an immediate grasp of its musical meaning” (Abrahams, 2005) speaks to the 
durability of Diemer’s compositional output.  
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“I want to be like Verdi, who wrote into his eighties and was still writing hit 
operas,” said Diemer (as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 80). In our conversations, Diemer led 
me to compare the stages of life to sonata form: 
          ELD: Sometimes I feel like this part of my life is just a long coda. When 
you get to be my age you may feel that way. It’s a long coda; it’s stretching out. I 
don’t know how long it’s going to be.  
          EES: You strike me as the kind of person that could be a centurion.  
          ELD: A little old lady…trying to find where’s the piano? (She laughs.) 
          EES: No, I think you could! 
          ELD: I don’t know. We don’t have any feeblemindedness in my family, so 
I’ll probably know what’s going on until the end. But I do have that feeling 
sometimes that it’s a coda. You haven’t even gotten to…you’re in the prelude 
still! 
          EES: You think? I think I might be in the development section. 
          ELD: Well, that’s true. And we’re all developing some way, hopefully.     
          (personal communication, July 15, 2008)  
  
As her sun sets over Santa Barbara, Diemer remains productive as a composer and facile 
as a pianist. She continues to accept and produce commissions in a variety of genres, and 
shows no signs of slowing. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
ALICE PARKER: NARRATIVE AND ANALYSIS 
 
 
Residents of Hawley, Massachusetts are vastly outnumbered by the deer, bear, 
and other game that roam the rolling countryside of the Berkshires. In October 2008, my 
second and final drive from the busy streets of Boston to the peaceful hamlet of Hawley 
was not only awash with the bright colors of New England’s fall landscape; it was a 
journey to a more peaceful, simple lifestyle which is lost in the pace and technology of 
the twenty-first century.  
 Though a composer of national renown, one wouldn’t necessarily distinguish 
Alice Parker from any other of Hawley’s 300 residents. Hawley’s resident tunesmith is as 
unassuming a human as one can find. With eight decades of experience and imbued with 
an enviable amount of spunk and generosity, Alice Parker was outside the front door to 
welcome me into her home before I could even get out of the car (see Appendix F, 
composer photograph). 
 Parker lives at the very top of Middle Road on Singing Brook Farm. Indeed, the 
brook was full of music, cascading joyfully and audibly just across the road from 
Parker’s simple residence. Once the Town Hall of Hawley, Parker’s residence is an 
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homage museum to history, music, family, and simple living. Wireless fidelity and cell 
towers are neither present nor coming anytime soon to Hawley. Yet, the cables visible on 
the climb to Parker’s residence tell the sweet story of technology still used in maple syrup 
production. The longer I stayed, the more I realized what a distracted life I lead 
elsewhere. 
 When interviewing and eating had ceased, Alice and I rested in rocking chairs by 
the kitchen woodstove, warmed by its fire. It was so quiet one could almost hear the snow 
falling outside. Though interviewing had elicited many revelations, perhaps the greatest 
personal epiphany from my visit to Parker and her world in Hawley was the power of 
stillness and peacefulness to tune the spirit and the ear. 
 In studying two of Parker’s works, I discovered that silence is not only a 
necessary part of Parker’s life—it is also a vital part of her musical expression. In the 
opening two measures of “Old Betty Larkin” from American Dances, there is as much 
silence as sound. Staccato chords, marked piano, delicately pierce the silence (Figure 7). 
The bass line that opens Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye intones the beat of a distant drum. 
However, it is not the drum that Parker chooses to emphasize; it is the accented silence 
that follows (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 7. “Old Betty Larkin,” mm. 1-2, piano introduction 
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Figure 8. Johnny I Hardly Knew Ye, mm. 1-3 
 
 
 
 Parker’s music offers a window into her world of thought, feeling, and 
expression. Silence is juxtaposed with melodic and rhythmic conversation, humor, dance, 
and play. In the following chapter, three of Parker’s works will be analyzed to illuminate 
musically the levels of meaning established by visual artist Erwin Panofsky: Johnny, I 
Hardly Knew Ye, Meet and Right it is to Sing, and “Old Betty Larkin” (from American 
Dances). Such analysis reveals this composer’s ability to create music of worth uniquely 
suited to the voices for which they were created. Prior to examining Parker’s musical 
scores, one must necessarily consider her development as a composer in the age of 
serialism, her training as a composer, and her partnership with Robert Shaw.  
The Journey to Find Her Voice  
 Parker’s training as a composer reveals both informal and formal twists and turns. 
She was a creative youngster and began composing at an early age. She remembers music 
being interwoven into the fabric of her home and school life: 
My family always encouraged my interest in music. We sang often at work and 
play. Mother was a Sunday-School teacher and taught us many hymns as well as 
"home" songs and children's games. I started piano when I was five, and had 
opportunities to study violin and clarinet (both briefly) later on. I…was 
encouraged in my early attempts at composing... (Blythe, 2004, ¶ 2) 
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Parker composed her first orchestral score while still in high school. But as she was 
growing up, learning musical forms of the past and exploring the craft of composition, a 
new and controversial musical form was rising to prominence among American 
composers.  
 In the early twentieth century, composers of art music were experimenting with 
new forms of musical expression. By 1925—the year of Parker’s birth—Arnold 
Schoenberg and his Second Viennese School had fully embraced “twelve-tone” or 
dodecaphonic composition, which avoided a tonal center and used all twelve pitches of 
the chromatic scale. As Hitler’s Nazi army occupied parts of Europe in the early 1930s, 
the Jewish Schoenberg escaped persecution by bringing his influence to teaching posts at 
American universities, the first in Parker’s home state of Massachusetts.  
The formal training in composition that Parker received in the early 1940s at 
Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts was heavily influenced by atonality and a 
break with tradition. She explains: 
My particular generation of going to school in the 40’s and doing compositional 
study was exactly when everything was twelve-tone. That was the language of the 
future. That was the only thing. Tonal music was passé; tonality was dead. I could 
not believe that that was true. That was the reason that I stopped trying to go on in 
further study in composing. I knew that was wrong for me. I couldn’t do it. I 
would have been so miserable trying to make myself do that. Obviously I wasn’t 
meant to do that or I wasn’t a composer; what else could I do? (personal 
communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
As a result, Parker was to spend decades making music against the tides of this 
movement and developing a strong personal philosophy of composition. Just as a shelled 
mollusk can, by natural processes, produce a pearl when an irritant becomes trapped 
within it, so it was with Parker, serialism, and her compositional philosophy. Such quality 
natural pearls are long in the making, precious, and exceedingly rare.  
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Instead of developing her voice and craft as a composer at Smith, she found the 
climate frustrating. Upon completion of undergraduate degrees in organ and composition, 
she turned to the field of choral conducting at the New York’s esteemed Juilliard School. 
This twist of fate landed her under the tutelage of Julius Herford, Vincent Persichetti, and 
most significantly, Robert Shaw. Though this famed conductor was active in his teaching 
post, Shaw was most concerned with developing his own career as a conductor. In 
Parker, Shaw found the collaborator and arranger he was looking for. Under her eighteen-
year collaboration with Shaw, Parker rose to prominence as a composer as her innate 
ideals about musical composition were affirmed, expanded, and refined. Parker remarks 
that Shaw’s support allowed her to discover “the way that I could fit into twentieth 
century composition” (Blythe, 2004, ¶ 12). 
By the time of Parker’s graduation from The Juilliard School, Shaw’s success as a 
choral conductor had enabled him to leave his teaching post. He hired Parker to do 
research and create choral arrangements for his professional ensemble. While 
collaborating with Shaw, another significant relationship emerged for Parker. She met 
baritone soloist and choral singer Thomas Pyle, and the two married, produced five 
children within eight years, and spent their married years working with Shaw in some 
fashion. When Parker lost Pyle to an early death in 1976, she and her children were 
comforted as Shaw and numerous professional musicians in New York City quickly 
assembled to perform Brahms Requiem at his Evensong funeral. Brahms comforted the 
young widow beginning with a psalm and gospel setting: Blessed are they that mourn: 
for they shall be comforted…they that sow in tears shall reap in joy.  
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The following 34 years of Parker’s life have been full of professional and 
personal joy. She now has 11 grandchildren and over 400 arrangements and compositions 
to her credit. She often refers to her musical compositions as “children,” saying that 
picking a favorite composition is as difficult as picking a favorite child (personal 
communication, August 20, 2008). Yet, to three of Parker’s musical progeny we now turn 
in order to best understand how Parker’s philosophy is made manifest in her music.  
Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye (1969) 
 Parker’s arrangement of the Irish tune and text Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye was 
composed in early 1967 for the Robert Shaw Chorale. This professional choral ensemble, 
active from 1949-1967, became widely known through their recordings and tours. For 
this choir, Shaw and Parker produced a vast repertory of arrangements of folksongs, 
hymns, and spirituals. Toward the end of their partnership, Parker worked independently 
to produce original arrangements for two recordings of the Robert Shaw Chorale. 
Premiered on the RCA Victor Album of the Robert Shaw Chorale released in 1968 titled 
Irish Folk Songs, Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye is one example of this period of Parker’s life 
as a composer.  
 On initial observation (Panofsky Level I), we see that Parker set four verses of 
this Irish text and tune, each time with a refrain: 
When goin' the road to sweet Athy, Hurroo! Hurroo! (repeat) 
When goin' the road to sweet Athy, A stick in my hand and a drop in my eye, 
A doleful damsel I heard cry: Johnny I hardly knew ye. 
  Refrain 
 
Where are your eyes that looked so mild, Hurroo! Hurroo! (repeat) 
Where are your eyes that looked so mild when my heart you so beguil’d? 
Why did ye skedaddle from me and the child? Why, Johnny, I hardly knew ye. 
 Refrain 
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Where are your legs with which you run? Hurroo! Hurroo! (repeat) 
Where are your legs that used to run when you went for to carry a gun, 
Indeed your dancin’ days are done, why, Johnny, I hardly knew ye. 
 Refrain 
 
I'm happy for to see ye home, Hurroo! Hurroo! (repeat) 
I'm happy for to see ye home, all from the island of Ceylon, 
So low in flesh, so high in bone, Faith, Johnny I hardly knew ye. 
 Refrain: 
        With your guns and drums and drums and guns, Hurroo! Hurroo! (repeat) 
        With your guns and drums and drums and guns the enemy nearly slew ye, 
        Oh, darlin’ dear, ye look so queer, Faith, Johnny, I hardly knew ye.  
 
 
The textual, melodic, and rhythm repetition would have contributed to the song’s 
longevity through generations prior to its notation. Parker gives the expressive marking 
“rather slow, intense” to indicate that this tune is far removed from the up-tempo, popular 
American patriotic song When Johnny Comes Marching Home. The compound duple 
meter signature still implies the feel of a march, with two heavy beats in each measure. 
The effect on the listener is chilling, for the march is funereal rather than heroic; the 
voices are largely hushed instead of triumphant.  
 At first glance, the absence of a key signature and accidentals seem to indicate A♮ 
minor or the Aeolian mode. The texture of the work remains gapped and stark 
throughout, with only two voices starting, then only three-voices present at any given 
time until the second verse. Although the Robert Shaw Chorale was clearly capable of 
difficult multi-part works, Parker arranged this Irish folk song simply, with divisi only in 
the bass part in fifths or octaves. As accompanying instruments were often not present in 
the early performances and oral transmission of folk songs, this arrangement is 
unaccompanied. However, the bass voice serves as a type of accompaniment throughout 
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much of the work, as she directs the bass to sing percussive drumbeats on the chord root 
during much of the work.  
The continuity of folk music is ensured by oral tradition and expresses a common 
view or memory of a community. The concept of folk music has been used “covertly and 
overtly in the construction and negation of identities in relation to class, nation or 
ethnicity and continues to be the source of controversy and heated debate” (Pegg, 2007, ¶ 
1). Irish tunes such as Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye would have been associated with the 
rural, laboring stratum of nineteenth-century Ireland—the most likely to be drafted into 
the British Army, to be affected by the tragedies of war, and to develop the kind of anti-
war and anti-recruitment sentiment expressed in Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye.  
Like much Irish folk music, this piece is modal, and thus the work is best 
analyzed from this understanding. Since medieval times, various modes have been 
thought to impart different characters. The Aeolian mode (or in Greek theory, the 
Hypodorian mode) was characterized as being sad, serious, or tearful. Parker chose the 
Aeolian mode for sound characterization and in order to showcase the tenor and soprano 
voices, since this tessitura of the tune suits these voices well.  
Parker’s emphasis on melodic and formal interest is clear in Johnny, I Hardly 
Knew Ye. She explains that mapping out a strophic song or hymn was part of her early 
compositional process: 
It’s one of the most basic things you can do. I call it voicing when I’m 
talking with my students. You decide, “Is this a melody that you put in a range 
that altos and basses can sing, or is it a little bit wider range—over an octave or 
more—that you can only put in a key that’s right for sopranos and tenors?”  
One of my basic assumptions is that all voices love to sing melody. 
Therefore it’s going to be much more interesting if you switch it around from 
voice to voice—for the singers and the listeners. And the listener may not know 
anything about the arranging process or the intricacies of what’s going on in a 
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technical way, but immediately they hear the difference between a melody sung 
by a woman and the same melody sung by a man.  
You’re thinking, “What are the big differences I can do to vary the piece 
as I go through?” … So you plot that out, as if you were making a little diagram 
of who sings the first verse, refrain, verse, refrain. Make sure that melody is 
moving around. That’s one of the things that refreshes your ear—hearing it 
different ways. (personal communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
Given her experience and expertise at this point in her career, Parker is able make 
short hand notations next to the text and internalize when the melody is passed from one 
voice to another. Yet, in our time together Parker demonstrated how she teaches her 
students to chart a potential arrangement prior to composing, carefully sharing the 
melodic material among voices.  
This folk arrangement opens with the tenor slowly and intently narrating Johnny’s 
return home after being badly wounded in war (see Figure 8). The only accompaniment is 
a drum figure in the bass voice. Parker authenticates this dramatic retelling by having his 
doleful damsel—in this case the alto voice—enter on her final line of the verse with a 
soft, monotone “Johnny, I hardly knew ye.” The first refrain and each subsequent refrain 
that follow musically depict the text “drums and guns and guns and drums” with 
rhythmic gunfire and the horn fifths calling men to battle. 
The bass introduces the second verse with a motive drawn by Parker from the 
melody—the eighth-note pickup to each measure. The gradual adding of the soprano, 
alto, and tenor voices creates a textural crescendo and urgency to the second verse. Parker 
paints the text by having the men’s voices disappear as the damsel asks, “why did ye 
skedaddle from me and the child?” We see evidence of text painting also in the third 
verse, as “where are the legs with which you run?” is set without a grounding bass line.  
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This change to legato articulation beginning the final stanza signals the turning 
point of this arrangement. The lock step, homophonic texture in the final verse depicts the 
insincerity that the damsel feels upon Johnny’s return. Parker narrated the subtext of the 
damsel at this juncture in the work, indicating her cynicism about the value of war: 
Then, the extension: “Darlin’, dear, ye look so queer…why, Johnny…Johnny...” 
(She repeats the text with an anguished, questioning tone.) That repetition [of] 
“’I’m happy for to see you home’... I think. Or maybe I’d rather remember you 
the way you were before you left.” Just very, very cynical… (personal 
communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
 The arrangement closes with the top three voices in a textless, three-part canon. 
The oft-repeated words of the refrain are well rooted in the subconscious. As we talked, 
Parker educated me in the historical significance of this compositional choice: 
           AP: There was a review when the album came out that said they just loved 
this keening ending. 
              EES: Keening? 
          AP: Keening is lamenting—what you do at the gravesite. The Irish women 
were famous for their singing. First of all, if somebody’s dead—it’s all loud 
wailing, over and over. You don’t do “stiff upper lip and don’t say anything to 
anybody;” the kind of New England way. It’s much closer to the black response. 
You’re very vocal, very open about it. (personal communication, October 29, 
2008) 
 
Just as Parker does in this last excerpt, Panofsky’s third level of analysis calls on 
the beholder to contextualize art. Although this song is Irish in origin, most Americans 
know Patrick Gilmore’s Americanized version from the Civil War period, which was 
heroic rather than tragic. Rather than praise war, Parker’s setting depicts the horrors of 
war and the associated feelings. The origin of this Irish text and tune are dated to the 
early century, a period when Irish troops were drafted to serve the British East India 
Company. The song text specifically refers to a soldier from Athy, in County Kildare that 
fought in Sri Lanka (known as “Ceylon” during this period). With this understanding, we 
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see that Parker’s arrangement of this Irish text and tune is authentic to its origins. Parker 
arranged this work as the United States was becoming increasingly involved in the 
Vietnam War, and the recording (Robert Shaw Chorale, 2000, track 8) was originally 
released in 1968 as the anti-war protests were peaking. The message of Johnny I Hardly 
Knew Ye was extremely appropriate at this time, as young Americans were unwillingly 
drafted and often returning home wounded.  
Parker articulates well-developed musical and humanistic philosophies. She can 
converse intelligently for hours on many topics—from education and psychology to 
history and politics—never hesitating to offer a frank opinion. With regard to Johnny, I 
Hardly Knew Ye, in particular, her empathetic response to the anti-war sentiment led her 
to depict more vividly the horror and sadness of this scene. In our interview, she recalls 
writing the work and discusses the larger themes with me: 
          AP: [Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye] doesn’t have Shaw’s input, but I 
remember when I found these words and started singing them to When Johnny 
Comes Marching Home, that very familiar tune which is our American version. 
But those words were never sung in Ireland. Just finding the words and being 
chilled by the picture that they present. Just seeing it like a video or movie in my 
mind… 
             EES: It’s really sad.  
            AP: It’s terribly sad! 
          EES: Because it’s about him coming home and he’s wounded, right? 
          AP: Terribly wounded! Disfigured. Lost most of his vision and lost a leg 
below the knee… He went off and she may not even know why he went off. He 
may have chosen to go off, or he may have been conscripted. You start reading 
about the “troubles” as they called them in Ireland, where England occupied the 
country for centuries and tried to rule it. There was one uprising after another. It 
was bloody!  
          I remember my son-in-law telling me about living in Czechoslovakia while 
the Soviets were there. A bunch of men could be walking along the street and all 
of a sudden, the soldiers or police would stop them and ask them for their names 
and identity cards. Then they would just take one of them off and they’d never see 
him again. These were impressed into [service]…just because they needed more 
soldiers.  
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          So you were walking down the street in your [Irish] village and they would 
come and take you away. You didn’t have time to say goodbye to anybody. It 
could have been that. …She gives so much background by just hinting at it... If 
this is Johnny doing this first thing—if he’s walking down the road and “a woeful 
damsel I heard cry ‘Johnny, I hardly knew ye’”—maybe it’s a wife he married 
when he was 16 and left her with child… And she is so shocked by what she sees 
there that she just almost can’t speak! 
          But the refrain, “with your drums and guns, and guns and drums” (she says 
bitterly)… “Why are you thinking that way? Why are these things around to 
corrupt our children and lead them astray?” This is, of course, her singing at that 
point. “Where were you eyes that looked so mild when my heart your soul 
beguiled? Why did you skedaddle from me and the child?” ”Why did you leave 
me?” She just keeps coming back to this. (personal communication, October 29, 
2008) 
 
 In the case of Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye, the “talented layman” for whom the 
arrangement was written were the professional singers of the Robert Shaw Chorale. This 
professional choir was no doubt able to read this arrangement with ease, and spend a 
majority of the rehearsal time on nuance. Their performance on this album is “correct” to 
the page, yet Parker demonstrated a slightly slower tempo than this original recording, 
and suggested more nuance in text and contrast in dynamics. On two occasions, Parker 
spoke of her ease in writing for specific voices in the Robert Shaw Chorale: 
It feels to me as if the music paper I’m writing on is transparent. I’m looking 
through it at the face of Florence Kopleff singing, or my husband singing, or 
Clayton Krehbiel singing, or whoever it is that ‘stands for that section.’ I’m 
hearing in my ear their sound. (personal communication, October 30, 2008) 
 
The voices of the people who sang in the Shaw Chorale I knew so well… So it’s 
for them. If I want a certain kind of sound, I know there’s a certain kind of 
brightness that’s going to come from that tenor section if they come in there that 
would sound completely different than baritones because they’d be more weight 
to it if there were baritones… I don’t think there’s any such thing as a soprano 
quality or alto quality or tenor quality or bass quality. There are different voices 
and I’m always writing for kind of individual voices over group voices, like the 
sound of the altos of the Robert Shaw Chorale (because I know them very well)… 
I think that’s probably true in music history. All those wonderful Romantic song 
cycles of Schumann and Brahms and Schubert—I’m sure those where all written 
for specific singers. They are not just written for “alto” or “soprano.” (personal 
communication, October 29, 2008) 
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 Although Shaw was known for requiring homogeneity of tone among precisely 
balanced sections, the overall sound on the original recording is quite robust and 
obviously the labor of many singers who are accomplished soloists. In this way, this 
simple folk lament is somewhat inauthentic in character. More “average” female voices 
might more accurately depict the “doleful damsel.” Young tenors in their late teens or 
early twenties—perhaps the actual age of this wounded soldier—might sound decidedly 
less operatic and more stereotypic of an Irish tenor. 
 Therefore, this would be a fitting work yet challenging work for a high school or 
collegiate choir. The challenges are maintaining the Aeolian modality within this a 
cappella texture and maintaining a sense of phrase throughout the highly rhythmic 
texture. Parker speaks about the challenge and success that she experienced with a high 
school group performing this work: 
           AP: If you think what I sang when I was little: “When Johnny comes 
marching home again, hurrah, hurrah…” (She sings it up tempo.) It’s this joyful 
welcoming home. 
          EES: He’s a hero coming home; all is fine. 
          AP: Yes, he’s a hero. But this is “ba-dum…ba-dum…” (She sings it much 
more slowly and more spooky.) 
          EES: It’s like a funeral.  
          AP: Exactly! It has that quality. I heard this just a couple of weeks ago. I 
was rehearsing it with a high school choir.  
          EES: Really? 
          AP: The teacher had never heard the [Shaw] recording; didn’t know 
anything about it. All she saw was “rather slow; intense.” They had learned the 
whole piece “when going the road…” (She sings it very slow; almost twice as 
slow as before.) They all go “Hur-roo” (with a schwa on the first syllable)—all 
American choruses—instead of “Hur-roo” (with two rounded “oo” sounds). 
          But they learned the whole thing and knew it very well. When I got in front 
of them, I said this ambiguous marking is a very bad thing. I did this because I 
want it slow compared with the way I always heard it as I was growing up. Since 
there’s no metronome marking, she was applying “very slow” to the eighth note 
and I was applying it to the dotted quarter. So it’s just hard to know. But she was 
very interesting. The kids just got so fired up in just about a half an hour in 
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working with it. It was so boring the way they were singing it before… It’s the 
way you read that text that makes it come to life.  
            EES: Did the high school kids get it? 
          AP: Yes, but it took some rehearsal. You have to really change direction [at 
the pick up to measure 114]. You’ve got almost no time to do it. You should be 
using a rubato there, which I should have indicated. 
            EES: Gotcha.  
          AP: …Then I have to rehearse the ending like crazy, because they don’t get 
it from what’s here. Once you hear it, you can get it. (She speaks it with the tempo 
and dynamic changes.) Nobody wants to return to tempo [at m. 135]. That’s just a 
little bit of “ruh-tuh-tuh” (she demonstrates as a drum) so you get that abrupt cut 
off.  
          EES: There’s something bewitching about this arrangement. Perhaps it’s in 
all those counter-rhythms. I was playing it at home and my husband was there; his 
computer is two feet from me on the piano. I had played through a lot of your 
songs, but halfway through this one, he stopped and picked up his guitar and 
started playing along! I was so startled that happened!  
            AP: This song invites you in if you do it right! 
          EES: It did. That it did! 
          AP: That’s nice.  
          EES: So I knew there was something about it. A pull… 
          AP: Almost like a magnetic pull. I think it should happen every time we 
open our mouths to sing. That’s a tall order. (personal communication, October 
29, 2008) 
 
 This work is a vehicle of musical, historical, and social significance. Student 
performers can understand its origins as a piece of folk art that depicted a harsh reality of 
life in Ireland during a specific historical period, yet perceive its message as universal. 
War is simultaneously thrilling and horrible. Parker depicts this paradox musically with 
sections of thrilling, imitative polyphony followed by muted, wordless lament. 
 In our final conversation, Parker put forth her view of the intrinsic value of works 
such as Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye: 
“What kind of music are we making?” If that’s your basic attitude, then no matter 
where you are, you make music and you’re feeding your own soul. You’re not 
spending an hour rehearsing in order to prepare people to make music later. 
You’re making it now. You’re feeding not only your soul, but everybody else’s 
soul because the music is teaching us something about the way the world really 
is…the underlying patterns; the designs. It’s making those audible to us. We live 
so much in the world of sight, where we get first impressions. This is the world of 
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sound…the interior world: a much deeper one. (personal communication, October 
30, 2008) 
 
Because this work is a cappella, it invites the singer and listener into a world of vocal 
sound, in particular. The vast majority of Shaw/Parker arrangements were a cappella, 
allowing the ear to adjust to the medium of the voice and discover the spectrum of 
variance possible therein. Using the metaphor of water, Parker describes being in the 
world of sound: 
So when I say I’m founded on sound, it really is that kind of sense that I’ve tried 
to enter into the world of sound as if it were the world of water, and I was an 
aquatic creature and could swim in it. I could see what air currents were doing in 
the room. I could feel what sound waves are doing in the room. I’m that much 
into sound. I think that’s the big thing that I learned from Shaw, but it took me 
years to learn it—to learn to listen that way. I think that’s probably true of all the 
great performers; they have stepped into the world of sound so that they are 
listening much more acutely. (personal communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
Although the discussion of modality would not seem to occupy the musical equivalent of 
Panofsky’s third level of analysis, it has amazing implications into the intrinsic value of 
sound. This lengthy excerpt from Parker’s final interview is able to trace not only her 
development as a composer following formal training, but also illuminate the way in 
which she discovered the intrinsic value of sound possibilities within the creative process: 
I graduated from Juilliard in ’49… I was just beginning doing the 
arrangements with Shaw, and I was teaching out in Illinois. …All the time I was 
trying to figure out who I was as a composer. I had gotten so convinced in college 
that I couldn’t be a twentieth century composer, if being a twentieth century 
composer meant twelve-tone… But I still felt like a composer.  
I couldn’t figure out how to grapple with harmony, because the minute 
you enter into the circle of fifths, you are stuck there. Finally I got far enough in 
my thinking to realize that if I went back before tonality took over—i.e. to the 
Renaissance—I was back in the world of modes and of varying rhythmic 
possibilities. Just incredible changing meters and stuff like that. I realized that I 
was far more at home there. It kind of bypassed the whole thing of traditional 
harmony, because traditional harmony is all based on the fact that when you have 
those seven notes of the scale…each one of them is carrying with it a chord as 
well as the note. So you can’t detach one from the other in tonality.  
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When you get to modality, it carries a very different kind of harmonic 
significance. If you analyze the Schütz Becker Psalter or madrigals—on every 
note of that modal scale, you can build either a major or a minor chord. Or a 
diminished, but that doesn’t often happen. So you’re not stuck with just one chord 
that is being dictated by the [major] scale. I found that if I really disciplined 
myself to write in modes, I could just have a wonderful time.  
At the same time, I was doing all this stuff with Shaw and discovering that 
the modal melodies that we were working with in Christmas carols, sea shanties, 
and whatever it was were just yielding these wonderful sound possibilities—many 
more possibilities for direct imitation. And the sound in the singing—because 
many of the modal tunes we were using were either close to pentatonic or had a 
six-note scale... Every time you leave out one of those notes—particularly if it’s 
the half step in the scale—the mi-fa or the ti-do—the resonance of your sound 
increases almost exponentially. And it’s because if I play the pentatonic scale—
just white note like this (on the piano, she plays F, C, G, D, A all fifths apart)—
every single one of these notes is reinforcing the note underneath it because it’s 
the second overtone of that note. You’re building this enormously resonant sound 
(she plays the notes together). You can’t get that with (she plays a G major chord 
with an F♯) because this one (plays the seventh) is fighting with this one (plays 
the root); those vibrations are canceling each other out. The other way they are 
reinforcing.  
For instance when I do a group sing and lead How firm a foundation as a 
canon, every note in that piece that anybody is singing—because it’s pentatonic—
is reinforcing everybody else. When I finally let them sing forte on the next to the 
last verse, the sound is just incredible. Everybody just gets lifted up in it! That 
does not happen in tonal music. (personal communication, October 30, 2008) 
 
However, Parker’s journey as a composer did not abandon tonality in favor of modality. 
As we see in the following study of Meet and Right it is to Sing, Parker continued to 
delve into the creative possibilities of varied worlds of sound while refining her skills as a 
commissioned composer. Again, we see that her musical works express her philosophy 
most succinctly.  
Meet and Right it is to Sing (1981) 
  
Just because we do not speak in regular intervals, isn’t there rhythm? 
(Parker, personal communication, August 21, 2008) 
 
 Parker speaks of the “trinity” of composition: text, rhythm, and pitch. She 
continues: “It seems to me that everything I write is founded on words. The words 
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contain within them strong rhythm.” In our early conversations, Parker brought forth the 
example of Meet and Right it is to Sing to illustrate this point. Her reference to a 
compositional “trinity” alludes to the Biblical trinity, so it is appropriate—yet strangely 
coincidental—to reveal and discuss this aspect of her compositional approach in the 
context of a hymn text setting focused on the Trinitarian praise of God, Son, and Spirit.  
 Recounting the experience of composing Meet and Right it is to Sing, Parker 
noted that she began by selecting the text, which is consistent with her notion of a 
composing trinity. The four verses from Charles Wesley’s original seven, which were 
published in 1749 in his Hymns and Sacred Poems, vol. 2, are as follows:  
Meet and right it is to sing in every time and place, 
Glory to our heav’nly King, the God of truth and grace. 
Join me then with sweet accord, all in one thanksgiving join, 
Holy, holy, holy Lord, Eternal praise be Thine. 
 
Thee the first-born sons of light in choral symphonies, 
Praise by day, day without night, and never, never cease. 
Angels and archangels all praise the mystic Three-in-One; 
Sing, and stop, and gaze and fall o’erwhelmed before Thy throne. 
 
Vying with that happy choir who chant Thy praise above, 
We on eagle’s wings aspire, the wings of faith and love. 
Thee they sing with glory crowned, we extol the slaughtered Lamb, 
Lower if our voices sound, our subject is the same. 
 
Father, God, Thy name we praise, which gave Thy Son to die; 
Jesus, full of truth and grace, alike we glorify. 
Spirit, Comforter divine, praise by all to Thee be giv’n, 
Till we in full chorus join, and earth is turned to heav’n. 
 
Parker describes the importance of close examination of a song text: 
[A composer’s] success is dependent on how well he has intuited the natural form 
of the poem—not only the sounds, but the subverbal experience or mood or 
emotion which it evokes. If the composer is on the same “wave-length” 
(literally?) as the poet, he is able to discover the original impulse in the music, 
which then underlies and clarifies the text without distorting it. The mood, tempo, 
color, pitches, and rhythms of the poem are the source of the music. (2005, p. 9) 
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Indeed, Parker memorized the text and spent a considerable amount of time discovering 
the music inherent in this poetry. She proffered that “the rhythms we speak are 
€ 
58 and 
€ 
78 , 
those differing groups of 2’s and 3’s. This is why I’ve gotten so fond of them in working 
with poetry—trying to recreate the sounds that I’m hearing” (personal communication, 
October 29, 2008). She also revealed that she would chant Wesley’s hymn text both 
consciously and unconsciously while working and moving around the house and doing 
things other than overt composing. The mixed meter that resulted, while quite difficult to 
read off the page, comes easily when Parker speaks it (see Figure 9). As she suggests, the 
moderate tempo is “lightly dancing” as if one were naturally articulating the text. 
 
Figure 9. Meet and Right it is to Sing, mm. 5-8 
 
Panofsky’s first level of analysis incorporates the expressional aspect of art; that 
is, the initial effect on the listener. The aforementioned technical factors combine to 
produce a light-hearted song and dance in the style of one of Parker’s most influential 
composers:  
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I hold Haydn…as one of my ideal composers. I think of that bubbling kind of 
content that’s in a whole lot of his music. He occupies the center of the emotional 
scale better than anybody else, I think. (personal communication, August 20, 
2008) 
 
 On Panofsky’s Level II, we see that Parker’s trinity—the unification of text, 
rhythm, and pitch—becomes the hallmark of her overall compositional style. Parker 
humorously shared the moment of translating into notation her finely honed text and 
rhythm of Meet and Right it is to Sing: 
          AP: So then I wrote it down and…I looked at it. I think I really did say, 
“Oh, shit!” because it was 
€ 
78  and 
€ 
58 and 
€ 
34! There were no two adjacent measures 
that were the same meter and I thought “that’s going to be so hard and nobody’s 
ever going to want to learn it.” But what it does is give you time to say the “t’s:” 
Meet and right it is to sing in every time and place… 
            EES: It sounds so natural when you say it… 
          AP: That’s exactly what it is! If I say [in 
€ 
44] meet and right it is to sing…” 
All that comes into our mind is “hymn,” you know? Un-poetic.  
            EES: Meet and right it is to sing… (I begin to chant; she joins in.) 
          AP: That’s exactly the point: to have it natural. (personal  
communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
In the first line of the hymn, the most important words of the text are allotted full quarter 
notes, while other words are carried on eighth notes (see Figure 9). The natural result of 
the poetic meter is a 16-measure verse form, in which the measures have a variable 
number of beats. 
 Line 1: 8 + 5 + 5 + 5 
 Line 2: (same as line 1) 
 Line 3: 8 + 5 + 8 + 5 
 Line 4: (same as lines 1 and 2) 
 
 This verse form is repeated in each of the stanzas of Charles Wesley’s hymn text. 
Despite the irregularity of the meter, Parker’s repetition of this structure makes it sound 
and feel increasingly right to the singer and listener by the close of this four-minute 
anthem. 
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 Though metrical variance is the most striking aspect of the work, Parker’s original 
melody—the third and final member of her “trinity”—is as inviting as a folk tune, using 
steps and skips within the tonic triad. The simplicity of the melodic line reflects Parker’s 
philosophies that rhythm and pitch should have complementary levels of difficulty and 
that learners should not be confounded by both rhythm and melody concurrently:  
The whole point then is to make the pitches so simple that they don’t get in the 
way of these rhythms. If you have complicated pitches on top of complicated 
rhythms, that’s what is really hard—particularly for singers. (personal 
communication, August 21, 2008) 
 
 Consistent with other sacred works printed by Hinshaw Music and other 
publishers, we can assume that keyboard might refer to either piano or organ. The 
keyboard accompaniment reinforces the mixed meter rather than the simple melody. 
Unison voices introduce the melody in this four-part anthem. The treble and bass voices 
are paired as they offer the melody in subsequent verses. I asked Parker to describe the 
motivation behind her egalitarian distribution of melody among voices. In responding, 
she revealed why neither this musical example (firmly in the key of F major) nor the vast 
majority of works in her catalogue incorporate modulations:  
          EES: So are you thinking that you want to vary it for the listener? You’re 
not thinking necessarily “these are my four children and I’ve got to give them all 
a turn [with melody]?” 
          AP: No. Well, I am thinking that way a bit, but I can’t always give them all 
a turn, just because the way it works out. I really need those bass notes with 
everything. Those basses are stuck with what I call “bass function.” They’ve got 
to be down there on those chord roots. 
          EES: That’s true. Still, it’s pretty democratic of you to be thinking that 
way—even a bit—because, as an alto, I just don’t expect the melody. 
          AP: That’s just it. I’ve sung alto all the way through school. One thing that 
I discovered with Shaw… He wouldn’t let me modulate on any of these things. 
There’s not a single modulation in any of those pieces! 
            EES: (pause) That’s true… 
          AP: I can think of a very good technical reason not to do that. Also, if you 
are singing a familiar Christmas carol and sopranos are in a comfortable range 
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and you have a feeling, “For this last chorus, I’d love to have it up where the 
voices sound brighter,” you get more sound by asking the altos to sing the melody 
in the same range the sopranos have just been in. It sounds as if you’ve modulated 
up a fourth! And then you’ve released your sopranos up to do stuff they haven’t 
been able to do before then. So it’s very practical. Technically, what I teach my 
students is that what you’re trying to do is draw the whole arrangement out of the 
materials that are already in the melody—the words you’ve just heard, the curves, 
the rhythms. You’re drawing the whole thing out of the materials that are 
presented to you when you take just the melody by itself. If that melody doesn’t 
have any accidentals in it that would put you into a new key, you don’t have any 
right to modulate. You’re asking a melody to do something that, in itself, it’s not 
equipped to do. 
          If it’s a melody that even has an F♯ in it because the first phrase ends with a 
G cadence and you’re in C—a five of five—that one accidental gives you the 
right if you want to modulate later in the piece. You could, but I still have never 
wanted to modulate. What that basically is, is putting your trust in harmony. It’s 
also basically saying, “I don’t trust this melody to move people in these five 
repetitions, therefore I’m going to dress up the chords.” (personal communication, 
October 29, 2008) 
 
Just as in Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye, Parker varies the form in such a way as to 
keep the performer and listener engaged, and thus increase the value of the overall 
musical experience. Of particular interest in Meet and Right it is to Sing is the manner in 
which Parker alters verse endings to release the energy created in the counterpoint of the 
voices. The first verse ends in unison, the second with a two echoing voices, and the third 
with even more elaborate, four-part, imitative textual counterpoint. With each verse, the 
counterpoint thickens and the melody is more regularly passed between voices. The final 
verse most closely resembles a typical hymn texture, with voices in a four-part 
homophonic texture. However, variation on this texture occurs with Parker’s insertion of 
pedal tones on the fifth scale degree and an extra beat on the measure of climax, signaling 
the ending of the anthem. At this juncture, homophony seems appropriate as the choir 
exhorts “till we in full chorus join.” This climactic moment is emphasized by the 
momentary cessation of the pervasive, bouncing accompaniment. The closing nine 
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measures of the work serve as a codetta, introducing three more meters not yet heard: 
€ 
108 , 
€ 
44 , and 
€ 
98. Parker explains this ending: 
          AP: You’ve set up a kind of energy that isn’t used up when you get to the 
end of it [the final verse]. You still have to do something for the ball to bounce the 
last time before it stops or for the little wave to reach the shore and all the little 
lapping that follows it. This [ending] is using up the energy. First, lightly with this 
little “turn to heaven.” Then we get this summing up—you have to have all the 
text of that [final line]—you can’t do just part. I get the chance to make that 
wonderful, rich, choral sound that we’ve almost not had before [she indicates m. 
87]… 
          EES: (Spelling up the chord) Root, fifth, third, root? 
          AP: Right. With the tenors up high [indicating m. 90, final sustained chord], 
you have three roots and one third for maximum force, to make this one sound 
louder than this one [m. 87]... It will. (personal communication, October 29, 
2008)  
 
On Panofsky’s Level III, we consider the intrinsic value of a piece of art to its 
creator and beholder. In Meet and Right it is to Sing, Parker’s trinity combines to create a 
hymn setting unique in its natural irregularity of meter. Though the text is emphatically 
praiseful and represents the theology of Christians at large, mixed meter is unfamiliar to 
most contemporary singing congregations: at first it seems this asymmetrical setting 
would be more fitting for choirs of angels than church laymen. This work was 
commissioned by Mars Hill College for the Contemporary Choral Festival of 1980. The 
“talented layman” of the first performance were choristers of Mars Hill College, a small 
private liberal-arts college in western North Carolina affiliated with the Baptist Church. 
When I inquired about this premiere performance of Meet and Right it is to Sing, Parker 
responded that she had to redirect the performers’ initial desire to sight-read the music 
without expression:  
          EES: So the people you wrote it for, what happened? 
          AP: Well, I was teaching it to them, so I taught it [by rote]. I taught the 
word rhythm first and then sang it. I said, “Don’t read it off the page! Don’t try to 
count to five or seven…just say it.” (She chants it again.) They can sing it 
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beautifully when they don’t look at the page. When they look at the page, they go 
(she chants it unmusically). They’re all confused because of the tiny eighth notes, 
rather than the phrase. (personal communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
Technically, this piece is a challenge for a church, school, or community choir that is 
intent on the pervasive intellectual enterprise of reading new music by sight. To 
counteract this note-bound tendency, Parker first taught this piece by rote, just as she 
conceived it. She is emphatic that the rote method is the natural way that one must 
approach sound. In our interviews, she emphasized no point more strongly than this one: 
If your basic relationship with the page is distrust, you’re not expecting it to do 
more. (personal communication, August 21, 2008) 
 
Bypass the page! That’s why I started doing way, way more teaching by ear than I 
would have when I was right out of school. I thought it was my duty to teach 
people to read music. Now I don’t think that’s my duty. (personal communication, 
August 20, 2008)  
 
Keep your eye on the prize—the sound… You see what all the distractions are 
that lead people aside from [sound] because they are all beautiful byways full of 
interesting things that you can do. But to really keep your ear on that whole 
concept of making the sound come alive and how varied the sounds are that we 
can make with our individual voices… What is really hitting your ears right 
now?” …“What kind of music are we making?” If that’s your basic attitude, then 
no matter where you are, you make music... You’re not spending an hour 
rehearsing in order to prepare people to make music later. You’re making it now. 
(personal communication, October 30, 2008) 
 
With regard to this work in particular, Parker first assumed that its difficulty would 
prevent its being published. However, the composer proceeded with her musical intuition 
based on her strong faith in rote pedagogy: 
Did I tell you that when I finally wrote that down, and figured out how often the 
meter changed, I thought, “This is hopeless; nobody will ever want to publish 
this…nobody will ever want to sing it—because it looks so crazy.” But if you 
learn it from the words… (personal communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
Although the mixed meter and occasional harmonic lines are difficult at sight, 
rote repetition will invite to familiarity among learners. Instead of reading the page, 
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Parker holds that learners must first hear the sound that should resemble the finished 
product. Parker holds this simple method of music teaching as applicable to all levels of 
learning and refers to it as “the primary music experience:” 
If you learn it wrong first, you have to go over it and over it and over it to erase 
the wrong. Except in performance, your mind goes back to the first way you heard 
it and you do it wrong again. So the first time they hear it, you want to make sure 
[learners] hear it the right way. So the only way to teach it right is to sing it as 
beautifully as you yourself can and get them to listen to that and echo it back. 
That’s the primary music experience. That’s what [my 3-year-old granddaughter] 
does. (personal communication, August 21, 2008) 
 
 Parker laments the limitations of the notated score. She went so far as to say that 
“the page stops music” (personal communication, October 30, 2008). Parker’s philosophy 
has immense implications for music educators: 
You’re working towards an “ear concept.” The page can never give it to you. The 
only attitude towards the page has to be of amused despair. It’s totally inadequate. 
If you base your whole teaching on the page as much modern pedagogy has 
been…you’re totally missing the point. (personal communication, October 30, 
2008) 
 
Instead of first focusing on teaching many parts and concepts that will at last 
combine, Parker emphasizes that music education is best accomplished by entering into a 
work initially as a whole. From personal experience, she believes that being in this 
“world of song” will overcome technical issues. Transport to such a world is achieved 
mainly by a totality of focus given over to intensive listening: 
       [T]here’s a real difference between the technical preparation of the 
instrument—which if you really want to be a singer, you need to do—and getting 
into the world of song. …I think—in my own case—learning to sing by myself in 
front of a group of people, without a trained voice, different kinds of melodies, in 
such a way that leads people right into the melody, I learned not to be self-
conscious about my voice and to listen to myself sing in such a way that I was 
listening to somebody else.  
         If I’m really inside that song, the song kind of takes over my voice. I’m able 
to do things that I would never be able to do if somebody said to me, “Sing a high 
F.” If I come to the F in the course of the song, my voice takes care of it. It’s just 
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like a very natural athlete with a tennis stroke. It all works together. You’re not 
doing separate steps; it’s all one thing. What you’re doing is entering into that 
energy of the line. You can totally ruin that by saying, “You’re left foot was two 
inches back further than it should have been.” You ruin the whole thing. And 
that’s a whole lot of the talks about vocal technique and stuff…instead of doing 
the very different thing of singing a song. (personal communication, October 30, 
2008) 
 
Intrinsic value is thus realized as a talented layman becomes completely 
immersed in the world of song—listening, singing, and communicating. While 
communicating a theological message is at first an intellectual endeavor, in true worship 
it becomes a spiritual act as well. Parker succinctly expresses this ideal for the communal 
experience that is choral music. 
In choral music, we have this opportunity to…share not only a sound experience, 
but an emotional experience…and an intellectual experience. I really think that if 
we’re really singing wonderfully well together, we’re using all of our human 
possibilities in a way that nothing else demands of us. We balance the physical, 
the mental, the spiritual, and the imaginative and whatever parameters you want 
to throw in there. We’re using every bit of that. The result is just marvelous music 
making; really transcendent music making. I don’t want to aim for anything less. 
(personal communication, October 30, 2008) 
 
“Old Betty Larkin” (1990) 
In the footnote to her arrangements of three traditional American folk songs called 
American Dances, Parker implores the conductor: “do play with it.” She suggests 
augmenting the piano accompaniment of this two-part treble arrangement with folk 
instruments such as harmonica, banjo, and spoons. This suggestion, along with the style 
marking of the first movement—“spunky”—go far in revealing Parker’s spirit and her 
own approach to leading others in singing. She speaks fondly of conducting the premiere 
of this work, which turned out to be exactly what she envisioned: 
The commission was to write a piece for [Holton-Arms’s] big spring concert with 
a set of pieces for the elementary school, a set of pieces for the middle school, and 
a set of pieces for the high school. This was the middle school [piece]…and these 
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students weren’t performing at the level they would have liked. But [the students] 
just loved these and sang them extremely well. Everybody was fairly peeved at 
the end because they loved these [more than the other commissions]! 
Furthermore, I had asked the faculty if anybody played comb, or spoons, or any of 
those folk instruments. Well, a whole bunch of them showed up! So I had a whole 
bunch of the faculty lined across the stage—they even had a washtub bass! So 
they accompanied along with it and everybody just loved them! (personal 
communication, October 29, 2008) 
  
Although written in the early 1990s, Parker’s three American Dances were fresh 
on Parker’s mind in late October of 2008. Parker had just completed an annual 
composers’ workshop, in which she routinely uses American Dances to demonstrate 
counterpoint between two voices and the overall art of arranging. Of American Dances, 
Parker discontentedly noted, “I wonder who ever pays attention to the middle one—[“Old 
Betty Larkin”]” (personal communication, October 29, 2008).  
When perusing her catalogue, I too had been guilty of overlooking the slow and 
intriguing “Old Betty Larkin,” sandwiched in between the up-tempo outer movements of 
American Dances. Whereas one might perform this children’s song game with a 
moderate tempo, she creatively varies it by suggesting the “laid back” tempo of M.M.  
♩= 108. The setting is in common time. Though no key signature is offered, the 
accompaniment is centered in the mode of D for the entire 54 measures of this movement 
and the range (C4 to F5) and tessitura (D4 to D5) are an ideal fit for young female voices. 
 Parker sets four stanzas of the song, with the initial text phrase repeated three 
times for each stanza:  
1. Hop around, skip around, Old Betty Larkin; also my dear darlin’ 
2. Needles in a haystack, Old Betty Larkin; also my dear darlin’ 
3. Steal, steal, Old Betty Larkin; also my dear darlin’ 
4. You take mine and I’ll take another; also my dear darlin’ 
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Parker composes countermelodies with an improvisational feel using text fragments in 
the manner of call and response. Between the third and fourth stanzas, she places original 
material in an extended interlude. The entire movement, only three minutes in duration, 
features a relaxed tempo that allows the performer and listener to settle into a groove set 
by the sounds and silences in the piano accompaniment and in the alternating voices.  
 Deeper analysis (Panofsky’s Level II), leads us to see that the two salient features 
of this work are style and text counterpoint. With regard to style, Parker offered the 
following observation: 
I always ask people if they can tell what was going through my mind when I was 
writing [“Old Betty Larkin”]. (She plays the introduction.) Does that remind you 
of any kind of music? … It’s the Pink Panther! (personal communication, 
October 29, 2008) 
 
 The Pink Panther began as a film in 1963 and became so popular that a series of 
sequels, cartoons, and remakes have continued to the present year of 2009. Henry 
Mancini, who won three Grammy awards for the work, composed the movie’s catchy 
instrumental theme. Mancini’s Pink Panther tune and Parker’s “Old Betty Larkin” setting 
are clearly within the style of cool jazz. The folk song is not jazz in origin, but jazz is a 
uniquely American musical form, so it follows that these American Dances might 
incorporate the jazz idiom. One facet of this is a swinging triplet rhythm, which is also 
the natural rhythm for skipping (as directed by the folksong text). From the first stanza’s 
reference to skipping, Parker creatively ties together the text and musical style into an 
expressive whole.  
“Old Betty Larkin” portrays a balance of repetition (such as the four stanzas) and 
variation (e.g. varied rhythmic emphasis, voicing, and interlude length). The two-measure 
introduction evidences Parker’s penchant not only for silence, but also for primal sounds 
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(Figure 6). The harmonic intervals of fourths and fifths in the right and left hands both 
establish the tonal center of D, reinforced by sounding the second overtone of D, which is 
A. The call and response interplay of the voices in stanza two and four are common to 
jazz and playful in effect. Reiterating her concept of play, Parker describes the “game” 
that she imagines in her two-part musical dialogue: 
I call what I’m doing “text counterpoint.” I have to be able to figure out the words 
of the answering voice. “Where does the answering voice come in?” It doesn’t 
come in with the first one because you can’t naturally start two voices together… 
The essential game that we’re playing is this tossing back and forth. (personal 
communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
In stanza three of “Old Betty Larkin,” Parker gives the alto melody as the upper voice 
punctuates and comments, using fragments of the same text and the same dotted rhythm 
on the word “Betty” (see Figure 10).  
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Figure 10. “Old Betty Larkin,” mm. 27-31 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 also illustrates how Parker’s piano accompaniment is drawn from the melody. 
The bass line of the accompaniment doubles the folk tune.  The dotted figures in the right 
hand of measures 30 and 31 evidence the same dotted “Betty” rhythm, one occurring as 
an echo (m. 30) and one stated simultaneously (m. 31).  
After the penultimate stanza, Parker develops the song material rather than 
turning immediately to the closing stanza. A climax is created by a crescendo in the 
accompaniment leading to the downbeat of measure 41, where Parker demonstrated a 
suddenly soft—even whispered—dynamic. By balancing repetition and variation, Parker 
creatively leads the listener through the piece in way that offers unexpected or 
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unanticipated musical experiences. She does not seek to confound the listener, but simply 
to keep one engaged by altering the form, thus prolonging the listener’s expectation of 
resolution and maintaining the musical interest through unanticipated means. Parker’s 
treatment of musical material resonates with Leonard Meyer’s (1959) theory of value in 
music. Parker relates her intent to vary and play with a standard song form to thwart the 
expectations of the listener: 
A song really does set up expectations and these can be very simple, in the case of 
American Dances. They can be very, very simple. I could have just set it for 
fiddle, guitar, and unison, or something like that. But I have a point of view about 
it and that point of view is designed to tickle your ear. I’m not going to do exactly 
what you expect because that’s dull. (personal communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
  Here, the composer offers the musical voice that is the complement to the 
philosopher’s analysis of meaning in music. As revealed in this quote, Parker had a 
“point of view” about the character Betty Larkin, but this is not necessarily imposed on 
the performer or listener. Parker offers a unique musical sound portrait that implies that 
Betty Larkin is not an easily defined character. Parker provides the performer and listener 
with sufficient materials and feeling to imagine who she might be. To an older 
adolescent, perhaps Betty has donned stiletto heels and is leaning on a piano, smoking a 
cigarette. To a younger elementary student, Betty may be a flirtatious young woman at 
early twentieth-century barn dance. As adolescent performers mature they become aware 
that—like Betty Larkin—people are often more complex than the simple, straightforward 
assumptions of childhood. Parker playfully combines genre, style, and counterpoint to 
make “Old Betty Larkin” a far more intriguing work than the original folk song might 
have done. In Parker’s hands, a simple folksong was a kernel that became musical 
material of tremendous worth and insight.  
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 Panofsky’s third level of analysis calls on the observer to contextualize art. 
Parker’s treatment of this folksong and the character of “Betty” resonate with Panofsky’s 
definition of intrinsic meaning, which “is apprehended by ascertaining those underlying 
principles which reveal the basic attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious or 
philosophical persuasion—qualified by one personality and condensed into one work” 
(1972, p. 7).  
 Two aspects of both “Old Betty Larkin” specifically and American Dances 
generally relate to American culture. First, the original melodic material is part of the oral 
tradition of early American folk music. Tonal, rhythmic, and textual simplicity, as well as 
utility as a children’s game, have contributed to the song’s longevity within the rich 
repertoire of American folk music. Secondly, jazz is an American art form of African 
American origins that enjoyed mainstream popularity from the early twentieth century 
through the 1960s. Parker’s combination of folk and jazz idioms created music that is 
quintessentially American and belongs to a working class of people. It can be felt as such 
across diverse constituencies of performers and listeners, even if not consciously 
identified or articulated. 
Parker’s approach and work embody the necessity that student performers 
experience high levels of musical quality. This is realized through facile compositional 
technique that yields expressive work though which intrinsic meanings may arise. 
However, to experience the meaning of the work, the performer must attend to the issues 
of accuracy: issues that are the first level of being true to a composer's intent. In our time 
together, Parker demonstrated this work on piano and voice with much more subtlety 
than was possible for her to notate in the score. Frequently and passionately she implored 
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music educators to teach by aural-oral imitation in order to fully communicate the 
richness and multi-faceted nature of song. She maintains that before a note is sung, the 
text should be spoken with the vitality and expression that first gave it substance. 
Because middle school students may have a limited ability in reading notation, rote 
learning may facilitate mastery of difficult rhythms. In such a scenario, the students will 
not apprehend technical challenges to be the substance of the piece. Rather they will see 
them as simply a vehicle for text delivery, and intrinsic meaning may begin to arise.  
 Parker’s own voice is full of nuance as she speaks about her work. She speaks 
quickly, but meaningfully lingers on and emphasizes important words and phrases. The 
transfer of spoken to melodic contour is an easy transition for Parker. Because of her 
astounding vitae and prestigious past, one might at first feel apprehensive to approach 
and converse with such a figure. However, Parker is as comfortable a conversationalist as 
a well-known friend or family member. She listens with uncanny sensitivity, and 
responds accordingly with wit and welcome. It is in such a natural situation as the 
interplay of daily conversation that she finds inspiration for the two-part counterpoint of 
American Dances. In creating an artistic composition from the basis of simple dialogue or 
conversation, we wonder: does Parker ingeniously use “art to imitate life?” 
 One cannot study Parker’s body of work without realizing a kind of creative 
rebellion in her compositional style. While she exhibits influence from model composers, 
she barely survived the mid-twentieth century serial movement as a working composer. 
In the face of this highly controversial musical era, she codified her own philosophy of 
composition that values melody over harmonic texture, and simplicity over overt 
complexity. Her reflection on American Dances reveals her philosophy: 
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And with two parts, I don’t get hung up on harmony. Even when I have harmony, 
I don’t have to have the third in all the time. I’m not following the rules of 
harmony, which are reductive rules. I’m doing the same thing Bach did, which is 
start at the beginning of the line and ask “where does this line want to go?” 
(personal communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
In her 2006 book, The Anatomy of Melody: Exploring the Single Line of Song, she fully 
expresses the primacy of melody and the influence of her early work with Shaw: 
          We began working together on arrangements for albums recorded by the 
Shaw Chorale, and I spent hours, days, and weeks in the New York Public 
Library sifting through thousands of songbooks. I began to get a sense of what 
melodies would work for me, for us, which would produce a wonderful 
arrangement or which would lead to okay but uninspiring results.  
          The answer was always within the single line itself—not the setting, the 
harmonies (actual or implied), or any of its elements separately… If something 
was missing, one might try to replace it with cleverness, but never with 
profundity. Over the twenty years Robert Shaw and I worked together, I came to 
have a profound respect for any melody that lasted… (p. 3-4) 
 
Although Parker composed American Dances for a middle school treble chorus, 
she quite emphatically states: “I think that grown up women would love doing this” 
(personal communication, October 29, 2008). This assertion is especially true of “Old 
Betty Larkin” as it will be implicitly obvious to middle school girls that this piece is more 
than an exercise in technique or a moment’s exposure to style. This movement in 
particular and this set of dances in general contain craft and hold great potential not only 
as a work of art, but also a great opportunity for educative “play.” When once asked if 
her retirement from composing was imminent, Parker related that such play is interwoven 
into her work as a composer: 
Since I love what I do—composing, conducting, teaching—and since I have been 
self-employed almost all my life, there’s no reason to stop. My work is my play. 
(Blythe, 2004, ¶ 20)
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
A “SPARK” TO ILLUMINATE COMPOSERS’ CRITERIA, 
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS, AND CREATIVE PROCESS 
 
 
When I began contemplating this research in 2006, I was driven by how musical 
worth relates to pedagogical value in choral music. As discussed in Chapter 1, the 
potential influence of industry marketing on teachers' choice of music education 
publications necessitates critical judgment when selecting music for student performing 
groups.  Repertoire typically comprises the curriculum for the choral music classroom, 
yet repertoire selection, i.e., the pieces learned and performed in school choirs, by choral 
music educators too frequently suggests a lack of rigorous and systematic judgment 
relative to achieving synergy between musical worth and pedagogical value as a standard 
of educational practice.  Selecting repertoire that evidences such synergy is an important 
aspect of nurturing the musical growth and artistic inspiration of students at any age. 
In considering ways to address my question, I reflected on music that had 
achieved the synergy described above in my own experience.  This thought process led 
me to the work of two living composers whose music I had sung and valued, both for its 
musical worth and for the learning that occurred in preparing and performing it as part of 
a choral ensemble. As I have previously established, Emma Lou Diemer and Alice Parker 
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are American women composers who have earned high levels of respect and achieved 
significant success, both in and beyond the field of music education. 
During the course of my study, Diemer and Parker graciously invited me into 
their homes and their musical minds, allowing me to probe, question, discuss, and share 
through conversations that were enriching, enlightening, and often humorous, but always 
very serious and contemplative about the topic of my research. Having engaged regularly 
in the act of writing about her compositional and educational philosophy, Parker imparted 
a wealth of insightful commentary on my topics. She often reiterated—sometimes word 
for word—her previous writings on various subjects indicating that her views have been 
well codified over years of practical application. In contrast, the wealth of Diemer’s 
philosophy abides in her musical mind, skilled hands, and subsequent works. Yet, 
through discussion of her influences, experiences, and works, Diemer provided poignant 
and insightful perspectives on both the art of composition and the art of hearing and 
perceiving music.  
Across all of my extensive interactions with the composers themselves, their own 
writings, works written about them, and their musical compositions, I began with the 
supporting questions of my study:  
• What are the composers’ personal criteria for creating choral art for use in 
educational settings?  
• How do the composers conceptualize musical worth and pedagogical value? 
• How do the composers perceive aspects of musical worth and pedagogical value 
during the creative process? 
 
In the present chapter, I address the emergent themes relative to each of these supporting 
questions. 
Supporting Question 1: What are the composers’ personal criteria for creating choral art 
for use in educational settings? 
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Data reveal that the primary compositional concerns of Diemer and Parker are 
artistic, regardless of those for whom they may specifically be writing. Nevertheless, they 
do frame their artistic creations within the parameters of a commission for defined 
performers and occasions. They enter into the compositional process with the level and 
capacities of the performer/learner in mind, and subsume these concerns within a larger 
artistic framework. Analysis of musical works, previous writings, and conversational 
interviews revealed three themes describing these composers' criteria for composing 
commissioned works:  
I. Text is the starting point in conveying meaning through music. 
II. Treatment of musical elements is creative and synergistic. 
III. Inspiration and craft derive directly from model composers. 
 
I. Text is the starting point in conveying meaning through music. 
 
In her artistic statements, Parker discloses: “I am fascinated with the combination 
of words and music, thus have concentrated on choral and vocal works, using the very 
best texts that I can find” (2005, p. iii). Parker offered an in-depth description of the 
power of text in her compositional process, which she followed when composing Meet 
and Right it is to Sing (Chapter 5):  
I’m working from a text: hidden within it is my piece. I copy it in my own hand, 
read aloud, memorize, feel the inner rhythms, the sonorities, the play with sound, 
image, idea, development. As I do this, I begin to find the tempo and sonority of 
my music: scraps of melody, or rhythm, or repetition, of voicing, or mood and 
dynamics. I may or may not make notes on the text sheet, but all the main 
conceptualizing takes place as I make the text my own—as if I had written it. 
(Parker, 2005, p. 60) 
 
The procedure that Parker follows of intently listening and drawing the music out of a 
text is parallel to the creative method of American composer Roger Sessions: 
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The process of execution is first of all that of listening inwardly to the music as it 
shapes itself; of allowing the music to grow; of following inspiration and 
conception wherever they may lead. A phrase, a motif, a rhythm…may contain 
within itself…the energy which produces movement. (1941, p 39) 
 
Quiet and reserved, Emma Lou Diemer speaks concisely but eloquently on this topic:   
 
The words are the origin of any kind of emotion or image or being dramatic in 
some way. (personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
When you’re working with words you are constantly inspired by the words. 
(personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
A voracious reader, she showed me the 800-page biography of Edith Wharton that often 
occupied her attention during lunch. “I’m always fascinated about how writers work,” she 
says. “I find writers much more interesting than composers” (personal communication, 
July 16, 2008). She relates literary writing to musical composition: 
The first line of the poem to me is very important. It’s like the first thing you hear 
in music or the first sentence in a story. It almost has to catch your fancy right 
away. If it doesn’t, it’s a little difficult to go on with it. (Diemer as cited in 
Rediger, 1994, p. 47) 
 
Diemer’s works analyzed in this study include appealing openings, particularly the bee 
motive in Bee, I’m Expecting You (see Figure 3). This and other poems of Emily 
Dickinson have often served as creative sources for Diemer and Parker.  
Diemer and Parker prefer to work with simple texts. Overly complex, cerebral, or 
profound texts can be problematic. To Diemer, simple texts invite musical elaboration 
more easily than abstract texts, for which music could be distracting. Also, she spoke of 
the shades of mood that are possible with poetry and musical settings: 
Usually I try to find poetry which is rather ‘upbeat.’ I’m not very good at 
depressing poetry. I’ve set to music poems that are sad, maybe nostalgic, or a 
little bit melancholy, but I really don’t have fun setting things that are really 
morbid. (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 47) 
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Diemer continued by explaining how her experience with writing for schools guided her 
personal philosophy of choosing song texts:  
Part of this comes from the fact that I wrote a lot of music for the Arlington 
Schools…as a Ford Foundation Composer in Residence and I just felt like upbeat 
things were more uplifting for young people…I’m very well aware of all the 
problems…I mean, we listen to the news every night so I really don’t feel that my 
role in writing music is to reinforce that part of society, but rather, to make people 
realize that there are bright sides to living…” (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, 
p. 47) 
 
Both Diemer and Parker find inspiration for musical development within texts. 
Diemer develops a point of imitation in the repetition of “high and low” in “O Mistress 
Mine” (see Figure 2). In Bee, I’m Expecting You, Diemer uses text repetition on “that 
you were due” to build harmonic tension (see Figure 4) and on “settled and at work” to 
confound metric stability on (see Figure 5). Since Parker’s philosophy of composition is 
centered in drawing elements from within the melody, vocal and accompaniment parts 
show origin in the rhythm and melodic contour of the text itself. 
II. Treatment of musical elements is creative and synergistic. 
 
The second criterion cited by Diemer and Parker for creating choral art involves 
the use and combination of the basic elements of music: pitch, harmony, rhythm, timbre, 
texture, and form. Synergy is understood to be an interaction of two or more elements or 
forces that, when combined, result in a sum greater than their individual parts:  
In writing something for intermediate or beginning [students]…you have to be 
creative about it…so you try in each little piece to have some particular idea. In 
other words, you’re not going to have a whole bunch of ideas. You’re going to 
just work with one idea. Maybe it’s going to be staccato notes and using the 
intervals of a fifth and a third. Some little things like that, but it has to have some 
life to it. (Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Diemer offered this example to show how an interesting piece can be created with 
economy by merging as few as two musical elements. Diemer’s music is characterized by 
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shifting of modal centers combined with her creative application of rhythmic ostinati. 
Diemer describes the significance of this musical element:  
I’m really driven by rhythm…and that’s the one thing I thought was missing in 
choral music when I started writing for the schools and began—almost for the 
first time—to play through choral music. I thought “Bore! Bore!” because there 
wasn’t rhythm…there was just this choral sound (personal communication, June 
19, 2008).  
 
The synergy of rhythm and harmony in Diemer’s music is most likely the result of being 
a virtuosic keyboardist. In Bee, I’m Expecting You, Diemer uses the piano as a vehicle of 
harmonic coloration. In Figure 5, perfect fifths creep up stepwise out of the bass, and in 
doing so, further confound the meter and modal center of the piece. Diemer described 
how she often composes vertically (with emphasis on harmony) rather than horizontally 
(with emphasis on melody): 
If you’re writing for piano…you’re going to approach it more idiomatically… But, 
say if you compare the music of Ravel and Hindemith, they’re a world apart as far 
as their piano writing goes. …I’d be closer to Ravel at this point, because of the 
emphasis on tone color that you can create on the piano—chords and sonorities 
and various ranges and a kind of less use of melody. (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 
1994, p. 61) 
 
In contrast to Diemer, Parker is an overwhelming advocate of melody:  
I believe so strongly that a melody is at the basis of the music that attracts me… 
I’m thinking melodically—second movement kind of thinking rather than first 
movement kind of thinking. (Parker, personal communication, October 30, 2008) 
  
In the above quote, Parker refers to the often lyric, slow movement that follows an 
up-tempo opening to a multi-movement work (such as a symphony). Yet, symphonies 
rarely have text. It is text (and inherent rhythm) and tune that produce the synergy 
characteristic of Parker’s writing. In searching for folk melodies to arrange for the Robert 
Shaw Chorale, she discovered that “the tune itself (text + rhythm + pitch) contained, like 
a seed, all the elements needed for its growth” (Parker, 2006, p. 4). She holds that simple 
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melodic material—rather than texture—welcomes the ear of the listener and 
communicates expressive meaning to them:  
I remember trying to figure out contemporary music…and just being truly curious 
about the lack of melody...  What’s it based on? And people say “the thing now is 
texture!” We have these different textures. I can’t sing a “texture” to a baby in a 
cradle! I can’t sing “texture” with kids at play! It feels to me like the melody is a 
sword that goes right into your heart. (Parker, personal communication, August 
20, 2008) 
 
Parker cherishes melody for its cultural utility and for its expressive potential. Parker’s 
choral writing—where the horizontal line is dominant—found a comfortable grounding 
in modal harmony. She explains that modes offer more options for vocal counterpoint 
and imitation:  
You don’t have that worry about thinking [vertically] as well as [horizontally]. Of 
course you do, because you’re aware what the final result is in those lines. But 
you’re much more aware of and able to concentrate on line. I discovered that line 
is really what interests me. (Parker, personal communication, October 29, 2008)  
 
 As an arranger and song leader, Parker is a champion of melody. Yet when Parker 
begins a composition from only text, she states that rhythm is all-important. She 
references that Biblical trinity when talking about the unity of text, rhythm, and pitch 
within the context of a work:  
That’s the trinity. Text, rhythm, and pitch is the order I do it, because it seems to 
me that everything I write is founded on words. All the vocal pieces are founded 
on the words that I’m writing on. The words contain within them strong rhythm. 
(Parker, personal communication, August 21, 2008)  
 
The synergy of text (with its inherent rhythm) and pitch (melody) is evident in such 
creative works as Parker’s hymn anthem Meet and Right it is to Sing (see Figure 9). She 
asserted that this work has “always been a favorite of mine because I love the jauntiness 
of that rhythm” (personal communication, October 29, 2008). Of American Dances, 
Parker advised: 
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They are tricky rhythmically and that’s very typical of my music. I’m thinking of 
these things going back and forth. You really have to count the rests—because 
you come in when you don’t expect. But the notes, the notes in almost everything 
I write are very easy. There are very few intervals that are hard; there aren’t any 
accidentals in there. (Parker, personal communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
 Why does Parker exercise so much freedom when working with the element of 
rhythm? Since she strives to make melodic lines that are as natural as folk song, with 
rhythm she “ups the ante,” and in doing so increases the value of the work as a whole:  
I want my music to be simple enough on the page so that people can cope with the 
pitch relationships fairly easily. Very often I use rhythmic things that are 
harder…but it because I just have more fun playing with the rhythms. (personal 
communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
III. Inspiration and craft derive directly from model composers. 
 
Even the best composers find it necessary to borrow something from the past, 
even those revolutionaries who seek only a point of departure. (Neilson as cited in 
Bellinger, 2002, p. 177) 
 
Since Parker and Diemer are both keyboardists, it is no surprise that the music of 
Bach is a primary influence for both of them: 
(in response to “What composers do you admire?”) Bach, principally because of 
the complexity of his writing. Counterpoint! I’ve always been a lover of 
counterpoint in music. (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 43) 
 
If you start from the text—as with Bach—or any of the composers who write well 
for voice, you’ll find that a lot of what you’re singing is growing right out of that 
text in terms of the way the accentuations go, and the way the range goes, and the 
fact that your high note comes on a good vowel. (Parker, personal 
communication, August 20, 2009) 
 
 Parker noted the care and craft with which Bach treated texts as central in his 
compositional process. Parker also praises Bach’s use of melody: 
I love Bach for the chorales—taking the melodies that were there and making 
settings for them that give them an entirely different sense of rightness. (Parker, 
personal communication, August 21, 2009) 
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Parker not only mentioned Bach’s treatment of texts, but also his settings of pre-existent 
melodies. Parker's Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye and “Old Betty Larkin” (from American 
Dances) seek to give pre-existent folk melodies “an entirely different sense of rightness.” 
Parker cited Vaughan Williams and Bartók for championing folk song in their native 
countries of England and Hungary. In dealing with the medium of pre-existent song, 
Parker has met criticism similar to Vaughan Williams. Consider the following insightful 
review of Vaughan Williams's Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis: 
The work is wonderful because it seems to lift one into some unknown region of 
musical thought and feeling. Throughout its course one is never quite sure 
whether one is listening to something very old or very new. (as cited in Lee, 2002, 
p. 455) 
 
In her apprenticeship with Robert Shaw, Parker was encouraged to create the new from 
the old. The arrangements written for the Robert Shaw Chorale—Johnny I Hardly Knew 
Ye being an example—became the vehicle by which contemporary listeners could 
connect to their heritage of folk music and be lifted into the kind of musical moment 
described by the critic above. Diemer shared a few composers who inspired such musical 
listening: “Prokofiev, Tchaikovsky, some of Shostakovich and Stravinsky, Bach and 
Brahms of course, some of Poulenc, Ravel, and Debussy, and some of Benjamin Britten, 
John Adams, and Górecki” (Diemer as cited in Brown, 1995, p. 37). Although Diemer 
declares Prokofiev to be her favorite composer, she admires the durability of Stravinsky’s 
music: 
If you heard Rite of Spring fifty years ago and you hear it today, it’s still an 
astounding piece. That’s interesting—to like something as an adult that you liked 
as a child. It shows that the music itself is durable and has quality. (Diemer as 
cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 43) 
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Of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, composer-conductor Leonard Bernstein (also influential 
to Diemer) said: 
[T]hat page is sixty years old, but it’s never been topped for sophisticated 
handling of primitive rhythms…full of terrific tunes and marvelous 
harmonies…and cathartic structure; it’s also got the best dissonances anyone ever 
thought up, and the best asymmetries and polytonalities and polyrhythms… 
(Bernstein, 1976, p. 357) 
 
The dissonant and asymmetric bee motive in Bee, I’m Expecting You (Figure 3) as well as 
its use of dissonance for the purpose of color and energy is perhaps, on a small scale, an 
unconscious homage to Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring. Parker composed an overt homage to 
Brahms, one of her favorite nineteenth-century song composers:  
One of the pieces that I did this last summer was a setting of poems by Edna St. 
Vincent Millay which is called “Song Stream.” It was written as an homage to 
Brahms Liebeslieder, which I just love. It has a piano duet and it’s four-part, 
really for chorus rather than soli. I was paying homage to the Brahms that knows 
absolutely what a melody is, who uses his harmonies so inventively, loves text, 
and really reflects the text in the music. (personal communication, August 21, 
2009) 
 
She continued by describing how, quite serendipitously, her inherent knowledge of 
Brahms’s compositional techniques allowed her to “channel” other aspects of his 
compositional style:  
So then I’m hearing (she sings the melody)… I’m feeling this waltz and putting 
this modern English against it with many more cross rhythms than Brahms would 
have, though he’s always using cross rhythms in the text, contradicting his three. 
But anyway, then I finally get to writing it down on paper and I look at the pencil 
with just astonishment—I’m writing an enharmonic change! Now, if you are 
writing an enharmonic change, you are so deeply into the land of Romantic 
harmony—which I thought I had left forever! All I could just do was look at what 
I’d written—which was exactly what I meant to write. I had just entered into 
Brahms’ world! …By putting on his shoes, I was able to do that. It still amuses 
me to know that I wrote that. I love that moment. (personal communication, 
August 21, 2008) 
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Still, the Renaissance school of composers has had the greatest influence on Parker’s 
compositional style. Her study of the Becker Psalter setting of late Renaissance composer 
Heinrich Schütz directly shaped Parker’s compositional style during her formative years:    
I was in a straight jacket with harmony by the time I got out of college…and the 
only I could get out of it was to think back before it started—back before Bach. 
Then I discovered the Schütz Becker Psalter which is a perfectly marvelous work. 
That should be on every pianist’s piano along with Bach chorales because it 
shows a different way of looking at harmony…You realize that starts with 
someone singing a melody and someone else sings back a counter line, or answer. 
It was an exact echo, a partial echo, or something completely different. It’s a 
conversation, basically. (Parker, personal communication, August 21, 2008) 
 
Likewise, the study of composers that Diemer viewed as “great” helped her develop the 
philosophy of combining a variety of styles and inspired her to write principally for her 
own artistic satisfaction. 
I also like the Fauré Requiem a lot. There’s a composer that was writing around 
the turn of the century when you had a lot of all these different styles. You’ve got 
Saint-Saëns who is totally conservative—and I like Saint-Saëns a lot—and Fauré. 
You’ve got Stravinsky coming along. Pretty soon you’ve got Schoenberg. You’ve 
got all this confluence…all these styles. Some of them—like Saint-Saëns and 
Fauré just kept on with something that was melodic and accessible and fun to 
listen to—like the Carnival of the Animals. I thought “Gee, that’s great!” 
Rachmaninoff was another composer who is really derided because he wrote 
music that people really liked to listen to and it was romantic. So there’s that 
whole philosophy of “shall I write how I feel or shall I be bent into a style 
because it’s more fashionable and because people in academia are going to like it 
more?” (Diemer, personal communication, June 20, 2008) 
 
These composers' personal criteria for creating choral art for use in educational 
settings include: using text as the starting point in conveying meaning through the music, 
approaching musical elements with creativity, and deriving inspiration and craft directly 
from great composers. The composers’ views regarding what comprises an educational 
setting will be addressed as we consider their perspectives on pedagogical value within 
the second supporting question. 
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Supporting Question 2: How do the composers conceptualize musical worth and 
pedagogical value? 
 
 A goal of this study was to explore the ways in which Diemer and Parker voice 
their perspectives on both musical worth and pedagogical value and incorporate them in 
their compositions. The theoretical framework for musical worth presented in Chapter 1 
aligns with data from this study, portrayed by the following themes:  
I. Music of worth has longevity as art. 
II. Music of worth requires original creation. 
III. Music of worth is expressive.  
IV. Music of worth sustains interest. 
 
Principles of aesthetic education served as a framework for pedagogical value in this 
study. Similar themes emerged from research data to support this framework. Diemer’s 
and Parker’s views regarding pedagogical value are summarized in these themes: 
V. Pedagogy requires musical engagement of the learner. 
VI. Pedagogy should focus on the musical whole. 
VII. Pedagogy must meet skill yet provide challenge.   
 
I. Music of worth has longevity as art. 
 
For all groups, the question of repertoire is ubiquitous. In our plastic, mass 
produced, use-it-once-and-throw-it-away society, we use music like paper cups. 
This year’s anthem or show tune or band piece or teaching method displaces last 
year’s with monotonous regularity, and the search for newness, for novelty, 
displaces the concern for that which endures. (Parker, 2005, p. 4) 
 
Alice Parker challenges commissioning groups to request works that will be well-
suited to them, yet also enjoy longevity: “I want them to…think what will add to the 
repertoire and be more than a one-occasion piece” (1999, p. 117). Clearly, Parker wants 
her own beliefs about the enduring nature of art to be shared by those who invite her to 
write. 
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Although written in 1960, Emma Lou Diemer’s Three Madrigals have continued 
to be performed and enjoyed by choirs in the twenty-first century. “I have written music 
that I intend to endure,” proffered Diemer (as cited in Brown, p. 36). She offers that 
certain qualities give music a “timeless” sound: 
That’s interesting—to like something as an adult that you liked as a child. It 
shows that the music itself is durable and has quality, whereas other music begins 
to sound more and more dated. (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 43) 
 
Both Diemer and Parker believe that longevity is an essential aspect of creating 
choral art. Setting folksongs such as She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain and Johnny, I 
Hardly Knew Ye is a testament to the concern for lasting value that both composers 
evidence. In an editorial, Parker reflected on the common characteristics of folk music, 
suggesting that folk songs carry inherent—yet often indefinable—worth as art: 
          The new definition [of “folk”] seems to be (1) unsophisticated in poetry and 
music; (2) simple and repetitive in harmonies and form; (3) performed by singers 
with untrained voices and self-taught instrumentalists playing on “folk” 
instruments; (4) composed by performers largely unaware of their heritage.  
          Now, that definition could apply exactly to medieval minnesingers and 
troubadours; to the anonymous singers of ballads in the British Isles and their 
descendants in the Appalachian highlands, and to the slaves in the cotton fields of 
the deep south. What is the difference between then and now? The passage of 
time is the greatest—time, which winnows out the chaff. Only a few songs 
survive: Why? Can we pinpoint the qualities which lead to survival? This is one 
of the great questions of my musical life. (Parker, 2005, p. 1) 
 
Parker’s metaphor of “winnowing out the chaff” illustrates how music of worth may 
naturally endure, recorded only within the collective memory of a people. Here she 
lamented the negative terminology used within the new definition of “folk” 
(unsophisticated, simple, untrained, unaware). Parker goes on to explain why such music 
is perceived as valuable, though she admitted that the reasons for a musical work’s 
longevity still elude her. She continues:  
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In this century, we have been greatly concerned with…the theoretical possibilities 
of sound. Yet, at the other end of the spectrum, there is folk music: springing from 
the activities of daily life, drawn from the collective subconscious of a people and 
all peoples. Between these two poles lie a variety of artistic possibilities. My 
thesis is that art which balances the two is lasting: the very tension between the 
ideal and the possible hones the enduring work. (Parker, 2005, p. 1) 
 
II. Music of worth requires original creation. 
  
Good music…which is written to last is going to be more valuable than something 
you just listen to and then something else is similar to it and then the next thing is 
similar to that… (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 80) 
 
There could be more innovation, more adventurous [choral] writing [currently in 
the U.S.]…There needs to be innovation in any science/art if there is to be any 
mind-expanding progress. The first tone cluster for voices must have been an 
electrifying experience…The first shouting in time. The first whispering. (Diemer 
as cited in Brown, 1995, p. 43)  
 
During her life as a composer, Diemer has endeavored to be original, an innovator. While 
a confluence of composer models and styles are observable in her works, Diemer has 
fashioned works unique to her as an individual. Most novel ideas were born out of 
improvisatory play at the keyboard: 
I think I was about 17 and I decided I’d write a piece that didn’t repeat any notes 
right away. I didn’t know anything about serial music, but I wrote this atonal 
piece! I was studying that summer with Gardner Read who used to teach at 
Boston University. He said “Wow! Where did that come from?” (Diemer, 
personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Diemer claimed that her work in the Young Composers Project (YCP)—a job 
others might have perceived as being wrought with limitations or restrictions—actually 
“intensified her search for originality” (Schlegel, 2001, p. 13). To Diemer, originality is 
an essential element of musical worth: 
If you keep repeating yourself, pretty soon it looses its luster. You can only say 
something once and have it come out to be striking… If you are imitating yourself 
or anybody else, it doesn’t usually produce anything worthwhile. (Diemer, 
personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
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A lot of composers—myself included—are not always that inventive. We fall 
back, sometimes, on formulas and clichés. But sometimes the whole art of 
composing is trying to avoid those clichés. (Diemer, personal communication, 
July 15, 2008) 
 
Diemer believes that being original is perhaps one of the most difficult challenges faced 
by composers—if not “the whole art of composing.” Though she values originality, she 
consciously seeks to bring the listener into her music: “my greatest pleasure is to write 
music that moves people, not that moves them out of the room” (Diemer, 1990, p. 34). 
It seems to me that real originality is—a very different use of the [common 
definition] which is if you’re original, you’re different than everybody else and 
working for that difference. I think that originality is being true to what is inside 
of yourself—to your own origin. (Parker, personal communication, October 30, 
2008) 
 
In the case of Alice Parker, one of the most pervasive ideas within her compositional 
philosophy is originality. Instead of the widely held view that originality is something 
unusual or novel, Parker asserts: 
 “Origin” means exactly the opposite. You trace back to your roots. True 
originality comes when you trace back your roots and you are founded on the 
tradition and you are adding to your end of it. (personal communication, August 
20, 2008) 
 
Parker holds the view that absolute originality is not only impossible; it is not optimal. In 
this view, she echoes another American composer George Rochberg, who asserted: 
If one wipes the slate clean of other, in order to satisfy some misguided notion of 
being “contemporary” [or in the case of Parker, original], one’s own fate is, by the 
same token, guaranteed equally null and void. There is no virtue in starting all 
over again. The past refuses to be erased. (Rochberg, 2004, p. 231) 
 
Both Diemer and Parker arranged a pre-existent tune in highly original ways. 
Diemer imitated the sounds of a train in She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain. Armed 
with understanding of the lineage of “Old Betty Larkin,” Parker was creative and “added 
to her end of it:” 
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          AP: There are lots of ways of reading the original folksong. If I’m going to 
work with it, I’ve got to have a point of view about it. …If you just do it the way 
it is on the page, it’s nothing. (She demonstrates no articulation at various tempi.) 
But it doesn’t have any of this [personality]. Then as I get on further and really 
play with dynamics like I do over here… (She demonstrates the middle section.) 
…all within this framework of this kind of dance. If you figure out what kind of a 
dance I’m getting at; it’s not a traditional square dance, or anything like that! 
          EES: Theme and variations on “Old Betty Larkin?” 
          AP: That’s right! That’s exactly what it is! (personal communication, 
October 29, 2008) 
 
III. Music of worth is expressive.  
 
I have…underlying assumptions about music. The first is expressive: that music is 
the language of the emotions, that it is meant to establish mood, to connect human 
beings with one another through the explicit stating of our inmost feelings. 
(Parker, 2005, p. 33) 
 
 Echoing the philosophy of Suzanne Langer, Parker believes that music serves to 
express that which cannot otherwise be said. Parker’s above description of music’s 
“explicit stating of inmost feelings” is similar to with Langer’s assertion that “music can 
reveal the nature of feelings with a detail and truth that language cannot approach” 
(Langer, 1957, p. 235). Parker asserts: 
My conviction is that music expresses mood, emotion, memory. It is a distillation 
of experience, working on a level far below that of words; that is, it touches us on 
a sub-verbal, sub-conscious level, releasing our minds to make associations which 
can’t be done with words. (Parker, 2005, p. 12) 
 
In Chapter 5 of this study, I reported Parker’s description of her personal feelings that 
influenced her setting of Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye. Parker asserts that “honesty of the 
basic emotion” is the start of the compositional process (2005, p. 73).  
In the case of Emma Lou Diemer, expressivity is realized in compositions by using 
stylistic traits from the Romantic period: 
I have gone back and forth between the neo-Classic ideal, believing it is the most 
durable, and the Romantic ideal, believing it is the most personal, all my 
composing life. (Diemer as cited in Brown, 1995, p. 36) 
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Much instrumental music of the Romantic era was programmatic; it evoked extra-musical 
ideas. A musical motive (such as the leitmotif or Berlioz’ idée fixe) depicted a certain 
character, scene, or image. Bee, I’m Expecting You—although supplied with specific 
meaning by Dickinson’s text—contains Diemer’s motive that musically depicts the 
buzzing of the bee (see Figure 3). Likewise, Diemer created the ostinato of the opening 
measure of She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain to musically depict the train coming 
around the mountain (see Figure 6). Diemer shared that sometimes her compositions are 
inspired by a particular mood, image, or event that she experiences personally. She 
offered: 
I played that [piano] Toccata…a very excited, happy piece… That’s the way I 
was feeling because some people were coming back from a long trip and I was 
going to get to see them. (personal communication, July 15, 2008) 
 
Diemer wrote that a composer must have “an almost obsessive need for self-expression 
through music” in order to succeed artistically (as cited in Brown, p. 36). Skill and craft 
serve to reach Diemer’s ultimate goal of expressivity. These data suggest a conformity 
with Reimer’s (1970) assertion that expressivity is a key attribute of music of worth:  
To the extent that the conditions of expressiveness in a particular piece are 
capable of producing deep, abiding insights into the notion of subjective reality, 
that piece can be called “great.” (Reimer, 1970, p. 103) 
 
For Diemer, composition is not purely an intellectual enterprise; her music is a means of 
expressing a variety of emotions to the performer and listener: 
I have little affinity with the composers who write only for their fellow composers. 
Some of history’s dullest, most ephemeral music has been produced for that 
reason. My preference is to use technique as an expressive and communicative 
resource only, and play the part of first judge in this respect. (Diemer, 1985, p. 59) 
 
Diemer is also critical of music that—instead of being genuinely expressive—is written 
for specific effect: 
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That big ending… Composers manufacture an ending that’s going to bring people 
to their feet. There are ways to do that. Composers often manipulate the audience. 
(personal communication, July 16, 2008) 
 
In an editorial, Parker (2005) offered a similar critique: “we must learn to listen for the 
true, the real, and not be dissuaded by the timid safety of half-expressed emotions, or of 
half-learned tricks of phrase” (p. 73). 
IV. Music of worth sustains interest. 
 
This is kind of like writing a book. If there is something there that is really going 
to interest you, you’re going to be excited about what’s going to happen next. The 
writer is always surprising you. (Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
When you start writing something…it has to have its own line of logic, which is 
largely dependent on the text. You’re telling a story and sometimes it’s going to 
be loud and sometimes it’s going to be soft, sometimes it’s going to be agonized, 
and sometimes it’s going to be sweet. (Parker, personal communication, October 
29, 2008) 
 
I prefer musical…events to succeed one another in a logical way and to proceed to 
a logical conclusion. But I like to leave room for surprises and detours in the same 
way that writers do not always know exactly what turn their plot or character will 
take. (Diemer as cited in Brown, 1995, p. 36) 
 
In these observations, both Diemer and Parker compare musical composition to 
literature. Within their individual messages is a common truth: music must be crafted in 
such a manner that it sustains interest. In their intuitive observations, the composers 
echoed the work of Meyer (1959), who proffered that sustained interest creates value in a 
piece of music. In their works, Diemer and Parker compel continued listening by 
avoiding predictability. They establish a style yet reach goals indirectly to create intrigue 
or, as Diemer asserts, enlightenment: 
[W]hen musical thoughts that are worth remembering—creations of melody, 
rhythm, and form—succeed themselves in such a way that there is logic but not 
absolute predictability…the composer is so imaginative that the listener is 
convinced and enlightened every step of the way. (Diemer as cited in Brown, 
1995, p. 36) 
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A key aspect of sustained interest in music is length: a well-crafted work is neither too 
long nor too short and, as Diemer suggested, is interesting and inspired from beginning to 
end: “one of the hardest things to know is how to end a piece…start a piece and end a 
piece… (personal communication, June 20, 2008). In discussing the works of model 
composers, Diemer spoke to the challenge all composers face in sustaining interest 
through the entirety of a work: 
Every little turn of phrase is interesting in Bach. That isn’t true in all the so-called 
“great composers.” I think there are places where you know they didn’t know 
what they were doing next—like in Beethoven concertos where you start having 
all the arpeggios and everything. That’s OK because it’s virtuosic, but I also think 
its kind of a crutch. (personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Diemer and Parker suggested that scale is a key aspect of creating interesting, quality 
works. In the six works analyzed in this study, the composers carefully balanced 
development and repetition; expansivity and economy.  Parker laments that many 
contemporary composers do not hold an interested listener among their artistic goals: 
One of the 20th century’s great mistakes has been to forget the listener: to teach 
the building blocks without the purpose; to strive for technical perfection removed 
from communicative power; and to explore the possibilities of sound without 
regard for the audience’s ability—or wish—to follow. (2005, p. 23) 
 
In discussing her opposition to serialism, Parker offered a critique that intuitively 
confirms the Meyer’s theory of value in music. In our first interview, Parker emphatically 
asserted: 
If you’re making up a new language, you can’t talk to anybody. You can’t 
communicate anything to anybody until they’ve learned the language. The one 
that really gave it the coup de grace in my mind was until you know the language 
well, you can’t have any humor; because humor comes from expecting something 
that doesn’t happen, and if everything you’re hearing is unexpected…there’s no 
humor. (personal communication, August 20, 2008) 
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In summary, Diemer and Parker believe that music of worth: has longevity as art, 
requires original creation, is expressive, and sustains the listener’s interest. As we shall 
see in the following section, aspects of these musical qualities overlap with qualities of 
pedagogical value. Yet, the composers conceived each of these qualities in ways that 
merited discussion separate from pedagogical implications. 
V. Pedagogy requires musical engagement of the learner. 
      
Our inability to cope with the unfamiliar is equaled only by our inability to 
maintain interest in the too familiar, in that which is no longer in any way strange. 
(Stravinsky, 1958, p. 175) 
 
Russian-American composer Igor Stravinsky observed that maintaining the interest of 
listeners is no small task. Data in this study revealed that this is a persistent concern of 
both Diemer and Parker. Both Parker and Diemer submit that works must be able to 
sustain listeners—even through repeated hearings: 
Good opera or good anything has to keep you listening. If you get to a point 
where you really turn off—you or somebody else—there’s something wrong with 
the music. (Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Of course there are different levels of listening: one should hear far more on the 
tenth hearing than on the first. But I believe strongly that the first level must be 
there: that the listener must be invited into the piece. (Parker, 2005, p. 29) 
 
Much questioning and coaxing were required to discover Emma Lou Diemer’s 
views regarding pedagogical value. Yet, she vividly recounted her own experience 
teaching middle school students, confidently asserting that pedagogy is best 
accomplished through active musical engagement: 
I spent a few weeks once teaching in junior high school—this was after I was at 
Arlington. That was as long as I lasted! …It was 7th and 8th grade general music. 
We did a lot of singing. But as soon as I started talking about the music, they 
turned off. They started their talking and everything—at least the ones that were 
the disruptive ones. There are always a few of those. (Diemer, personal 
communication, June 19, 2008) 
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Despite the brevity of her experience with these students, she discovered that musical 
engagement involved not only singing, but also listening:  
But then I would sit and play—play the piano for them. Debussy or Khachaturian. 
And then they were quiet as little mice! …But if I started talking… I wasn’t 
dynamic enough—their regular teacher was really good—she knew how to keep 
them quiet. But I didn’t have the personality for that. You do, I know. I’m a more 
introverted sort of person. But if I played for them, then they were quiet. (Diemer, 
personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
In this study, I was able to experience personally what captivated the attention of 
those young students in the early 1960s: the amazing virtuosity that Diemer commands at 
the piano. Sitting by her side at the piano during the third interview, at moments I was 
dumbfounded by the strength of her playing. The air in the room was seemingly 
electrified. No doubt the junior high music students were engaged by the same musicality 
a half-century prior. In their midst was a concert pianist of the highest caliber who could 
render disruptive students “quiet as little mice.” And for them she played the same 
repertoire that she would to any adult audience. 
Parker holds that experiencing a musical sound is primary to the pedagogical 
experience. Although a song leader (i.e. educator) should intellectually understand how 
elements combine to form a song, they should first lead students to music making prior to 
conceptual understanding. Parker shared a model of song study and instruction (see 
Figure 11): 
          This is the song. Here we are, studying the song. So we go though a whole lot 
of discussion of concepts—diction, intonation, rhythmic facility, form—all of that 
kind of thing. Here’s the singer out here that we want to recreate the song with. 
Use [my four-year-old granddaughter] as an example—I don’t go through all this 
with [her]. What do I do? I sing the song.  
          We have a choice up here. …If we teach all these concepts we have to go 
like this [ABC] and the singer is confused because they haven’t been learning it 
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just by ear—which is the way nature designed us. Concepts…get in the way of it. 
(personal communication, August 20, 2008) 
…When you are making music with people who are not professional 
musicians…you don’t want to teach the concept. They will all get a different idea 
of what it is and a different level of confusion. It takes their minds and ears away 
from listening to the sound that’s in the room. (Parker, personal communication, 
October 30, 2008) 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Parker’s model of song study and instruction 
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Having led thousands of ordinary assemblies to sing musically during her 
lifetime, Alice Parker has well codified her own music education philosophy, although 
she informed me: “I call myself a teacher; ‘educator’ sounds hoity-toity to me” (personal 
communication, August 20, 2008). She confidently addressed one of my questions as 
follows: 
          EES: What can you inherently learn through a song—one of your songs? 
          AP: Everything.  
          EES: Everything? 
          AP: Everything! (Parker, personal communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
Parker strongly feels that the best way to engage the learner is to have them making 
music, a pedagogical approach that has changed since she began teaching: 
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Bypass the page! That’s why I started doing way, way more teaching by ear than I 
would have when I was right out of school. I thought it was my duty to teach 
people to read music. Now I don’t think that’s my duty. (Parker, personal 
communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
Parker favors rote learning because students often “look at the page as a barrier instead of 
an open door” (personal communication, August 20, 2008). However, Parker’s students 
do not get off easy. In our time together, she turned the tables on me and engaged me in a 
listening and singing game. At best, I scored a C+. It occurred to me that I was 
unaccustomed to listening on the level that she was requiring. This echoes the theoretical 
model of Chapter 1, as Leonhard and House (1959) offered that the subtleties and 
abstraction of great music require that the listener pay close attention for comprehension. 
Parker offered that perhaps the misplaced focus of music education is responsible for 
disrupting our innate ability to intensely listen: 
A little kid will echo back what they hear. We are so taught out of that. We’re 
taught to do [only] what’s on the page. (Parker, personal communication, August 
21, 2008) 
 
VI. Pedagogy should focus on the musical whole. 
 
Both Diemer and Parker submit that the deconstruction of music is problematic. 
Even the greatest music can be a stumbling block to the learner if it is not presented in a 
musical fashion, as a musical whole:  
I didn’t really like Bach very much until I heard it at Yale. It was played in a 
really expressive way. A lot of people just put on a “Bach machine” when they 
play—it has no expression—no ritards or anything of that sort. Some people feel 
you have to play it that way. But there was one pianist at Yale that really made it 
expressive and I thought, “Oh, this is nice music” and I really got to loving it and 
played all the Well-tempered Clavier. (Diemer, personal communication, June 20, 
2008) 
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Seriousness underlay Parker’s humorous assertion: “we’ve been teaching parts for way 
too long. We need to teach wholes” (Parker, personal communication, August 20, 2008). 
She explains the goal of holistic pedagogy, in which a focus on sound is key: 
We do need to teach all the parts in order to achieve the whole. …Hearing, re-
hearing, rehearsing, performing, sharing, growing. We need to “go for the whole:” 
the transcendence that comes when all the components are balanced. …There is 
no difference between rehearsal and performance if we think in terms of 
meaningful sound. (Parker, 2005, p. 35) 
 
In Parker’s “world of sound,” musicians’ holistic focus beckons “Lady Music,” the 
protector of the musical art: 
But [Lady Music] only starts to materialize if you are completely losing yourself 
in the song—so that you’re doing the whole. If you’re thinking diction, you get 
diction, but you don’t get the whole. (Parker, personal communication, August 21, 
2008) 
 
Although Diemer acknowledged that various musical elements provide teaching 
opportunities, she asserted “It’s good when you get somebody teaching you something 
where you’re looking at the whole picture” (Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 
2008). Both Diemer and Parker would caution music educators to never let focus on 
individual musical elements dominate the music learning process, as the pedagogical 
value of music of value is dependent on its being experienced as a single whole, cohesive 
musical work. Reimer (1970) succinctly captured the perspectives of Diemer and Parker: 
The experience of the work as a unified thing must come first and last. If the 
aesthetic quality of music is the most valuable part of music, and if this is the part 
which is to be made accessible to children through the efforts of teachers, then 
music’s aesthetic quality should not be obscured by methods which concentrate so 
exclusively on details that music’s total impact is seldom, if ever, experienced. 
(Reimer, 1970, p. 40) 
 
VII. Pedagogy must meet skill yet provide challenge. 
 
One of my favorite definitions of doing arrangements is that you have a song you 
love in one hand, you have a choir you love in the other hand. What’s the simplest 
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way you can bring them together? (Parker, personal communication, August 21, 
2008) 
 
Both Parker and Diemer seek to communicate with a variety of learners through their 
compositional art. In order to communicate with learners, the composers understand that 
they must meet students where they are. The middle ground between what students can 
achieve individually and what they can accomplish with assistance—Vygotsky’s zone of 
proximal development—is part of Diemer’s and Parker’s implicit knowledge base: 
students must be given achievable challenges and build on their current understanding 
and ability. Aware of the twentieth-century aural enculturation of students, Diemer writes 
with intent to bridge the gap between music that students routinely hear and music they 
are capable of enjoying. 
Both Diemer and Parker have keen awareness of the balance that educators must 
find in meeting skill and providing challenge. Parker submits: “you teach children by rote 
because you want to teach them the most lovely, communicative singing you can” (2005, 
p. 4). Both Diemer and Parker value simplicity over complexity: 
I find it easy to be complex and difficult, it is much harder to be lucid and 
technically within reach. I place much greater value on the latter of the two 
qualities. (Diemer as cited in LePage, 1980, p. 60) 
 
I want it simple enough so that a good church choir—say an anthem that I’m 
writing—can read it, because that’s when you begin to work on getting the music 
from it… So, I don’t want to [compose] things that are so difficult to sing that you 
don’t have any time left…to add the rest of what I think of as the expressive 
vocabulary of music. (Parker, personal communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
Diemer’s ability to produce art that meets skill and provides challenge to different stages 
of learners was honed under the tutelage of Paul Hindemith:  
[Hindemith] had the philosophy of writing music for all kinds of ensembles. You 
know, you write a sonata for flute, oboe, every instrument that you can think of, 
plus orchestra music, plus opera, chorus. And also he had written music for 
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children as well as for professional orchestras. So, he had this whole gamut. 
Those two philosophies have followed me all my life—writing a lot of different 
kinds of music for different [media] on different levels of difficulty. (Diemer as 
cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 41) 
 
In theory, accomplished composers should be able to create challenging yet accessible 
music for all skill levels. However, Diemer submits that not all composers have been 
asked to write for beginning students:  
I was trying to think of whether Poulenc wrote anything that could be arranged in 
an easier way…that’s probably because somebody in the school system in Paris or 
wherever it was didn’t ask him to write. A composer loves to be asked to write 
music…of any kind. A good composer should be able to do that. Stravinsky 
should have been able to write a unison anthem. He should have been able to do 
that. It’s not easy—that’s one of the problems. (personal communication, July 16, 
2008) 
 
Just as Diemer made sure that the sopranos didn’t always have the melody in 
She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain, Parker gives both treble voices equal melodic time 
in “Old Betty Larkin.” Both composers understand that each member of the choral body 
needs to encounter challenging and rewarding vocal lines: 
Well, sopranos and tenors [often] have the melody, which is one reason why I 
love to give melody to the basses and altos, because they need it. They’re semi-
starved. (Parker, personal communication, August 21, 2008) 
  
[She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain used] a lot of rhythm—trying to get the 
voices to each have something to do at some point, so that the soprano, for 
instance, isn’t the main part. I thought a lot about that. The tenor needs to do 
something and the bass needs to do something…rather that just the rhythmic 
accompaniment. (Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Diemer believes not only that her music must meet the skill level of beginning musicians; 
it must stand as an original piece of choral art: 
          EES: Do you sometimes feel limited by parameters that people give you 
when they desire a commission? 
          ELD: Oh, yes… Yes. I don’t usually get that sort of strict parameter-type 
thing. Although there’s somebody that’s been doing a series of organ publications 
for young people—beginners—in Oregon... You can only use one pedal note and 
you can only use five fingers in one position. (She laughs.) That’s hard. 
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          EES: You would have to be very creative. 
          ELD: Yes—very creative! That is difficult. (Diemer, personal 
communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
As Parker contemplates an emerging work, she considers the performers’ ability 
levels, developmental levels, and the priorities they bring: 
[H]alf of the…equation is knowing the group. Why are they there? At what level 
are they performing? Is there a wide difference in ability (either vocal or musical), 
or are there different priorities amongst the singers? (Parker, 2005, p. 34) 
 
Parker reveals that the performer—the musical medium through whom her creative work 
will become real to the wider world of listeners—is an essential piece of her thinking 
process. This consideration contributes to the success of her work in the commissioning 
situation and in subsequent performances. Diemer relates that pedagogical value is 
realized as students experience the internal motivation of accomplishing a challenge: 
They’ll say, “We didn’t like this at first.” I hear that a lot—even with a simple 
thing they’ll say that. “We didn’t like it at first ... but after we worked on it, we 
liked it” … But that’s simply because they’re proving something to themselves…. 
You know how great you feel about yourself if you know something? (Diemer, 
personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Supporting Question 3: How do the composers perceive aspects of musical worth and 
pedagogical value during the creative process? 
 
The compositional process of the two composers varies significantly. Diemer, a 
pianist, composes solely at the keyboard. Parker, also a pianist, prefers to compose at a 
writing desk, as she is “afraid my fingers are going to lead me in familiar patterns” at the 
piano (personal communication, August 21, 2008). Themes emerging from my 
investigation of the composers’ perceptions of musical worth and pedagogical value 
during the compositional process included:  
I. The creative process manifests forms of internal and external motivation in 
which aspects of musical value and pedagogical worth are both conscious and 
unconscious.  
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II. Musical worth and pedagogical value are embedded in a creative process that 
is more oriented toward process than product.  
III. The compositions that best embody musical worth and pedagogical value are 
created via a “spark” during the creative process. 
 
I. The creative process manifests forms of internal and external motivation in which 
perceptions of musical value and pedagogical worth are both conscious and unconscious.  
 
 In the motivational text The War of Art, author Steven Pressfield recounts a 
quotation of English writer William Somerset Maugham: 
Someone once asked Somerset Maugham if he wrote on a schedule, or only when 
struck by inspiration. “I write only when inspiration strikes,” he replied. 
“Fortunately it strikes every morning at 9 o’clock sharp.” (Pressfield, 2002, p. 64) 
 
Maugham humorously illustrated the truth that artistic motivation is often both internal 
and external. Although artists love what they do, they must remain disciplined. Although 
neither Diemer nor Parker begin work each morning with such regularity, they guard the 
majority of their daily lives to spend in composition. Diemer expresses the importance of 
such focus: 
We have to preserve ourselves. In some ways, I think that anybody who has a 
calling to compose or write or teach has to somehow channel their energies. You 
know you can’t go off in all kinds of directions and still do a good job of what 
you’re doing and so I felt that way about composing. So in that sense, you have to 
be self-centered with your work. (Diemer, personal communication, July 16, 
2008) 
 
Diemer reflects on her perception that accomplished composers have both internal 
and external motivation to compose: 
Most of my music has been produced within a certain context: composition 
student; composer-in-residence; organist/choir director in various churches; 
university professor. If I had been apprenticed to a ballet company, a symphony 
orchestra, an opera company, I would have written music for that situation. 
Writing music is an obsession for most composers, and I am no exception. 
(Diemer, 1985, p. 59) 
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Although she has not been employed by a ballet or opera company, Diemer offers 
that “I do not compose to make money, but because I love to write music” (1985, p. 58). 
Diemer’s opportunity to compose for school-age students in the Young Composers 
Project from 1959-1961 evidenced a complementary relationship between internal and 
external motivation. Recalling a quote from Chapter 4, Diemer reflected on this formative 
experience: 
Looking back through the years, however, I can find no experience which taught 
me more or was more appropriate for what I thought my calling in life was to be. 
My calling—my goal—was to be a composer. Not a professor, not a writer of 
grant proposals, not a curriculum developer, not an administrator—A 
COMPOSER. Since then I have of course written many commissioned works for 
all kinds of groups, and combined composing with teaching and performing, but 
for a brief two-year period, one shining moment as they say in “Camelot,” I was 
actually employed as a full-time composer of music and recognized in the 
community as such. Pardon me if I become emotional about that. (Diemer, 1990, 
p. 33)  
 
Like Diemer, Parker’s oeuvre was born out of necessity: she was employed to compose: 
It wasn’t like an assignment for a teacher that was a theoretical problem. [Shaw 
and I] were working together to have material for the Chorale to sing the next 
week. This was right at the end of the process. Nothing abstract about it! It was 
concrete. [Shaw] wanted [compositions] to be exactly right. (Parker, personal 
communication, October 30, 2008) 
 
Working with Shaw in the 1950s was the beginning of Parker’s long career of composing 
solely on commission. Above she describes how composing for Shaw’s ensemble 
embodied both internal and external motivation. Shaw’s clearly defined parameters 
helped direct Parker’s creative energy, as do any commission that she receives: 
For me, the beginning is establishing a need: a commission or performance date. 
Finding the text which will fulfill the function can sometimes take months, but the 
need is in my mind, and is subconsciously preparing a shape. (Parker, 2005, p. 28) 
 
While Parker’s internal motivation inspires thoughts of preplanning in her mind, 
Diemer’s motivation emanates from the immense grand piano in the center of her Santa 
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Barbara home. Although she has a keyboard at her upstairs computer, she prefers to 
compose on her grand, as she is “inspired by its sound” (personal communication, July 16, 
2008). Diemer asserts that composition should not be perceived as an intellectual exercise: 
Sometimes you think, “Oh, I should write a fugue”, but if you’re not really 
inspired to write a fugue and you don’t really want to, it’s just a chore. …If 
something becomes really hard to write…there’s something wrong with it because 
you’re not engaged emotionally. Music writing has to be pleasurable—and fun. 
(personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
To Diemer, composition evidences a union between the intellectual thought and 
emotional sensitivity. In order to produce a work of art with both musical worth and 
pedagogical value, she needs to be focused intellectually and “engaged emotionally.” 
Data from this study lend credence to Neilson’s (1960) assertion that “if creative 
inspiration is absent, so is quality, and even the most elaborate display of craftsmanship is 
meaningless” (as cited in Bellinger, 2002, p. 178). 
 The perspectives of Diemer and Parker indicate that issues of pedagogical value 
may reside in being commissioned—a type of external motivation. Having the job of 
creating specific works for specific ensembles requires them to consciously consider 
certain pedagogical implications: voicing, range, and skill. But rather than serve as 
limitations, these parameters tap the composers’ internal motivation—or “obsession” as 
Diemer said—to compose. When the composers engage in the creative process, 
pedagogical concerns become subconscious and facets of musical worth alone guide 
composition.  
II. Musical worth and pedagogical value are embedded in a creative process that is more 
oriented toward process than product.  
 
I love to be alone with music—composing, creating. (Parker as cited by 
Grossman, 1993, ¶ 7) 
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Alice Parker's farm in the Berkshires, in one of the least populous counties in the state of 
Massachusetts, is an ideal haven for her to “be alone with music.” Emma Lou Diemer 
also admitted that composing is a solitary profession, and that the process of composition 
requires a wealth of time:  
If composing is a difficult, isolated, complicated way to choose to spend one’s 
life, it has to be easier for a man to choose it…because he could spend long hours 
composing while someone else took care of the practicalities of life. (Diemer as 
cited in Briscoe, 1997, p. 2) 
 
The solitude and time that Diemer and Parker describe reveals the centrality of the 
process of composition. In Parker’s following description of composing, we can see her 
enjoyment in the process: 
This part of the process is totally enjoyable: filling in the large outline with the 
appropriate structural details, but always alive to the serendipitous moment—the 
chance for imitation here, or conversation there; changes in dynamics, textures, 
articulation; always trying to balance the expected with the unexpected: the sense 
of play, of humor, of tickling the ear. (Parker, 2005, p. 28) 
 
Parker speaks of craft (balancing the expected with the unexpected), yet is totally 
immersed in the delight of the exercise. Considering her compositions to be "like 
children" reveals the influence of her own life experience as the mother of five children 
in her creative process. She listens, imitates, is open to new development and change, and 
generally plays and enjoys her “child” in the making. Clearly she considers pedagogical 
value amidst the compositional process: 
I see the faces of the performers through the music paper—here’s a chance for a 
real melody for the altos, a solo line for the basses, a poignant comment in the 
clarinet, an explosion of sound out of placidity, a moment of silence for everyone. 
(Parker, 2005, p. 29) 
 
Parker’s consideration of the performers’ experience evidences pedagogical value. It is 
difficult for altos to develop musicality in phrasing if they are always filling a harmonic 
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role. By intentionally giving them a melody, she reveals her desire for them to grow in 
musical skill and expression. Parker puts this want into action when, in the third stanzas 
of Meet and Right it is to Sing (mm. 44-51) and “Old Betty Larkin” (mm. 27-34) she 
allows the altos to carry the melody.  
Still, Parker holds that a work must result from the process of natural artistic 
creation rather than to satisfy educative considerations. In talking through her process of 
composing the challenging meter of Meet and Right it is to Sing, she asserted: 
The reason it’s natural is that it comes from the words; it’s not an arbitrary 
thinking of a difficult thing to give conducting practice to people to do hard 
meters. (Parker, personal communication, October 29, 2008) 
 
Although Parker is not exclusively an “educational composer,” she reveals attentiveness 
to the performers. Data reveal that she works with intense focus on the musical trinity of 
text, rhythm, and pitch, but subconsciously considers the performance and performers. 
Parker’s compositional process is a constant cycling between issues of pedagogical value 
and musical worth.   
III. The compositions that best embody musical worth and pedagogical value are created 
via a “spark” during the creative process. 
 
If you get involved in a piece, you’re kind of in a euphoric state. And you think, 
“This is the best piece that’s ever been written”…and you love it! You think it’s 
great… [I]n that state of complete intensity about something, you’re probably 
creating very natural music, very spontaneous music (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 
1994, p. 99) 
 
An in vivo theme that emerged relative to this supporting question was that of a “spark” 
within the compositional process that inspires a creation with both musical worth and 
pedagogical value. Both composers suggest that music evolving quickly is a sign of 
inspiration. Their compositions are often spontaneous, resulting from an idea and 
emerging in whole form: 
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When the idea is clear to me, the rest of the piece flows with amazing rapidity. I 
have only recently learned to sketch, to follow the performance in my head with 
light pencil notations in shorthand, which catch the shape of the entire movement. 
There may be slight changes in this outline as the work progresses, but rarely any 
substantive variation. (Parker, 2005, p. 28) 
 
When I’m writing and I get to a point… It can be very spontaneous. For instance, 
the Three Madrigals just came out. I didn’t labor over them at all. That happens 
sometimes in writing. Usually if that happens, it’s the best thing you have.  
(Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008)  
 
To me, it was counter-intuitive to discover that Diemer’s and Parker’s most 
successful works have been the quickest onto the paper. Should it not take more time to 
write music that embodies both musical worth and pedagogical value? English composer 
John Tavener (1999) describes a similar creative swiftness: 
The Lamb (1982) came to me spontaneously and complete. I read Blake’s poem 
“The Lamb” from the Songs of Innocence, and as soon as I read it, the music was 
there. Within a quarter of an hour, the piece was finished. (p. 48) 
 
Diemer first used the terminology “spark” to describe what was missing from her 
second piano sonata: 
Some of the orchestra things I’ve done just didn’t quite have anything exciting in 
them. I’ve written three piano sonatas and the first one was in one movement and 
kind of dramatic and I liked it; it was kind of like Prokofiev.  The second one—
this is after I graduated from Yale—I went back home to Missouri and I had some 
trouble writing the second sonata. It doesn’t have that great spark. But the third 
one I wrote here a few years ago. It, to me, succeeds… (Diemer, personal 
communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Diemer offered that the “spark” that led to “O Mistress Mine” resulted from a 
combination of poetry and filling a need for teachers and students with whom she had 
developed a working relationship:  
          ELD: Somehow the Shakespeare text really…created sparks for me that day 
[of composition]… 
          EES: The text created sparks? 
          ELD: Yes, the text. And then the fact that I was writing it for people that I 
knew… (Diemer, personal communication, July 15, 2008) 
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Diemer’s resulting work, Three Madrigals, succeeding in capturing both musical worth 
and pedagogical value. On two instances, Diemer offered the similar terminology of 
“fire,” both in relation to composition and music making in a pedagogical setting: 
If it’s something you’re writing for your class and you’re not really inspired, it 
hasn’t caught fire in any way. Maybe you’re just working with technique. 
(Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
When they perform, it just catches fire, doesn’t it? Kids love to perform. (Diemer, 
personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Diemer offered that such a “spark” or “fire” transfers from her compositional process to a 
musical work’s performers and listeners:  
For me, composing is not only about solving problems at a desk or piano, but 
about hearing the result and knowing that listeners, when hearing my music, feel 
some of the things that I felt when writing it. I believe that is called 
communication. (Diemer, 1990, p. 34) 
 
Alice Parker used the verb “spark” to describe the creative process by which a 
simple idea becomes a musical work: 
The idea floats into this open space, it can be a poem, a tune, a sonority, a tempo, 
a dramatic moment, a series of contrasts. …And what is a musical idea? …most 
musical ideas (that is, the kernel that sparks the piece) are so simple that the mind 
trained only in criticism would reject them out-of-hand. We are not trained in 
creativity as we are trained in rationality. (Parker, 2005, p. 27-28) 
 
Parker also suggests that the “spark” that appears within the creative process is 
transferred to performers and listeners. She gleefully recounted that the performers and 
listeners associated with the premiere of “Old Betty Larkin” and the other American 
Dances successfully captured this spark: “everybody just loved them. They are just such 
cute pieces” (personal communication, October 29, 2008). Parker also offered the 
descriptor “fire” to illustrate the exciting musical experience that motivated a choir while 
rehearsing Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye with her: “the kids just got so fired up in just about 
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a half an hour in working with it. It was so boring the way they were singing it before” 
(personal communication, October 29, 2008).  
Summary Themes in Review 
 
 Multiple data sources confirm that Diemer and Parker are keenly aware of 
performers and listeners, but their driving force comes from creating art with craft and 
expression. In studying their process specifically, a deeper understanding of the 
composers’ perspectives on musical worth and pedagogical value emerged. Neither 
composer’s spoken word nor their works revealed a bifurcation in terms of their 
conceptions of musical worth and pedagogical value. Both composers are driven by the 
desire to create and by the desire to be relevant; the external reinforcement of their 
internal passions allows them to make a living composing music. These findings confirm 
Parker’s assumption that composing for specific circumstances rather than composing for 
abstract ensembles of choristers whose ability is not known may result in art of higher 
quality: 
I don’t want to over- or under-estimate their abilities, nor am I interested in 
writing an all-purpose piece for mixed voices. The more specifically the piece is 
designed for the performers, the more interesting it will be and, paradoxically, the 
more useful to other groups. (Parker, 1999, p. 119) 
 
These words of Parker reveal that the relationship between musical worth and 
pedagogical value are very interactive and very dynamic. The specificity of a piece’s 
pedagogical value to a certain set of performers, in Parker’s opinion, increases both its 
interest (musical worth) and its applicability (pedagogical value) to all performers. This 
certainly proved to be the case with Diemer’s Three Madrigals, as well. Two things 
inspired Diemer to create this work: the text and “the fact that I was writing it for people 
that I knew” (personal communication, July 15, 2008). The resulting piece of choral art 
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embodied both musical worth and pedagogical value—to the students in Arlington in 
1960 and several thousands of learners for the half-century that followed.  
Findings suggest that composers of this caliber derive as much professional 
enjoyment from the process of composition as they experience at the performance and 
dissemination of their works. While Diemer and Parker are cognizant of who will be 
performing these works, they are not consciously writing “teaching pieces.” Yet, the 
pedagogical potential of their works increases because they consider—either consciously 
or subconsciously—the performer and listener. 
Both Diemer and Parker describe—as well as words are able—a “spark” that 
occurs during their compositional process that inspires an original creation. Only with a 
broad base of music experience and total immersion within composition does such 
spontaneous creativity occur. The compositions that best personify musical worth and 
pedagogical value are the ones that, via a “spark,” are their most creative works. Diemer 
and Parker feel that they best fulfill their own ambitions of creativity through such 
glimpses of inspiration within composition sessions. These momentary revelations stand 
in contrast to formulas satisfied or ideas developed mechanically without meeting these 
composers’ standards for musical worth and pedagogical value. Both Diemer and Parker 
speak of the “spark” of a work transferring to the performers of a work. Thus in the 
“spark,” we see an area where music of worth directly intersects with pedagogical value.  
Throughout data gathering and analysis, I consistently thought in terms of using 
these supporting questions to generate understanding of my primary question, which is 
discussed in Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
PRIMARY THEMES 
AND A MODEL OF INTEGRATION 
 
 
 
  Analysis of data for supporting questions was provided in Chapter 6. These 
summary themes lead toward the analysis of the core question of the study, presented 
within this chapter:  
What is the relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value in the 
work and perspectives of two recognized composers? 
 
Research protocol instructs the researcher to avoid directly asking participants the 
core research question. Instead, the researcher must construct probing avenues of inquiry 
that yield multiple forms of rich data, then digging deeply, sifting, comparing, and 
analyzing to leverage more complete understanding. As I considered how to make the 
findings of my study transparent, I could hear Emma Lou Diemer’s and Alice Parker’s 
voices speaking clearly in my mind. After years of poring over their writings, weeks 
transcribing our conversational interviews, and months reviewing and analyzing data, I 
felt an intimacy with the composers’ perspectives on my topic. This was not just a matter 
of familiarity. Rather, it came to me as a culmination of the meaningful relationships that 
had developed as I experienced the composers as individuals, willing to reveal their inner 
life and feelings as they related to this creative and very personal process of composing 
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music. As I listened to their voices over and over during the transcription and analysis 
phase, I realized how personally each had shared herself with me. The conversational 
interviews, their writings, their music, the settings in which they work, and prior writings 
about them and by them culminated as a vivid and complete whole. 
My palpable cognizance of Emma Lou Diemer and Alice Parker led me toward 
conscious contemplation of how each would likely answer my primary research question, 
were I to put it to them directly. As their voices echoed in my mind’s ear, I knew that my 
awareness of their presence and thinking was not merely a fantasy that I was creating. 
Rather, this was a culminating reality rooted in my complete immersion into their lives 
and work and borne of their willing vulnerability to my persistent inquiry. I extrapolated 
these imagined audio files complete with each woman’s idiosyncratic inflection and 
demeanor, drawing on them to help vivify the perspectives I sought to discover. My (EES) 
imagined conversation with Emma Lou Diemer (ELD) unfolded this way: 
          EES: So what do you think is the relationship between musical worth and 
pedagogical value? 
          ELD: Hmmm. (pause) I’m sure they are related. Don’t you think so? 
          EES: Well, I just wonder…what is the sort of relationship or connection 
between the two—a valuable piece of music and what someone can learn? 
          ELD: That’s a great question. You do ask excellent questions! 
          EES: Well, thank you. What do you think is the answer? 
          ELD: Wow. I’ve never thought about that before. I guess a lot of it is up to 
the teacher. You know…if the teacher is good and the music is good, I bet 
students can learn a lot! In the short time that I taught junior high school, 
students responded really well to good music that I played—even the disruptive 
ones were quiet and listened! 
EES: Do you remember what pieces you played for them? 
ELD: Gosh…that was so long ago. (pause) Oh yes—I think I remember 
playing Khachaturian…and maybe Debussy.  
EES: Why did you play that?  
ELD: Well, I’ve always liked the Khachaturian Toccata. In fact, I think I 
learned to play that while I was in high school. 
EES: Why do you think the students liked listening to it? 
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ELD: Well, maybe the same reason I liked playing it. It is very colorful—
as is Debussy. The Toccata has a lot of drive and intensity. (She goes to the piano 
and plays a seemingly flawless excerpt of the Toccata with clarity and vigor—so 
much so that I momentarily turn down my microphone setting!) I remember that 
even as a young piano student I really liked to play things that were fast! 
EES: That reminds me of something you said…I’m sorry I keep saying 
that! 
ELD: Actually I’m honored that you know my work so well. 
EES: Anyway, a newspaper did an article on you when you were 9 and 
you played for an event at your father’s college. You told the reporter…let’s see, 
(pause while I shuffle through notes)… “I don’t really mind playing exercises, but 
I’d rather play real pieces.” 
ELD: (She laughs.) I said that? 
EES: Apparently you did… 
ELD: Well, when I was growing up I heard a lot of good music. Music that 
was dramatic and unpredictable… I guess those young students might have liked 
Debussy and Khachaturian for the same reasons. (pause) I guess I thought it was 
worth a try to play something that I liked to listen to. (pause) But their regular 
teacher was really good—she knew how to keep them quiet. But since I’m 
introverted, all I could really do was play. 
 
Although this conversation never occurred in real time, Diemer’s data sources 
confirm her perspective that both quality repertoire and an educator’s skill and attitude are 
integral to the learning process. In converging data sources, I found no room for the notion 
that classroom pedagogy could be successful without quality repertoire, or that quality 
repertoire could succeed in the absence of complementary pedagogy. Diemer’s technical 
skills on keyboard, her musicality, her commitment to expression, and her belief in the 
importance of performer/student engagement created the potential for learning among the 
students she taught. These qualities also influenced her repertoire choice during her brief 
work as a junior high music teacher, her long tenure as a teacher of theory at the 
university level, and in her even longer tenure as a church musician. What became clear is 
that, for Diemer, the relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value is a 
harmonious but inconspicuous marriage—an understood yet understated alliance. It was 
essentially impossible, in the view of Diemer, to think about and discuss pedagogical 
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value without musical worth. From Diemer’s perspective, music that is not worthy 
musically cannot impart meaningful music learning, and pedagogical success cannot be 
reduced to knowledge and skills that are unrelated to the musical worth of repertoire. 
Diemer does not compose music for teaching, specifically, and her viewpoint suggests 
that such a goal—ironically—may compromise overall pedagogical value.  
Though I had not met Emma Lou Diemer prior to my first interview, I had met 
Alice Parker at a workshop in the summer of 2006. From our first conversation on an hour 
bus ride from Indianapolis to Greencastle, I instantly knew she would never be shy to 
offer her opinion on any aspect of my study. I can imagine her (AP) impassioned answer 
to my main research question: 
         EES: So what do you think is the relationship between musical value and 
pedagogical worth? 
          AP: Oh, it’s huge! One depends completely upon the other! 
          EES: How so? 
          AP: Well, if you’re working with good music—great music that has stood 
the test of time—students can learn everything through this. 
          EES: Everything? 
          AP: Everything! If the teacher—I don’t use the term “educator” or 
“pedagogue” because I think they sound hoity-toity ... Anyway, if the teacher can 
invite the students into the world of the song—using wonderful texts and tunes—
then the learning potential is unlimited. However, even great music can be taught 
poorly. 
          EES: Would the students then not learn anything from great music taught 
poorly? 
          AP: Well, you have to remember that the music is not the notes on the page. 
Music is sound. If the teacher doesn’t recreate the sound, then the music is not 
realized and the whole process is awry. However, if the teacher knows the piece 
well enough to recreate it, the “music” or sound is transmitted by ear from 
teacher to student, and the Muse appears! Ultimately the students’ audience will 
hear the composer’s original intent and the whole circle of music making is 
complete. In such an ideal scenario, the relationship of musical worth and 
learning value would be direct and strong. And that should happen every time we 
open our mouths to sing.  
 EES: So what if you had a fabulous teacher working very musically with 
poor material? Could everyone still be transported into the “world of the song,” 
as you call it? 
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 AP: Again, I think the value of the learning experience absolutely depends 
on the value of the music. Here I go with food analogies again: you cannot grow 
and develop on a diet of marshmallows and cookies—even though they are tasty! 
Chocolate cake is OK to have on occasion, but students need nutritious meals on 
a regular basis, prepared with lots of variety and care. So ultimately, it’s the 
quality and variety of music that feeds the learner—not the teaching. I think of 
teaching as opening doors in another mind. Once that door is open to the “world 
of sound”—the potential for learning is limitless. 
 
Parker has extremely transparent and codified views of musical worth and pedagogical 
value. She repeated much of the same vocabulary in her conversations with me as she had 
used in books, editorials, and prior interviews.  
  These data-derived, imagined transcripts gain trustworthiness when viewed as 
analytical devices. By including them here, I both continue the narrative style of this 
research and share data transparency with the reader. In these constructed conversations, 
Parker avidly expressed in many words what Diemer more delicately spoke in a few: the 
relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value is complementary and 
fascinating. Musical worth and pedagogical value act as a composite in which neither is 
subservient to the other and neither exists without the other. For both composers, the 
central issue in the relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value is authentic 
engagement with the essential processes of bringing musical ideas from conceptualization 
to realized work to performance and reception: creating; performing; listening. Three 
emergent themes capture the essence of this relationship between musical worth and 
pedagogical value as embodied in the work and perspectives of Emma Lou Diemer and 
Alice Parker:  
I. Composer: As a composer’s artistic standards are fulfilled during the creative 
process, the pedagogical value of a work is concurrently enhanced.  
II. Educator: The relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value is 
vivified when the learning process is complementary to the composer’s creative 
process. 
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III. Learner: As learners comprehend the composer’s creative goals, the 
composite whole of musical worth and pedagogical value may be more fully 
realized. 
 
I. Composer: As a composer’s artistic standards are fulfilled during the creative process, 
the pedagogical value of a work is concurrently enhanced. 
 
EES: When you talk about your commissions, you say that you can be 
very free within that context. How do you balance your happiness—doing it for 
you—and doing it for someone else? 
AP: Because I’m never going to work on something that I don’t like. So 
that really is the bottom thing—it’s got to interest me. It’s got to please me or I’m 
not going to spend any time on it. I’m not going to make that chocolate cake that I 
made last week that turned out so lousy. You don’t make it again if it doesn’t 
work! Or you don’t put yourself in that position. I think a lot of people spend their 
lives in that position of having to do something that they don’t really like doing. I 
can’t imagine living like that. (Parker, personal communication, August 20, 2008) 
 
In this excerpt, Parker shows concern for people not self-actualized in their 
professions. I entered this study with the mistaken assumption that composers may view 
the writing of commissions—particularly writing for beginners—as merely a service they 
provide so that others may learn: an educational “charity” of sorts. Yet, both Diemer and 
Parker revealed that they love writing for others and that they themselves learn in the 
midst of it.  
Though employed to write a piece of music for a specific other, both Diemer and 
Parker engage in the activity primarily for their own fulfillment. They do not consider the 
creation of the commissioned work itself as the primary reason to compose. In fact, they 
said that unless a musical work interests and engages them, they would rather not write it. 
Both reflected the attitude offered by Stravinsky: “I can follow only where my musical 
appetites lead me” (1963, p. 28). Though this seems at first a selfish perspective, any 
artist’s personal experience—composers included—is central to the process of creation. 
Górecki—who Diemer counts as one of her influential models—affirms this “selfish” 
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nature of composing. In the following quote of Górecki, one may substitute the word 
“learners” for “listeners/audience” for the purposes of this study: 
I do not choose my listeners. What I mean is, I never write for my listeners. I 
think about my audience, but I am not writing for them. I have something to tell 
them, but the audience must also put a certain effort into it. But I never wrote for 
an audience and never will write for one because you have to give the listener 
something and he has to make an effort in order to understand certain things. 
(Górecki as cited in Duffie, 1994, ¶ 16) 
 
Diemer and Parker—like Górecki—think about the learners that perform their 
commissions, although they do not write for them, or allow them to dominate their 
creative process. Diemer and Parker are constantly guided by a tacit awareness of 
students’ capabilities and needs, yet they trust that their commissions will challenge 
students to new levels of musical understanding, or as Górecki says “to make an effort to 
understand certain things.” 
The trustworthiness of this study demands that I investigate disconfirming data, 
which arose in relation to summary themes. While the core research question revealed that 
Diemer and Parker compose primarily for their own drive for creative fulfillment, 
consideration of the performer and listener can somewhat challenge the extent to which 
these composers can freely embrace the creative process.  
Data reveal that sometimes a decision to conclude the creative process—and be 
finished with a work—is influenced in part by the composer’s sensitivity to the needs the 
commissioning entity. The work of Diemer and Parker is one of constantly striking a 
balance between personal artistic and creative fulfillment and the artistic fulfillment of the 
intended performer, between the pleasure of an entirely free creative process and the 
production of work of which reception is uncertain. In the following excerpt, Diemer 
illustrates how she negotiates this challenge:   
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          ELD: When you try to write music [to sell]—which I have done a lot—I 
kind of lower my own expectations of inventiveness.  
          EES: Oh? 
          ELD: I’ve done that…and most composers have. I think Schoenberg 
towards the end of his life wrote some…almost tonal choral things? 
          EES: Why would you do that? Why would you lower your expectations? 
          ELD: Partly the people I’m writing it for. 
          EES: People being the publisher or the performers? 
          ELD: The performers; the choir… But I don’t think that I ever really write 
down to the extent that I don’t like it. I have to like it. Like Consider the Lilies—I 
like that. I like the harmonies even though it’s extremely tonal and not as 
inventive as some other piece—but I liked it. (personal communication, July 16, 
2008) 
 
The composers’ willingness to continually reside within this struggle—weighing 
their own needs within the consideration of another—seems to enhance their creative 
process. Diemer and Parker expressed the realization that some completed commissions 
will feel more successful than others, yet each experience refuels them with energy for the 
next “spark” of creativity. 
How is it that Diemer and Parker are able to write works with musical worth and 
pedagogical value? The composers have a profound consciousness of musical worth that 
is constantly informed by a keen understanding of the current and potential capacities of 
specific performers. Their belief that music should be educative not only applies to the 
students who premier their works, but it applies to them as well. Diemer and Parker 
demonstrate that the best qualification for being a music educator is to be a musically 
enlivened individual. In their ninth decades, Diemer and Parker remain lifelong learners.  
Not content to rest on her laurels, Diemer asserts: “we’re all developing some way, 
hopefully” (personal communication, July 15, 2008). Out of a long silence at our late day 
meal on October 29, 2008, Parker volunteered a similar reflection regarding lifelong 
learning: 
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AP: You know, as I think of your topic, one thing that occurred to me is 
how much I learn through doing commissions. I don’t think of teaching as passing 
on knowledge. It’s opening doors in another mind, originally by means of asking 
questions. It’s going to be enlightening on both sides…  
ES: But you’ve been composing for so long… You’re still learning? 
AP: Oh! Every piece is different. It’s like people that have 12 children. 
You think they are still learning about having children when the 12th one comes 
around? Absolutely! They are all different.  
ES: Yes, but you’ve had 350 “children.” (We laugh.) 
AP: …And I’ve learned from all of them. I’m just really convinced that 
each one of us hears differently and so I can’t take for granted that what I’m 
hearing is what you’re hearing. And it’s wonderful for me to get jogged open in 
some way by a comment that you make or some piece that you respond to. I can 
see how the two of you are related. There’s always…always something to learn. 
 
Rather than go on automatic pilot, both composers embrace each new commission 
as a challenge and an opportunity to hone their craft. Their constantly growing 
understanding of music and learning feeds each new work they create. Their reflection on 
their own teaching and learning, as well as their work with non-professionals, has given 
them sensitivity towards the learner and the learning process. They challenge themselves 
to find new avenues of expression and intentionality in each commission. Their internal 
motivation and engagement is the basis for their ability to create works with musical 
worth and pedagogical value. Their engagement as composers results from interacting 
with quality texts and having studied model composers thoroughly and gleaned ideas for 
the synergistic treatment of musical elements in their own works. They strive for musical 
worth within commissions (originality, expressivity, and longevity), yet are always 
mindful of pedagogical value (capturing the interest of students, inspiring a holistic 
approach to music making, and matching skill with challenge). Their focused 
compositional process—inspired by both internal and external motivation—produces a 
“spark” by which musical worth becomes manifest in a work. The compositional “spark” 
has the ability to transfer to the learning process of students in the hands of a gifted music 
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educator. Because Diemer and Parker are in these ways engaged in writing for learners, 
their works evidence a complementary relationship between musical worth and 
pedagogical value—a composite that defies bifurcation of these two qualities.  
II. Educator: The relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value is vivified 
when the learning process is complementary to the composer’s creative process. 
 
“Lady Music,” a magic presence indeed who inhabits the upper air, materializing 
wherever true music is being made. She doesn’t come if there’s talk about music 
or if unmusical sounds are being made or if the music-making is perfunctory or 
dull. She lingers in the shadows until a clear, true phrase rings out, compelling the 
listener to hear and to become involved….Fanciful? Oh yes—but useful precisely 
as a measure for what we are doing in rehearsal, concerts, services, classrooms, or 
studios. The question is: For how much of the time are we making meaningful 
sound? Are we woodshedding the notes? Telling stories? Teaching theory? 
Allowing unmusical sounds to be made and then scolding the makers? She scorns 
all such endeavors because unmusical sounds are un-music. Any time we play or 
sing without attention, she is un-present… (Parker, 2006, p. 11-12) 
 
According to Parker, musical worth does not guarantee the realization of 
pedagogical value. Not only must music educators select worthy repertoire, they must also 
approach teaching and learning in inherently musical ways. Parker laments woodshedding 
(extensive uninspired repetition for the sake of “correctness”) and the making of 
unmusical sounds because both negate the presence and power of musical worth. In the 
above excerpt, she describes the unmusical scenario of educational settings with striking 
accuracy. Even if specific skills or elements are the focus of a classroom, Parker insists 
that this take place within the context of meaningful sound. Parker grieves that musical 
notation is learned to the detriment of overall musicality and listening: 
Some people go through teacher training thinking that their function is to teach 
people to read music. This is hogwash unless we teach people to read music 
musically. The instrument and the voice can only respond to the imagination of 
the player, which must move far beyond the page. (Parker as cited in Grossman, 
1993, ¶ 10) 
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Parker’s hope that students “read music musically” resonates with the title of Keith 
Swanwick’s text entitled Teaching Music Musically (1999). This British music educator 
devotes nearly half of this text to understanding musical worth, and asserts that educators 
“can neither teach nor think insightfully about teaching what we do not ourselves 
understand” (p. x). Diemer and Parker hold that educators should derive pedagogy from 
music of worth, approaching a work in a manner that corresponds to its essential nature. 
Diemer reflected on such an educator, and in doing so, gave insight into the place of the 
teacher in vivifying the composite nature of musical worth and pedagogical value: 
In studying piano, I had a really good teacher once who made me feel where the 
phrase was going—whether it had high points or low points—rather than going 
beat by beat. (Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008)  
 
Diemer and Parker believe that the essential composite of musical worth and 
pedagogical value must pass from their hands to the hands of an expert teacher. Such an 
educator will facilitate a student learning process that is complementary to the composer’s 
creative process, thus strengthening the collective impact musical worth and pedagogical 
value. Data suggest that continual self-reflection and education on the part of the educator 
is essential. Consider the parallel offered by Diemer: 
If a teacher says, “Oh, you’re not going to like this” or “this is too dissonant,” the 
students are probably not going to like it either. If the teacher doesn’t really know 
the music…doesn’t really understand it… Negativism—in anything you’re 
doing… If I’m writing a piece of music, and I become negative about it—and this 
happens—you’ll think “this is not really good; people aren’t going to like this.” 
That usually kills the whole thing. You try to keep going. In teaching, I’m sure 
that happens. A negative attitude on the part of the teacher is not beneficial at all. 
(Diemer, personal communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
In this excerpt, Diemer suggests that the pedagogical work of the teacher and the creative 
process of the composer are in some ways strikingly similar. Diemer is resolute to remain 
positive and focused in her creative “obsession” of writing music. She suggests that music 
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educators must remain equally positive, focused, and passionate in order for maximum 
learning to take place. Kodály summarized the importance of the teacher in the learning 
process: 
The finest curricula…[is] of no value if there is nobody to put [it] into practice 
with conviction and enthusiasm. (1974, p. 147) 
 
Like Diemer and Parker, this composer understood the importance of excellent music 
educators to the necessary connection of composer to learner. Though spoken by Kodály, 
I can almost imagine Alice Parker offering this rather blunt truth during our hours 
conversing in her home studio: 
It is much more important who is the music teacher in Kisvarda than who is the 
director of the opera house in Budapest…for a poor director fails once, but a poor 
teacher keeps on failing for 30 years, killing the love of music in thirty 
generations of children. (Kodály as cited in Choksy, 1999, p. 1) 
 
III. Learner: As learners comprehend the composer’s creative goals, the composite whole 
of musical worth and pedagogical value may be more fully realized. 
 
In relating their own experiences with learners, both women affirm that music 
learning requires heightened listening and awareness. Diemer—after teaching middle 
school general music for a few weeks—recalled that students best responded to music 
when musical sounds were present and inviting. Why were these students mesmerized by 
Diemer’s playing? How does Parker invite singers so deeply into a song’s center and lead 
them to create such moving sounds? Diemer describes the multifaceted nature of musical 
engagement when she offers a few expectations for the students that perform her 
commissions: “[to] offer some knowledge, philosophy, insight, emotional release, 
diversion, entertainment to those who…perform the music” (Diemer, 1985, p. 59). Such a 
wealth of benefits is an indication that learners have recreated the “spark” that inspired the 
composer during the compositional process.  
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Diemer and Parker believe that in order to learn, students must be musically 
engaged—mindfully listening, sensing, and responding. They proffer that musically 
disengaged students can learn about music, but students must be engaged musically in 
order for meaningful learning to occur.  
Diemer and Parker remain on a philosophical plane when discussing their 
conceptualization of what is meant by pedagogical value because music learning is an 
implicit part of their knowledge base. From an early age, they have been musical 
performers and composers. Neither Diemer nor Parker has formal training as music 
educators. Therefore, they are able to give a unique perspective of the value of music 
education. Ironically, Diemer’s and Parker’s life experiences have led them to embrace a 
notion of teaching and learning that is consistent with our contemporary knowledge of the 
social constructivist theory of Vygotsky, given expert application to music education by 
Jackie Wiggins in her text Teaching for Musical Understanding (2000). 
Diemer and Parker do not consider pedagogical value to be synonymous with skill 
development or technique on an instrument. In fact, Diemer and Parker submit that pieces 
that are only directed toward skill and technique may lack musical worth and pedagogical 
value. Recall the words of 9-year-old Diemer, originally offered in Chapter 4: “I don’t 
really mind playing exercises, but I’d rather play real pieces” (as cited in Schlegel, 2001, 
p. 4). In “real pieces,” pedagogical value is implicit rather than explicit. According to 
Diemer and Parker, only works with true musical worth hold pedagogical value. Works 
embodying musical worth will also embody pedagogical value: the two are essential 
components of a composite whole. Less worthy works may have pedagogical utility, but 
not necessarily pedagogical value. In the absence of the motivating quality of musical 
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worth, pedagogical value is diminished to pedagogical utility. In this scenario, it seems 
futile for educators to invest time and resources in music that lacks the ability to compel 
students musically. 
Toward an Integrated Theory 
But what is a theory? Theory is abstract knowledge…derived from the 
exploration of phenomena, the identification of concepts and the interrelationships 
between concepts surrounding phenomena, from which an explanatory framework 
can be developed. (Grbich, 2007, p. 186) 
 
The interrelationship between musical worth and pedagogical value has been the 
phenomenon investigated within this study. Diemer and Parker have provided insights 
regarding the variables that surround these concepts and, as Grbich suggested above, this 
in-depth exploration necessarily leads to the development of an explanatory framework or 
theory. Although it will never fully capture the phenomena under study, a model is useful 
in vivifying this abstract knowledge. 
When the three themes regarding the composer, educator, and learner are merged, 
a dynamic relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value begins to emerge. In 
the process of composing commissioned works for educational settings, they internalize 
parameters that will be applicable to specific learners and settings. With this intuitive 
knowledge base of both performer and craft, they engage in the creative process—their 
raison d’être. The “spark” experienced in creation indicates the origin of musical worth 
and compels them to the completion of a work. The composers’ balance of artistic and 
applied factors creates a work in which musical worth and pedagogical value are unified 
concepts within a composite whole.  
The seminal concept within this data convergence is the ability of the 
compositional “spark” to carry through to student learning. The “spark” resides within a 
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musical work, passed from composer to student. When an educator creates for students a 
learning experience that is derived from and integrally related to the musical worth of a 
work, musically engaged students may recreate the “spark” and thus realize pedagogical 
value. This “spark” fuels the fire of music learning and motivates students to reach 
continually higher levels of skill development and musical understanding. So from 
composer to student, the relationship of musical worth and pedagogical value—within 
their composite—is cyclic (Figure 12).  
 
 
Figure 12. Cyclic relationship between musical worth and pedagogical value 
 
 PEDAGOGICAL VALUE 
 
 
The composers are asked to 
write a work. Their 
knowledge of commission 
parameters combines with 
their experiences and 
perspectives as composers 
engage in the creative 
process. A “spark” occurs. 
The composers have created 
a work with musical worth 
and rich potential for 
pedagogical value.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pedagogical value is inherent 
within the musical worth of 
the commission. An educator 
creates a musical learning 
experience complementary to 
the work.  Students recreate 
the “spark” in music making, 
realizing the composer’s 
creative intentions and 
inspiring higher levels of skill 
and understanding.  
 
 MUSICAL WORTH  
 
 
 
This theoretical model (Figure 12) lends systematic credibility to Dewey’s philosophical 
discourse on aesthetics in Art as Experience (1934). In this excerpt he explained that the 
learner’s process must roughly mirror the creator’s process for worth to be perceived: 
[T]o perceive, a beholder must create his own experience. And his creation must 
include relations comparable to those which the original producer underwent. 
They are not the same in any literal sense. But with the perceiver, as with the 
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artist, there must be an ordering of the elements of the whole that is in form, 
although not in details, the same as the process of organization the creator of the 
work consciously experienced. Without an act of recreation the object is not 
perceived as a work of art. (p. 54) 
 
According to Dewey, learning occurs as the beholder perceives significant aspects of the 
whole within an act of recreation. He also asserted that both of these acts—creating the 
“spark” and perceiving the “spark” require work: 
The artist selected, simplified, clarified, abridged and condensed according to his 
interest. The beholder must go through these operations according to his point of 
view and interest. In both, an act of abstraction, that is of extraction of what is 
significant, takes place. In both, there is…a gathering together of details and 
particulars physically scattered into an experienced whole. There is work done on 
the part of the percipient as there is on the part of the artist. (p. 54)  
 
The many processes that Dewey mentioned—selecting, simplifying, and 
condensing, to name a few—begin to reveal the complex mystery of the composer’s 
process. In Chapter 6, Diemer’s and Parker’s perspectives and process were in part 
demystified. In a commissioning circumstance, a composer’s process is made even more 
complex by the introduction of another variable—the learner. Yet, the composers within 
this study evidenced a “point of view and interest” in composing for educational settings, 
creating an ideal environment for the exploration of musical worth and pedagogical value. 
The “act of abstraction” Dewey describes might be compared to the “spark” that 
Diemer and Parker conveyed in their descriptions of the compositional and learning 
processes. In this research, Dewey’s percipient (perceiver) is synonymous with the 
educator/learner dyad. This team must work to recreate the composer’s intentions. The 
“spark” within music creation and recreation generates self-actualization within the 
composer and internal motivation within the learner to engage further with music.  
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The essence of music education is the transcendent moment when both the teacher 
and student “extract what is significant.” The heightened experience that comes from 
perceiving the abstract in this non-discursive art form is the basis of pedagogical value 
and, as Dewey implies, can occur in accordance with a learner’s point of view and 
interest. Therefore, students at every level of music learning may be given this opportunity 
to experience the aesthetic power of music. Reimer (1970) led the field of music education 
in articulating this philosophy: 
The experience of art is related to the experience of life at the deepest levels of 
life’s significance. One can share the insights of art not by going outside of art to 
non-artistic references, but by going deeper into the aesthetic qualities the art 
work contains. It is in aesthetic content of the art work that insights can be found, 
and the deeper the experience of the aesthetic qualities the deeper can be the sense 
of significance gained. If the experience of art is to be significant for life, the 
experience of art must be aesthetic experience. (p. 25, italics original) 
 
Without formal training in either aesthetics or education, Parker’s impromptu philosophy 
of the value of music learning showed uncanny accordance with Reimer: 
In choral music, we have this opportunity to…share not only a sound experience, 
but an emotional experience…and an intellectual experience. I really think that if 
we’re really singing wonderfully well together, we’re using all of our human 
possibilities in a way that nothing else demands of us. We balance the physical, 
the mental, the spiritual, and the imaginative and whatever parameters you want 
to throw in there. We’re using every bit of that. The result is just marvelous music 
making: really transcendent music making. I don’t want to aim for anything less. 
(personal communication, October 30, 2008) 
 
Of course, Parker has honed this intuitive philosophy of the power of music learning over 
many decades. Two decades before her conversations with me, she penned this concise 
description of the power of transcendent music making: 
Our ears are connected to our minds and hearts in ways that defy analysis. Music 
touches us, and in so doing, civilizes us, socializes us, teaches cultural history and 
values, breaks down the past and future worry from the ceaseless agitation of our 
rational minds. If the classroom is a microcosm of society, can we not, through 
music, teach the human values our society so sorely needs—respect for quiet, for 
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others, for working together; and the joy of creating something… (Parker, 1988, 
p. 34, italics original) 
 
Moving from Theory to Practice 
  The commissioned works and perspectives of Diemer and Parker reveal the 
relationship of musical worth and pedagogical value to be complementary. Pedagogical 
value is dependent on the presence of musical worth. Yet, musical worth cannot be 
revealed unless pedagogical value is intentionally pursued within musical teaching and 
learning.  
The composite of musical worth and pedagogical value produces an artistic whole 
capable of fueling the processes of creation and recreation. The composer creates and the 
educator facilitates recreation by the learner. Though complex, this dynamic process is 
possible in the routine work of music education. Aware of the challenges within repertoire 
selection, Diemer and Parker offer insights into teaching and learning enlivened by the 
dynamic of musical worth and pedagogical value. Chapter 8 contains these 
recommendations for practice as well as future research. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 
 
 
 
 
The truism that repertoire comprises the curriculum for the choral music 
classroom was set forth at the outset of this study. In the initial chapters, the problems 
that arise from this condition were shown to be twofold. First, the aggressive promotion 
of substandard repertoire by music publishers necessitates critical judgment among 
educators about repertoire choices. Secondly, studies confirm that many music educators’ 
approaches to repertoire selection—regarding both musical worth and pedagogical 
value—at best may be unsystematic and, at worst, may lack rigorous principle and 
critique.  
A primary goal of this research was to derive principles that might assist music 
educators in selecting repertoire with musical worth and pedagogical value. This was 
accomplished by exploring the perspectives of two female composers who have achieved 
a high level of prominence both inside and outside the field of music education. Emma 
Lou Diemer and Alice Parker have spent decades writing for a variety of mediums at a 
variety of levels. Through interviews, composed works, and writings of Diemer and 
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Parker, I discovered insights to inform the practice of repertoire selection by music 
educators. 
Although I have selected repertoire for choirs for nearly two decades, a recent 
experience reinforced the personal and professional significance of this study. In 
selecting repertoire for a fall program, I took a chance on a work that I ultimately deleted. 
I was initially drawn to the work because its text and overall style appealed to me. It was 
composed by a reputable composer and I felt it would have value for my students. I did 
not delete it from the program because the choir failed to perform it adequately or 
because I was unhappy with my pedagogical approach to it. Rather, using the artistic 
standards offered by Diemer and Parker, I realized problems with the composer’s setting 
of the text, the synergy between the elements of harmony and form, and the lack of 
originality in melodic development. Although the choir could not articulate this, they 
could sense it. After several lackluster rehearsals, this highly motivated group’s overall 
weariness and growing impatience with the piece urged me to think carefully about the 
source of their malaise. I realized, on reflection, that it was the consciousness of the 
points Diemer and Parker emphasized in this study that led me to eliminate it from the 
repertoire. Even with years of experience and a much more developed musical 
Weltanschauung than in my early years of teaching, I find it challenging, but 
invigorating, to select repertoire with both musical worth and pedagogical value. 
Recommendations for Practice 
 Although Diemer's and Parker's perspectives offer no easy answers to music 
educators, they direct us toward better practice. Their principles for repertoire selection as 
revealed in this study include: 
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I. Originality, expressivity, and interest are essential characteristics of educative 
repertoire.   
II. Music educators must hold themselves and their choirs to rigorous musical 
standards. 
III. Music educators must develop and exercise critical judgment in the face of 
many external forces regarding repertoire selection. 
 
 
I. Originality, expressivity, and interest are essential characteristics of educative 
repertoire. 
 
“[Repertoire] is rarely sufficiently interesting to enchant or involve a child to 
whom it is presumed to be accessible” reported the 1963 Yale Seminar on Music 
Education (Palisca, 1964, p. 11). Data reveal that Diemer and Parker believe interest, 
expressivity, and originality should be characteristics of the repertoire selected for use by 
students. The core research question revealed that music of worth holds inherent 
pedagogical value that is realized in the hands of a skilled teacher. Therefore, educators 
must select repertoire with musical worth in order to accomplish meaningful pedagogical 
goals. Diemer asserts that interest, not popularity, is the goal of educative repertoire:  
Bernstein said once that he would start to write a popular song but soon became 
so interested in making it interesting that it was not popular… Downright 100% 
pop is impossible for me to write. It offers nothing of value either intellectually or 
spiritually for me. (Diemer as cited in Brown, 1995, p. 43) 
 
In this assertion, Diemer implies a parallel between writing strictly for entertainment 
purposes and writing music that fulfills one’s own standard of craftsmanship and 
expressivity. However, this parallel is not easily defined. Bernstein wrote masterpieces 
that entertained the populace, such as his famous Broadway musical West Side Story. 
Inspired by his example, Diemer considers the performer while still satisfying her own 
artistic standards of originality, expressivity, and interest: 
[M]y music is kind of in-between. I think its music that’s going to appeal to more 
people, say, than the very esoteric music. And it will appeal to some of those who 
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like more popular-type music—so it’s kind of in-between. I think it’s a good 
bridge. (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 69) 
 
Meyer (1974) relates why a learner would engage with works by composers who—like 
Diemer—create art that connects to a learner’s knowledge base while coaxing it in 
unfamiliar directions:  
Because expectation is largely a product of stylistic experience, music in a style 
with which we are totally unfamiliar is meaningless. However, once the aesthetic 
attitude has been brought into play, very few gestures actually appear to be 
meaningless so long as the listener has some experience with the style of the work 
in question. For so long as stimulus is possible within any known style, the 
listener will do his best to relate it to the style, to understand its meaning. (p. 35-
36) 
 
As an educator, I have witnessed as both “O Mistress Mine” and She’ll be Comin’ Round 
the Mountain engaged and advanced the musical understanding of choristers. Three 
Madrigals, in particular, has proven to be an extremely versatile educational tool: it has 
offered challenge and enjoyment to an ensemble of junior high students as well as a 
collegiate ensemble. Diemer is guided by the simple belief that: 
[Music] should not be written only to satisfy the aesthetics or mental exercises of 
a composer... It should be written to be listened to, understood, and even enjoyed. 
(1990, p. 34) 
 
Throughout her career, Diemer has been an innovator, experimenting with a variety of 
styles. “To become mired in one style for the duration of one’s composing life…is 
detrimental to the creative spirit,” said Diemer (1982, p. 47). These data suggest that 
repertoire used in educational settings should also be varied, to nourish students’ creative 
spirits.  
Disconfirming data arose in relation to the usefulness of repertoire without a high 
degree of musical worth. During a conversation, I asked Parker how one might 
discriminate between repertoire that is “light” and “trite.” Parker had no criticism of 
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composers who write “trite” music, and offered no apologies for writing such music 
herself. According to Parker, variety is the spice of life:  
Well, something can be trite and be exactly what’s needed for the moment. 
Like a marshmallow, you know. My food analogies again! I think they are on the 
musical scale of value like going from…well, roast beef or a whole Thanksgiving 
dinner; an Oratorio to like a Sousa March or a Viennese Waltz or operetta, or 
something that you sing with the kids when you’re putting them to sleep at night. 
Audrey’s little worm song, or the songs that she was singing. The songs that are 
just for fun!  
Some music is really serious and important and some meals are really 
serious and important. You spend a lot of time planning Thanksgiving. 
Sometimes you get home from church and the kids are really tired and instead of 
having a nice Sunday dinner you have Campbell’s tomato soup and cheese 
sandwiches! Or something like that, because that’s all you can do at that moment.  
[Someone] looked at me and asked, “Well, did you ever write a tomato 
soup and cheese sandwich kind of piece?” I said, “Certainly! That’s what you 
write for some kid’s birthday party or for just the moment.” I don’t want to say, 
“Never would I write such a piece.” I want to keep all the options open. (Parker, 
personal communication, August 21, 2008) 
 
Parker submitted that perhaps there is a place for all music; sometimes occasion demands 
“trite.” Music that is trite, over-familiar, or hackneyed occupies the opposite end of the 
spectrum from music that is original, and originality emerged as a robust characteristic of 
musical worth within the perspectives of both composers. Yet, these disconfirming data 
suggest that music educators must thoughtfully consider the choral curriculum as a whole 
over time, taking care to balance musical worth and pedagogical value within students’ 
overall musical experience. The famed conductor-violinist Eugene Ormandy (1966) 
spoke to such a “necessary equilibrium” in his defense of music that is not necessarily 
“great:” 
[M]ay Heaven defend us from programs made up solely of masterpieces. Who is 
made of the stuff that can endure this rarefied existence perpetually? Poulenc once 
spoke of “l’adorable mauvaise musique” [the adorable bad music]. Let us be 
grateful for it, too. It represents not only the negative test for the great music, but 
also maintains the necessary equilibrium for a healthy musical life. What 
composer can be accused of writing only masterpieces? The honor we pay a 
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masterpiece will be greater for a share of that honor bestowed upon a lesser work. 
(p. 100) 
 
Musical worth and pedagogical value may not necessarily be entirely present or absent in 
any given work; they exist and are realized on a continuum. Also, Parker would offer that 
lesser works—her “cheese sandwiches”—do not necessarily suggest a lesser approach to 
teaching and learning; such works require a certain musical and pedagogical authenticity 
to be performed well. Diemer and Parker would offer that music educators’ choices be 
varied, relevant to student needs, and offered with musicality.  
II. Music educators must hold themselves and their choirs to rigorous musical standards. 
 
The more genuine the songs, the more they nourish us in our common humanity. 
Can we take the time to ponder the difference? To teach and perform the best? To 
encourage each other to look for that-which-lasts, for the genuine rather than the 
spurious? (Parker, 2005, p. 95) 
 
Diemer and Parker believe educators should set standards for repertoire selection 
that reflect thoughtfulness and rigor. The characteristics of musical worth and 
pedagogical value offered by the composers in Chapter 6 could be used as guidelines. 
The concern with repertoire selection rests not only with discerning the musically and 
pedagogically worthy from the spurious. Music educators must consider the interactive 
and dynamic tasks of challenging students both technically and musically. Parker notes: 
“I don’t want to [compose] things that are so difficult to sing that you don’t have any 
time left…to add the rest of what I think of as the expressive vocabulary of music.” She 
continues: 
Very often your good…choir will think, “Oh, we can do that already. We don’t 
need to spend any more time on it.” Except that all they are doing is reproducing 
what is on the page, very blatantly. I want layer upon layer of sophistication after 
that. (Parker, personal communication, August 20, 2008) 
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 In the musical works analyzed in this study, both Diemer and Parker demonstrate 
that music of worth can be accessible yet provide challenge to learners on all levels. In 
the same vein, Reimer (1970) suggested that educators select repertoire in three 
categories: 
There should be some pieces which present few if any technical or musical 
problems, some [of] which are very challenging technically and musically, and 
most [of] which can be performed and understood adequately but which contain 
enough challenge to warrant periodic study over a long period of time. (p. 134) 
 
The third category, which should comprise “most” of the curriculum, according to 
Reimer, includes pieces that contain the richest juncture between musical worth and 
pedagogical value. They are neither too difficult nor too easy; students can focus not only 
on technical demands, but also accomplish expressive, musical goals in the rehearsal and 
performance of such works. Kodály captured the educational philosophy of Diemer, 
Parker, and Reimer (1970) when he said, “rather play an easy piece well and beautifully 
than a difficult one in a mediocre way” (Kodály, 1974, p. 187). 
Indeed, educators must raise expectations of what they select to teach (repertoire) 
and how they plan to share it with learners (process): 
Any choir is a mirror of its conductor. I call choral conducting the naked 
profession: you get exactly what you ask for: no more, no less. Most of us, right 
across the board from seasoned professional to beginner, don’t ask enough of 
ourselves or of our groups. We seem to settle for a middle limbo of “what’s 
possible” instead of striving for the very best. We need truly to re-think our 
priorities. First and foremost comes making music. This may seem a truism, but 
music only comes where we ask for it. (2005, p. 34-35) 
 
Parker asserts that music educators should raise expectations of what both they 
themselves and their students can accomplish. Parker believes that artful, comprehensive 
teaching requires intense score study:  
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When the conductor has studied the piece sufficiently, and has the ability to teach 
the chorus its structure and sound and make it come alive in performance, the 
composition is then “ours”: we have recreated it and shared it with others. How 
many conductors know the piece well enough to recreate it well? (2005, p. 34) 
 
Parker’s primary concern for musical sound is echoed by Michele Kaschub (2000), who 
asks music educators: “can we effectively model the sounds we want our students to 
make?” (¶ 3). Ultimately, musical sound inspires musical understanding. Parker 
confidently asserts that music learning occurs within a “world of sound.” She criticizes 
music educators who would lend primacy to goals other than sound:  
You can’t say it doesn’t matter how it sounds, as I’ve heard people say. “Just sing 
and have fun; it doesn’t matter how it sounds.” Music is only sound! That’s the 
only thing that matters!! You’re always thinking sound. (personal communication, 
August 20, 2008) 
 
Parker’s main recommendation is that music educators approach teaching and learning 
more musically. She recounted the experience that led her to elevate sonic and expressive 
musical expectations for all singers, regardless of talent or experience:   
I heard unaccompanied four-part singing in a Mennonite church, and learned that 
it is possible to have richness, balance, sonority and meaning in ‘plain’ 
congregational singing. It must, however, be valued, cultivated, taught at home 
and in school, cherished as a community act. (2005, p. 17) 
 
As a result, Parker has led thousands of singers into her “world of sound.” Within such 
settings, Parker assumes that virtually anyone can participate in singing with expression 
and musicality. She has developed her own pedagogical expertise in eliciting such 
sensitive and dynamic sounds from diverse groups of the singing public. Like Diemer, 
Parker is not a trained singer but believes that being within “the world of a song” seems 
to boost her technical ability. Because of this personal experience, Parker would advise 
music educators to select repertoire based on qualities beyond its service to mastering 
technique or learning musical concepts. While these goals are important, they are 
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secondary to choosing repertoire that has the ability to transport learners into the world of 
sound. Parker would concur with Allen Britton, who acknowledged: “we learn to play in 
order to learn repertory [and] playing is fun, but playing remains only fun unless we play 
something worth playing” (Britton, 1991, p. 180). 
Although Diemer discusses organ repertoire selection within a church setting in 
the following quote, the same would apply to choral singers within educational settings: 
When I was [at First Presbyterian], I think I sometimes played down to them a 
little bit. I didn’t play really modern things because before I played there, I played 
at the Christian Science Church for about 12 years. Lovely people, but Handel in 
G major was what they wanted. One Sunday, I played something of Simon 
Preston, kind of flashy and loud, a little bit dissonant, and that didn’t go over too 
well. So, I really turned down my use of styles. I played good music, but it was 
more on the tonal side and I didn’t play that much of my music.  
At [First Presbyterian], one Sunday I played a movement from a 
Hindemith Sonata and one of the choir members said, “that was just great!” She 
loved that and said I should do more of that sort of thing. 
So I think I played down a little; I was a little bit condescending. You 
really can’t be too afraid of church people. They are always going to complain—
no matter what you do. (Diemer, personal communication, July 16, 2008) 
 
 This excerpt contains several messages for music educators. First, music learners 
often times resist the unfamiliar: they are more comfortable with hearing what they 
already know. Setting standards for musical and pedagogical excellence—leading 
learners to understand and even enjoy new styles and genres—is the essence of music 
education. In playing a Hindemith Sonata, Diemer raised her expectations of what her 
church listeners could hear and appreciate. In an essay entitled “Composing Music that 
Educates,” Jack Stamp (1998) similarly expressed the need for high standards in music 
educators’ selection of repertoire: 
Does the public school English teacher ever not read Shakespeare in fear of 
students’ initial reaction? It is, therefore, each individual music teacher’s 
responsibility to select “Shakespeare” for his/her medium…the music need not be 
a clone or watered-down version of a famous piece, but it should possess the 
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qualities in its craft and use of techniques that are characteristic of all great 
music… (p. 94) 
 
Although one listener offered Diemer positive feedback following her listening 
challenge, she asserted that complaints always outnumber praise. Because churches and 
schools are filled with people resistant to change, it is challenging for music educators to 
maintain and act on a persistent belief in the ability of all learners to grow and mature 
musically. Not dissuaded by criticism, Stravinsky continued to follow his own creative 
compass in composition. Upon receiving a copy of the score of Rite of Spring, Debussy 
wrote to Stravinsky: “For me, it is the special satisfaction to tell you how much you have 
enlarged the boundaries of the permissible in the empire of sound” (1959, p. 50). 
Debussy’s impressionist style—smooth, textural coloration—stands in stark contrast to 
rhythmic primitivism of Stravinsky’s work. Yet, Debussy—then near the end of his life—
challenged himself to hear and find worth in that which was unfamiliar.   
Dewey (1934) spoke with disdain for the terms “appreciation” and “admiration,” 
as if the only acceptable expectation that one should have from an encounter with art is a 
genuine aesthetic experience. He warns that the “spark” contained in true art cannot be 
discovered by the lazy or those too established in convention: 
The one who is too lazy, idle, or indurated in convention to [learn] will not see or 
hear. His “appreciation” will be a mixture of scraps of learning with conformity to 
norms of conventional admiration… (p. 54) 
 
From Dewey’s perspective, it is clear that the purpose of art education is true hearing and 
partaking in a transcendent, musical experience. Parker often referred to such a musical 
experience as listening so intently that one is transported into the “world of sound.” In her 
study of neo-classicists like Prokofiev and Stravinsky, Diemer’s idiomatic and 
unconventional harmonic play and motivic development capture the listener’s ear. 
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III. Music educators must develop and exercise critical judgment in the face of many 
external forces regarding repertoire selection. 
 
The business of distribution is the last, most expensive and least controllable 
process.... The collision course is between the artist who would rather see work 
performed and enjoyed, and the business which exists to make money from these 
creations. …As long as we live in a culture which places more value on money, 
this uncomfortable conflict will continue. (Parker, 2005, p. 108) 
 
Judging from the advertisements I read and am sent, a great deal of music is being 
published. The promotional efforts on the part of publishers seem sometimes to be 
in adverse proportion to the quality of music being published. Consumers, 
organists, and directors…take the easy way out much of the year. (Diemer as 
cited in McCray, 1987, p. 43) 
 
Parker and Diemer offer similar concerns regarding the publication industry-at-
large. All consumers—music educators included—must remember that revenue is the 
ultimate goal of industry. Though music publishers present themselves to music 
educators as helpful members of the music education enterprise, they are driven by profit 
rather than pedagogy.  
Research data show that publishers also attempt to direct the artistic output of 
composers themselves. Seeing the extent to which other works sold, a publisher friend of 
Diemer’s repeatedly urged her into repeating the specific style or “formula” of these 
works. Consider this excerpt of our earliest conversation in which I asked Diemer about a 
letter she received from a publisher: 
          EES: In both of these letters that he wrote to you… He [said], “I still want 
you to do some secular pieces in the style of The Lord is Mindful—lush, lyrical, 
etc.—I can sell them!” 
          ELD: Yes. He always wanted me to write things that were not as difficult 
and sort of… (Pause.) Yeah.  
          EES: You’re just not interested? 
          ELD: Well, I tried. But I become a little too complicated sometimes. It kind 
of gets out of hand.  
          EES: What do you mean? 
          ELD: Technically…a little bit harder than what he wanted. It’s really hard. 
He asked me to write some madrigals in the style of the Three Madrigals once. So 
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I wrote Madrigals Three. I don’t know if you know those. They’ve done OK, but 
they never were the big hits because they are a little bit harder ... They don’t have 
quite the catchiness, I don’t think… But anyway, he was always wanting—and I 
suppose other composers—to “write me something that will sell a lot.” (personal 
communication, June 19, 2008) 
 
Although a publisher pressured her to follow a formula of past works, Diemer knew 
intuitively that repertoire which is most valuable pedagogically is distinctive and 
challenging. She has sought to maintain good relationships with her publishers, although 
commercial success has not been essential to her art: 
I have never tried to be a best-seller composer and I wouldn’t want to be one… I 
don’t think I could write the sort of music, either in the sacred or the secular 
world, that would appeal to the masses of people. I just wouldn’t really want to do 
that because it doesn’t do anything for me. (Diemer as cited in Rediger, 1994, p. 
69) 
 
As an octogenarian, even Stravinsky admitted: “I have survived—though not 
uncorrupted—the hucksterism of publishers” (1963, p. 23). Though years have passed 
since Diemer and Parker were subject to the influence of publishers, the same “hucksters” 
threaten to steer music education from its primary purpose. Data clearly indicate that 
Diemer and Parker belong to the ilk of composers who do not measure success in status 
or profit. Pulitzer-prize winning composer Michael Colgrass (2004), who seeks to write 
quality instrumental music specifically within the performance capacities of middle and 
high school students, suggests that symbiosis between musical worth and pedagogical 
value is not always important to composers who write for educational settings:  
The goal of too many composers who write for children is primarily pragmatic, 
placing function ahead of aesthetics. The great masters of the past were able to do 
both—write pieces that worked for amateur musicians that were also great music. 
How often can we say that about music being written for children today? …As it 
stands, publishers provide stock fare to the schools—music that is easy to execute 
but often is emotionally superficial. (¶ 23) 
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The concern voiced by Diemer, Parker, and Colgrass led Stamp (1998) to remind his 
readership of educational composers that “we must realize that the immortality of music 
lies in its aesthetic power and its meticulous construction. These are both elements that 
we must share with our students” (p. 92) Ironically, this assertion concluded a chapter 
entitled “Composing Music that Educates,” found within the second volume of Teaching 
Music Through Performance in Band (1998). Although Diemer is referencing church 
music in the following excerpt, her message is applicable to composing for educational 
settings: 
The most exciting music for the church has been written by composers who were 
able to write in all or most compositional media: orchestra, choral, often operatic; 
the dullest by those who limited themselves to “service music” and worried only 
about the technical capabilities of the nonprofessional choir and the congregation. 
There is a happy medium, of course—the versatile and sympathetic composer 
who is willing to find ways to satisfy both his/her own aesthetic requirements and 
the spiritual and musical sensibilities of the church. Too many gifted composers 
have ignored the church, and too many composers for the church have limited 
themselves to that musical purpose alone. (Diemer as cited in Hinshaw, 1976, p. 
14) 
 
Diemer and Parker have demonstrated success in writing for both professionals and non-
professionals, and suggest that each practice informs the other. The composers also 
suggest that excellent repertoire will likely come from many different sources. Seasoned 
choral educator Hilary Apfelstadt notes that some publishers are more reliable in 
providing repertoire with musical worth: 
Over time, you do get to feel that you can rely on particular publishers. I get sheet 
music packets regularly from many of them, and I find I’m often drawn to 
Alliance, Santa Barbara, Oxford, Boosey & Hawkes, Walton…to me, those 
companies have especially consistent quality, but we all have our own personal 
favorites. (as cited in Randall, 2009, p. 35) 
 
Diemer, who is published with Santa Barbara Press, offers that ultimately music 
educators must make decisions for themselves. Rather than publisher promotions, it was 
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the discernment of a sole music educator—not publisher promotions—that led to the 
popularity of Diemer’s Three Madrigals. She recounted: 
That’s what happened with the [Three] Madrigals. I don’t think they advertised 
that much. Charles Hart—he was down at USC—was one of the first and he 
probably took them to conventions and told everybody about them and they just 
took off. That happens with some works. (Diemer, personal communication, July 
16, 2008) 
 
Forces other than publishers challenge critical judgment within repertoire 
selection. According to Parker, music education as a profession is slow to change what it 
has always done. Music of value should be available to music learners at all levels: 
I always felt that working with kids—their heads had a coin slot on top of them 
and my job was to drop in as many songs as I could… And the great songs! Not 
the things written for little kiddies to do because they learn real things when they 
are grown up. They need to hear the Bible stories now. They need to hear 
Shakespeare now so that they have those deep in their mind. So that when they are 
at the end of their life at a nursing home and can’t speak, their mind has some 
furniture in it that endures. That’s exactly what the [great] songs do. I think that 
our intellectual culture is just beginning to find that out, but it doesn’t believe it 
and it certainly doesn’t act on it in our schools. (Parker, personal communication, 
August 21, 2008) 
 
In this emphatic declaration that young children need to encounter music of worth, Parker 
echoed the philosophy of Bennett Reimer: 
Music of high quality need not be music of high complexity….enough material of 
merit exists that every grade level in every school system can find musical 
rewards in the repertoire appropriate for its technical capabilities…. (Reimer, 
1970, p. 133) 
 
When questioned about how to judge “great” songs against the rest, Parker penned the 
following thoughtful response to a music educator. It accurately captures the difficulty in 
objectively judging aesthetic objects: 
There are at least two contradictory ways of evaluating…music. Songs that you 
learned as a child (or in a particularly moving more recent experience) are 
hallowed by memory and defy rational justification. On the other hand, if you are 
a professional classical poet or musician, you have all of the poetry and music that 
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you know and love as a background for the judging of newer materials. On this 
scale, you can suggest that certain poems and songs hold their own in comparison 
with the best, and predict that they will prove of lasting worth. Fortunately both of 
these systems are inadequate to human experience, and all of us can often guess 
wrongly. Your own emotions teach you things that no one can explain: what is 
right for you is all right, and not to be undervalued. But I would like to suggest 
that in your position as the selector of music…you spend some time thinking 
about what music you want your children to learn ... What will stand by them in 
the adversities of life? (Parker, 2005, p. 81) 
 
Parker urges music educators to be mindful about their responsibility of choosing music 
for students. Although music inspires emotion, both emotion and intellect must guide 
repertoire selection. Parker suggested a third experience that hones our musical judgment: 
life itself. Music is a unique expression of human experience, and life itself offers 
continued experience: 
Welcome all those life experiences that come your way, even those seemingly in 
direct opposition to your goal. Fate works in mysterious ways to provide a unique 
life curve for each one of us. Perhaps the best education we can get is life itself, 
taken with enthusiasm, flexibility and large doses of humor. (Parker, 2005, p. 70) 
 
Recommendations for Practice: A Recapitulation 
 
From the perspectives of Diemer and Parker, I derived three principles to be used 
by music educators in selecting repertoire with both musical worth and pedagogical 
value. These ideals emerged from the composers’ spoken words and were confirmed by 
their musical works. 
Originality, expressivity, and interest are essential characteristics of repertoire 
with musical worth and consequent pedagogical value. Although pedagogical value may 
accrue from repeated contact with familiar works, music growth occurs as learners 
engage with the unfamiliar. Familiarity with an element of an unfamiliar work—such as 
the folksong in Parker’s arrangement of Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye or Diemer’s She’ll be 
Comin’ Round the Mountain—builds a bridge for student learning. Music of worth 
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captures students’ interest by being innovative yet cohesive in style and sincere in 
expression. Such repertoire will have the ability to endure as a work of art both inside and 
outside of educational settings.  
Next, music educators must hold themselves and their choirs to rigorous musical 
standards. Parker holds the primary pedagogical goal for music teaching and learning 
should be inspired sound. Both she and Diemer believe that expressive goals should be 
primary, thus increasing learner motivation to improve secondary goals of skill and 
technique. Therefore, repertoire selection must consider the important juncture between 
musical worth and pedagogical value. In practitioner literature, McCallum (2007) 
recently summarized this challenging aspect of repertoire selection:  
It is easy to fall in the trap of selecting repertoire based on the ensemble’s highest 
technical achievements; it is important not to avoid works simply because they are 
not “hard” enough. Musical quality is available in works for band from levels 1-6. 
By playing literature at varying levels of difficulty, young musicians can establish 
a variety of attainable goals and focus on different elements. …They can begin to 
go beyond the notes and rhythms to address the musical elements and 
compositional merits of work. Literature that allows musicians to shape a phrase, 
focus on dynamic contrast, or develop a variety of tone colors and balance 
combinations does not have to include complex polyrhythms or intricate 
subdivisions of the beat. Align your ensemble objectives with your repertoire 
choices. (p. 105) 
 
Meno was bewildered when questioned by Socrates: “What is virtue?” (Allen, 
1984, p. 133). While Meno was able to give examples of virtues, he failed to offer a 
conclusive definition and his struggle only led to more questions. So it is with “musical 
worth” and “pedagogical value.” Those who are concerned with the preparation of music 
educators must question students—just as Socrates questioned Meno—so that defining 
characteristics of these two important aspects of music will begin to arise.  
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Based on Diemer's and Parker's views, developing acumen and confidence in 
repertoire selection will result from a personal commitment to continuous professional 
development—as musicians and teachers of music. Mayhall (1994) proffered that 
“expanding knowledge of choral literature is perhaps the single most significant lifelong-
learning challenge for conductors” (p. 9). Yet, Parker reminds practitioners that as they 
expand their total repertoire, they will develop “a background for the judging of newer 
materials” (2005, p. 81). Discourse among colleagues regarding characteristics of musical 
worth and pedagogical value—such as those occurring among members of the American 
Choral Directors Association (ACDA) Repertoire and Standards Committee—will 
stimulate more thoughtful repertoire selection and teaching practices. 
Recommendations for Research 
 
Following a lecture, someone asked Kodály to “[compose] for us a few good 
choral works” for men’s choirs, as the literature at the time was poor and incomplete. 
Kodály, then in his 70th year, responded: “I should have to live a very long time to do 
everything I have been asked to do” (1974, p. 180). Hopefully, Diemer and Parker will do 
just this; live a very long time and continue to add to the repertoire. Future researchers 
would do well to explore the perspectives of those who—like Diemer and Parker—have 
honed their craft over a lifetime. Regarding such master composers, Neilson (1960) 
remarked: 
There are…two things that make quality evident in the…works of the masters: (a) 
they sum up the best of what has gone before, and (b) they provide a point of 
departure for a break with tradition, paving the way for daring ideas and concepts. 
With few exceptions, master composers become completely themselves in middle 
and later life—highly creative, superbly original and ruggedly individualistic. (as 
cited in Bellinger, 2002, p. 177) 
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The final three descriptors offered by Neilson are strikingly appropriate for Diemer and 
Parker. Both women are worthy of continued research and even full biographies, not only 
for their unique views on composition, but also for their views on successfully breaking 
gender barriers in the mid-twentieth century professional world.  
It would serve the profession at large to glean similar composers’ perspectives: 
those whose work bridges both the music education and performance communities. 
Composers-in-training could gain insight from such master composers who, out of a 
sizeable oeuvre, have composed a significant number of works that also serve as tools of 
student music learning. Kodály (1974) related why professional composers must not 
overlook the opportunity to invest time and talent in repertoire for schools: 
I would advise my young colleagues, the composers of symphonies, to drop in 
sometimes at the kindergarten, too. It is there that it is decided whether there will 
be anybody to understand their works in twenty years’ time. (p. 151) 
 
The theoretical model proposed as a result of the perspectives and works of Diemer and 
Parker might be tested on other prominent composers who, in later life, have become—to 
use Neilson’s description: “highly creative, superbly original, and ruggedly 
individualistic.” Do others view creating art for educational settings as a challenging and 
mind-expanding enterprise and use terminology like “spark” when describing both the 
creative process of composing and the classroom learning process? In-depth 
consideration of these key summary themes will test the credibility of the cyclical 
theoretical model proposed in this study. Living composers worthy of future research 
might include Libby Larson, Michael Colgrass, Gwyneth Walker, Frank Ticheli, Henryk 
Górecki, John Tavener, Paul McCartney, and Stephen Sondheim. Consider the following 
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insightful comments offered by Frank Ticheli during a brief interview for a practitioner 
journal: 
Composers often search for a deliberate balance between order and freedom; 
unity and abundance; predictability and surprise. No magic formula can show the 
way to balance these elements, but that is a good thing…this is what makes the art 
so exciting. (p. 25) 
 
We are in the business of making beautiful things. Period. The [school] where I 
teach places great emphasis on the crafts of counterpoint and orchestration, but I 
remind students that these skills are no guarantee of artistic music. You have to 
add to this all of the things that are difficult to teach: intuition, a sense of 
wildness, courage, and a love of mystery. (p. 26) 
 
The greatest works say something profound in plain and universal ways. In the 
compositional process the mind and the heart should keep each other in check. 
Greatness has a chance when neither force takes over. (Ticheli in Sheldon, 2003, 
p. 27) 
 
In addition, many prominent deceased composers wrote extensively about musical 
worth. The systematic study of their written and musical works could aid in our 
understanding of the intersection between musical worth and pedagogical value. A few of 
these composers cited within this study include Leonard Bernstein, Zoltán Kodály, Igor 
Stravinsky, Norman Dello Joio, Roger Sessions, Ernst Toch, and George Rochberg.  
Research reviewed in Chapter 2, as well as the findings of my study, suggest that 
many music educators could benefit from a more systematic approach to selecting 
repertoire that specifically entails evaluating the worth of a piece of music. The 
effectiveness of Ostling’s (1978) guidelines offered in Chapter 2 (Table 5) could be field-
tested on select music educators as a means of evaluating quality repertoire. Would such 
a systematic approach improve the quality of repertoire used for classroom learning? 
Additionally, the applications of Ostling’s guidelines—subsequently used by 
Gilbert (1993) and Bellinger (2002) could be replicated within the area of choral music 
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education. These studies enlisted sizable panels of evaluators to recommend and rate 
works. A core repertoire of quality music was formed as a result. Such a core repertoire 
for choral music educators would follow the “exemplar model” offered by Richmond 
(1990). Aspects of Richmond’s guidelines might continue to be applied to research. 
Hayward (2004) recently proposed a syllabus for an undergraduate music education 
course in which a core curriculum of repertoire is studied. Choral music education would 
benefit from similar course design and implementation, particularly in light of Reames’s 
(2001) finding that college methods classes had less influence on repertoire selection than 
the 13 other sources identified in her study.   
It is important to note that neither Diemer nor Parker believed that repertoire 
alone ensures pedagogical value. The study of quality repertoire should parallel the study 
of artful and effective pedagogy. As they ponder the intersection between musical worth 
and pedagogical value, music educators will continue to refine skills in repertoire 
selection and artful teaching. To this end, future studies could look at expert music 
educators’ perspectives on musical worth and pedagogical value generally, and relative to 
the perspectives of the composers themselves. This scenario might be particularly 
applicable to the composition and premiere performances of commissioned works: in 
such cases, both composer and educator are deeply invested in creating and recreating the 
“spark” or musical moment that accompanied authentic engagement with music of worth.  
Future research might involve enlisting a panel of experts in the field of music 
education to select and describe the teaching process of five works that represent an ideal 
confluence of musical worth and pedagogical value. It is highly likely that perspectives 
offered by Diemer and Parker would recur as central themes in the work of an expert 
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panel. Research such as this may lead to practical applications of the theoretical model 
presented within the current study.  
The profession would greatly benefit from research that aligns theory and 
practice, intuition and intellect. Within this research, the perspectives and practice of 
Emma Lou Diemer and Alice Parker have advanced a theory of the relationship between 
musical worth and pedagogical value and provided rich insight into the importance of 
musical worth and pedagogical value in repertoire selection. As the intuitive knowing of 
the pedagogical value inherent in music of worth is given a research basis, perhaps such 
music will be demanded by educators, marketed by publishers, and increasingly evident 
in the music curricula of our schools. In the words of Allen Britton, our schools might 
then be filled with “the world’s most beautiful music” (1991, p. 180).
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APPENDIXES 
 
APPENDIX A 
 
Research Timeline 
 
Date Task 
 
Spring 2006 
 
Conduct preliminary research on the topic of 
“repertoire as curriculum” 
 
Fall 2006 Develop research focus and conduct preliminary 
literature review; analyze published works of 
Diemer and Parker; develop methodology  
 
February 2007 Submit Proposal to IRB for review 
 
March 2007 Received approval from the IRB, 
begin pilot study data collection and analysis 
 
April 2007 Contact Diemer and Parker regarding 
participation  
 
May 2007 Complete pilot study analysis and presentation 
 
Fall 2007 Complete coursework & comprehensive exams 
 
Spring 2008 Assemble and peruse commissioned works of 
Diemer and Parker to select for analysis 
 
February 2008 IRB approves extension of research 
 
March 23, 2008 Defend prospectus 
 
June 19, 2008 Emma Lou Diemer—Interview 1 
(begin ongoing analysis of this data source) 
 
June 20, 2008 Emma Lou Diemer—Interview 2 
 
July 16, 2008 Emma Lou Diemer—Interview 3 
 
July 17, 2008 Emma Lou Diemer—Interview 4 
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August 20, 2008 Alice Parker—Interview 1 
 
August 21, 2008 Alice Parker—Interview 2 
 
October 29, 2008 Alice Parker—Interview 3 
 
October 30, 2008 Alice Parker—Interview 4 
 
Fall 2008 Data transcription & analysis 
 
Jan—Dec 2009 Analysis, drafting, and revision 
 
February 2009 IRB approves a second extension of research 
 
July 2009 Member-check single case & musical analysis 
with Diemer and Parker  
 
January 2010 IRB approves study closure 
 
February 2010 Member-check full draft with Diemer and Parker 
Submit draft to peers for review 
 
March 5, 2010 Submit draft to dissertation committee 
 
March 22, 2010 Defend dissertation 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Request for Study Participation: Emma Lou Diemer 
 
 
 
Dear Dr. Diemer, 
 
My name is Elise Eskew and I am a doctoral student in music education at Georgia State 
University. As a high school choral director in North Carolina, my students and I enjoyed 
encountering your choral works. As a collegiate choir assistant in Atlanta, I have grown 
to appreciate your skill as a composer and arranger even more. Last year you were so 
thoughtful to respond to my email regarding your arrangement of She’ll be Comin’ 
Round the Mountain. Since this occurred some time ago, I am including a copy of our 
email transaction with this letter. 
 
My area of research interest is quality attributes in choral repertoire. I would like to 
involve you in my dissertation research in which I seek to better understand the 
relationship between musical quality and pedagogical worth. I am confident that your 
perspective as a composer of merit will contribute to this understanding. Your 
composition of Three Madrigals while involved with the Young Composers Project 
makes you an ideal individual to illuminate the mystical intersection between musical and 
pedagogical worth in choral repertoire. 
 
If you are so inclined, I would like to interview you in person on three occasions. I am 
willing to travel to sites that are the most convenient for you, such as your hometown of 
Santa Barbara, California. These interviews would ideally take place between November 
2007 and June 2008.  
 
I can be reached via email at eeskew@gmail.com or by phone at (404) xxx-xxxx. I 
anxiously await your response.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Elise Eskew 
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APPENDIX C 
 
Request for Study Participation: Alice Parker 
 
 
Dear Ms. Parker, 
 
Greetings from Atlanta, Georgia! My name is Elise Eskew and I am a doctoral student in 
music education at Georgia State University. You may remember my uncle Harry 
introducing me to you at the 2006 Hymn Society Conference in Indiana. I have enclosed 
a picture of us that someone took prior to our closing rendering of your folk cantata 
“Melodious Accord.” I treasured this experience.  
 
My area of research interest is quality attributes in choral repertoire. Your work is 
renowned for its quality. During the past two years, I have helped Atlanta ring in the 
Christmas season with your choral orchestra arrangements of O Come, Emmanuel and 
Adeste Fideles as a member of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus. These 
arrangements inspire reverence and pure joy to thousands, as so many of your works.  
 
If you are willing and able, I would very much like to involve you in my dissertation 
research. I am seeking to better understand the relationship between musical quality and 
pedagogical worth. I am confident that your perspective as a composer of merit will 
contribute to this understanding.  
 
If you are so inclined, I would like to interview you in person on three occasions. I am 
willing to travel to sites that are the most convenient for you, such as your hometown in 
Western Massachusetts. These interviews would ideally take place between November 
2007 and May 2008.  
 
I can be reached via email at eeskew@gmail.com or by phone at (404) xxx-xxxx. I 
anxiously await your response.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Elise Eskew 
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APPENDIX D 
Interview Protocol: Emma Lou Diemer 
 
Remember to: 
____ Set up video and audio recorders 
____ Ask for signature on consent form 
____ Thank again for the opportunity 
____ Give introduction to interview sequence 
 
You once said: 
The balancing of one’s life as a composer is like the balancing of material in a 
musical composition. It must be watched over and adjusted frequently, and the 
joy and spirit of musical creation should never be allowed to disappear in the 
process. 
 
Our time together can proceed in much the same way. Our 4 meetings might be 
thought of like a multi-movement composition. Each movement or meeting will 
have a particular character, but we can improvise and adjust as necessary.   
 
Interview I. Moderato 
Being a composer & writing commissions 
 
Grand tour question: In a journal article, you offered: 
 There are two things that give the most pleasure in my work: creating something I 
can be proud of and creating something that someone else can enjoy. 
        Can you say more about these two pleasures?  
____ 1- Creating something YOU can be proud of and 
____ 2- Creating something that someone else can enjoy 
 
Most important to me in composing is the creation of a work that has dramatic 
appeal, perhaps some humor or whimsy or exoticm—whatever one wishes to call 
the rejection of dullness—clear structure, apparent or nonapparent micro-
organization, and the usually obvious intent of keeping the listener awake from 
beginning to end.  
        Can you improvise on the characteristics you mentioned in this quote? 
____ dramatic appeal 
____ humor/whimsy/rejection of dullness 
____ clear structure 
____ micro-organization 
____ keeping listener awake 
 
You mention the “listener” and “performer” a lot. Of course, in educational settings, this 
person is also a student or learner.  
____ How do you perceive “the learner/choir member”?  
____ What do you think is important for singers/learners to learn? 
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What are the most important qualities of a commissioned work? 
 
Offer this, if needed: 
There are some elements of style that occur in a lot of my 
music…harmony…rhythm…; texts that are in free verse or strictly metered. And 
always paying attention to the other elements: register, range, counterpoint, 
texture, idiomatic writing, dynamics, vocal and instrumental color. And, most of 
all, remembering the capabilities of the performers who will perform the music.  
____ harmony 
____ rhythm 
____ texts 
____ texture/counterpoint 
____ dynamics/color 
____ register/range 
____ idiomatic writing 
____ capabilities of performer 
____ other 
 
You mention a few short works of “quality” in the 1995 Brown article. 
____ Can you recall a commission or two that was quality? 
____ How was it received? 
____ Why did they succeed? 
____ If you took the text away from these pieces, would they still be good? 
____ Might this be a good test of quality in choral/vocal music? 
 
Offer, if necessary: 
For me, composing is not only about solving problems at a desk or piano, but 
about hearing the result and knowing that listeners, when hearing my music, feel 
some of the things that I felt when writing it. I believe that is called 
communication. 
 
Interview 2. Lento 
Exploring style and influences 
 
Yesterday you mentioned singing second soprano in your high school choirs.  
____ Either as a singer, listener, or player, what choral works—in addition to the Randall 
 Thompson Alleluia—were influential to you?  
____ Can you describe the experience of singing them?  
____ How did you grow or what did you learn? 
____ Favorite contemporary composer/work & why 
____ Favorite Romantic… 
____ Favorite Classical… 
____ Favorite Baroque… 
____ Favorite Renaissance… 
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Offer, if necessary: 
Composers who have or who had that quality for me have been Prokofiev, 
Tschaikovsky, Shostakovich and Stravinsky, Bach and Brahms of course, some of 
Poulenc, Ravel, and Debussy, and Benjamin Britten, John Adams, and Gorecki. 
____ What other genres of music do you listen to—now or in the past? 
 
In a journal article, you said: 
Some of my choral works are significant to me. They are significant to me 
because they are quality creations in relation to other works of mine that are of 
lesser quality.  
____ Think of some of your works of lesser quality. 
____ What puts them in this category?  
____ Where they commissions? 
____ How does this affect the learning process? 
 
TEXT: You said yesterday that inspiration for dramatic appeal comes from a text 
____ How do you know when you’ve found a good text?  
____ What texts are best for students? Why? 
____ Have you ever set your own text? Why or why not? 
 
Interview 3. Scherzo 
Investigating the compositional process 
 
At the piano, describe how one thing leads to another in the process of composition. 
Works/issues to consider:  
 
Bee, I’m expecting you 
____ Why this text? Whose point of view? What does it mean? 
____ What are your reasons for repetition of text? Are they musical? 
____ Is the tritone m. 5-6 intentional? 
____ Is the movement and range of the voice intentional? 
____ Is the key area intentional? 
____ How did the ending come about? 
____ Why do you notate sharps and flats in the same measure? 
 
Sweet dreams form a shade 
____ Why this text? Does it have personal meaning? 
____ “Intentional musical blurring of an image” with a tone cluster—did you write these 
program notes? 
____ At the end of the 4th/beginning of 5th strophe you blurs the form. Why? Repetition 
in the text? Are you aware this is the “golden section?” 
____ Do you think students know what beguile means? Does it matter? (entice, lure, 
woo, charm, captivate, memorize, hypnotize, fascinate, enthrall, put under a spell) 
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Probe for more precise meaning of these descriptors with these probing questions: 
____ I missed you EXPLANATION about “spontaneous”… Can you give it again? 
____ What do you MEAN by something sounding “fresh”? 
____ Would you EXPAIN what it means for something to sound or feel “promising?” 
____ What is “attractive” THE SAME AS “beautiful”? 
____ In being “inspired” DIFFERENT FROM being excited in the process? 
 
I guess because it wasn’t labored. If something becomes really hard to 
write…maybe there’s something wrong with it because you’re not engaged 
emotionally. 
____ Were you engaged emotionally in the pieces that we analyzed today?  
____ How did you know? 
____ How long did it take to write these works?  
(Probe for precision) 
 
____ Are some people “born” composers, meaning they can compose without effort?  
____  Can people who are not “born” composers create quality works?  
(Yes, if you argue that Beethoven wasn’t a “born” composer. So being able to 
compose well is relative, though her language doesn’t reinforce this. 
 
Sometimes I’ve improvised a whole piece and I forget most of it as I write it down. 
____ I hate to ask, but if it’s easily forgotten, was it that good to begin with? 
 
My music is not terribly easy…  I like sometimes to write music that is rhythmic 
and subtle and ever-changing in its tonal reference. Some of these attributes of 
course present difficulties. 
____ How do you reconcile presenting difficulties to learners? 
 
Interview 4. Alla Marcha 
Confront the problem and brainstorm solutions 
 
Judging from the advertisements I read and am sent, a great deal of music is 
being published. The promotional efforts on the part of publishers seem 
sometimes to be in adverse proportion to the quality of music being published. 
Consumers, organists, and directors of small works take the easy way out much of 
the year.   
____ You said in one of the last interviews that publishers are just driven by market and 
that’s OK. Is it really OK? 
____ Should I buy a piece of music for my class if someone tells me it is good? Why? 
____ What do you think students like? 
____ Is it right or wrong to steer students’ taste? 
____ What does not like something on first hearing indicate? 
____ Is greatness absolute or relative? Is it cultural? Personal? 
____ What does it take to understand great music? 
____ What do you think about a standard curriculum for all choral students? 
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APPENDIX E 
 
Composer Photograph: Elise Eskew Sparks & 
Emma Lou Diemer (July 2008) 
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APPENDIX F 
 
Composer Photograph: Alice Parker and Elise Eskew 
(July 2006) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
